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You need to ensure that you protect a distributed denial of service (DDoS) against load balancers and application

gateways with an Azure public IP address assigned to it.

What should you do? Choose the appropriate steps and place them in the correct order on the right.

{UCMS id=6360418151825408 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

Use the Azure portal to create a DDoS protection plan

Use the New-AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig cmdlet to configure a virtual network

Use the New-AzVirtualNetwork cmdlet to create the virtual network with the ID of the protection plan

You should first create a distributed denial of service (DDoS) protection plan. This plan specifies a set of virtual

networks in a single subscription or multiple subscriptions with DDoS protection standard enabled. You can use the

Azure portal to create a resource and choose a DDoS protection plan. You can also use the PowerShell command

New-AzDdosProtectionPlan to create a DDoS protection plan. The following creates a DDoS protection plan named

NutexDdosProtectionPlan in the resource group named RG1:

$ddosProtectionPlan = New-AzDdosProtectionPlan -ResourceGroupName RG1 -Name NutexDdosProtectionPlan

-Location "East US"

You will then have to enable the DDoS protection plan for the virtual network. You will have to enter the name of the

virtual network that needs DDoS protection. You can use the New-AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig cmdlet to specify

the virtual network's configuration and use the New-AzVirtualNetwork cmdlet to create the virtual network. You have to

specify the ID of the newly created plan with the parameter DdosProtectionPlanId. Since the virtual network is

associated with a plan, you can specify the parameter EnableDdoSProtection. The following example saves the virtual

network configuration to the $subnet variable and saves the virtual network to the $vnet variable:

$subnet = New-AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig -Name SubnetName -AddressPrefix 10.0.1.0/24 

$vnet = New-AzVirtualNetwork -Name VnetName -ResourceGroupName RG1 -Location "East US" -AddressPrefix

10.0.0.0/16 -DnsServer 8.8.8.8 -Subnet $subnet -EnableDdoSProtection -DdosProtectionPlanId

$ddosProtectionPlan.Id

You should not create an Azure security policy in Security Center. You can use a security policy to adhere to regulatory

compliance regulations, create your custom policies, or edit the default policies. However, you cannot use an Azure
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security policy to create a DDoS protection plan.

There is no parameter that specifies the ID of a security policy with the New-AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig cmdlet

or the Set-AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig cmdlet.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Azure > Networking > Virtual Network > Manage Azure DDoS Protection Standard using the Azure portal

Azure > Azure PowerShell > Reference > Networking > New-AzDdosProtectionPlan

You are currently part of the Azure infrastructure management team at Nutex Corporation. In a few weeks you will be

promoted to User Access Administrator for the Nutex tenant. You will need to be proficient at granting and managing

access to users and resources. You will also need to troubleshoot RBAC-related issues for the tenant.

Match the RBAC-related issues on the left with their causes/fixes on the right.

{UCMS id=5110633142943744 type=Activity}

Explanation

You would map the RBAC issue with its cause/fix as follows:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/manage-ddos-protection
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/Az.Network/New-AzDdosProtectionPlan?view=azps-2.8.0


The error message "The client with object id does not have authorization to perform action over scope

(code: AuthorizationFailed)" appears when the role with which you are signed in does not have write privileges at

the selected or parent scope. You will need write permissions to create resources on Azure. For example, you must

have the privileges of the Virtual Machine Contributor role on the selected or parent scope to manage virtual machines

in a resource group.

If you transfer a subscription to another Azure AD tenant, all role assignments made in the subscription are

permanently deleted in the source Azure AD tenant. You must re-assign roles in the target Azure AD tenant.

The error message "The client has permission to perform action

'Microsoft.Authorization/roleDefinitions/write' on scope '/subscriptions/{subscriptionid}',

however, the linked subscription was not found" appears when you try to update a custom role but one or more

assignable scopes of the role are deleted. Currently, Microsoft does not provide you with options to fix this issue. You

must create a support ticket and let Microsoft support fix this issue.

The error message "The client with object id does not have the authorization to perform action" appears

when you try to assign a role with a user account that does not have the privileges of the Owner or User Access

Administrator roles.

When you see the "Identity deleted. Identity no longer exists" message next to a security principal on the

Role Assignments page, you have deleted the security principal without removing the role assignment. The security

principal type for the role assignment will be listed as Unknown.
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Role-based access control > Troubleshoot RBAC for Azure resources

Jamie is being tasked with protecting the keys used to encrypt content found in the Nutex Sales application storage

account. The keys will require a scheduled rotation from Key1 to Key2 and back once a month. Each key will be

regenerated every other month.

How should the keys be stored and retrieved to maximize performance and reduce disturbance in the rotation and

regeneration routine?

A single key should be stored in a configuration file for use by each application

Both keys should be placed into an Azure key vault and both referenced in the

required applications

Both keys should be stored in a configuration file for use by each application

A single key should be placed into the Azure key vault and referenced by the

applications that need them

Explanation

Jamie should place a single key in the Azure key vault and should encourage the Nutex Sales application developers to

reference it from there. Using this solution, when rotation/regeneration occurs, the applications affected will not need to

be edited to get the new key.

Jamie should not place both keys in the Azure key vault because there should only be one key in use at any given time.

The keys should never be placed into configuration files because these are insecure containers and can present an

attack vector.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/troubleshooting
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

References: 

Azure > Storage > Azure Storage security guide

Azure > Storage > What is Azure Key Vault?

You are working on the Enterprise Security team, and you need to configure an alert that sends you an email every day

with all non-compliant resources with a resource count.

Which query will you use?

where Category == 'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend

p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | summarize resource_count=count() by

tostring(policy.policyDefinitionName)

where Category == 'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend

p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | where p.isComplianceCheck == 'False

AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level !=

'Informational' | extend p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | summarize resource_count=count() by

tostring(policy.policyDefinitionName)

AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level !=

'Informational' | extend p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | where p.isComplianceCheck == 'False

Explanation

You should use the following query to retrieve all non-compliant resources:

AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend

p=todynamic(Properties) | extend policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | summarize resource_count=count() by tostring(policy.policyDefinitionName)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-security-guide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-whatis
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

This query gives a resource count of resources that match a policy definition name. Queries of the log can be created

on the Log Analytics workspace by clicking on the Alerts blade in Azure Monitor, and clicking New Alert Rules. You

can add conditions in the query by selecting Custom log search.

The following query is incorrect because it lists all new non-compliant resources:

AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend

p=todynamic(Properties) | extend policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | where p.isComplianceCheck == 'False’

You should not use either of the following queries because they do not contain the AzureActivity keyword:

where Category == 'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy = policies | summarize

resource_count=count() by tostring(policy.policyDefinitionName)

where Category == 'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy = policies | where p.isComplianceCheck ==

'False

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Monitor

References: 

Microsoft > How to Create Azure Monitor Alerts for Non-Compliant Azure Policies

You are developing a new web-based lead generation application called LeadGen that is registered within the Nutex

Azure Active Directory.

You need to secure the published APIs for this application to only specific Nutex Azure resources and users. What

should you configure in order to leverage an industry-standard authorization scheme for web, desktop, and mobile

applications?

Identities

Certificates

OAuth 2.0

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/itops-talk-blog/how-to-create-azure-monitor-alerts-for-non-compliant-azure/ba-p/713466


✗ D)
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Subscriptions

Explanation

OAuth 2.0 is an industry standard for authorization for web, desktop, and mobile applications. You can use OAuth 2.0

within API Management to secure published APIs to ensure users can only access the resources that they are entitled

to. This option will meet the requirement and secure access to published APIs to only specific Nutex Azure resources

and users.

Certificates are used to secure access to your published APIs by validating incoming certificates based on a desired set

of values. This option will not meet the requirement and secure access to published APIs to only specific Nutex Azure

resources and users.

The Subscriptions option is used to secure API endpoints through the use of subscription keys. With subscriptions, in

order to use the API, the HTTP request must include a subscription key or the call will be rejected. This option will not

meet the requirement and secure access to published APIs to only specific Nutex Azure resources and users.

The Identities option allows you to set up and manage different authentication methods of the API Management

developer portal. This option will not meet the requirement and secure access to published APIs to only specific Nutex

Azure resources and users.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage application access

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > API Management > How to authorize developer accounts using OAuth 2.0 in Azure API

Management

Microsoft Docs > Azure > API Management > Subscriptions in Azure API Management

The Nutex Corporation wants to use the microservices approach to build and deploy applications. Nutex also wants to

reduce costs and efforts to deploy and manage applications. They want to manage apps using AKS clusters.

You are part of the core networking team at Nutex. You are tasked with the networking portion of the AKS clusters. You

want to set up clusters using Azure Container Networking Interface (CNI).

Which of the following statements about prerequisites and configuring AKS networking using Azure CNI are TRUE?

(Select all that apply.)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/api-management/api-management-howto-oauth2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/api-management/api-management-subscriptions


✓ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

✓ E)

You cannot change the maximum number of pods per node on an existing AKS

cluster.

The IP address for the AKS cluster's DNS service must always be the first IP

address in the address range for the Kubernetes services.

With the Azure CNI defaults, a /22 subnet will accommodate an AKS cluster with

30 nodes and an additional node for upgrade operations.

Azure CNI allows you to include up to 250 pods per node, whereas the ARM

template allows you to include only 110 pods per node.

With the Azure CNI defaults, a /22 subnet will accommodate an AKS cluster with

25 nodes and an additional node for upgrade operations.

Explanation

The following statements are true:

With the Azure CNI defaults, a /22 subnet will accommodate an AKS cluster with 25 nodes and an additional node

for upgrade operations.

With the Azure CNI defaults, a /22 subnet will accommodate an AKS cluster with 30 nodes and an additional node

for upgrade operations.

You cannot change the maximum number of pods per node on an existing AKS cluster.

The minimum subnet size required to provision an AKS cluster and accommodate all required nodes is (number of

nodes) + ((number of nodes) * maximum number of pods per node). If you are using the Azure CNI defaults, the

maximum number of pods per node is 30. So, with 25 nodes, you will need (25+1) + ((25+1) X 30) = 806 IP addresses.

A /22 subnet gives you 1022 usable IP addresses. So, /22 subnet will accommodate the AKS cluster.

With Azure CNI defaults, the number of IP addresses required is, (30 +1) + ((30+1 X30) = 961. So, a /22 subnet will

accommodate the AKS cluster with 30 nodes. This is a Kubernetes prerequisite that does not allow you to scale an

existing AKS cluster. You must always plan to use up to 5 more nodes than you currently require.

The ARM template allows you to include up to 250 pods per node, NOT 110 pods per node. Both Azure CNI and ARM

templates allow you to add up to 250 pods per node. You cannot change the default of 30 pods at the maximum per

node from the Azure portal.

You must NEVER use the first IP address in the address range of the Kubernetes services. This is the IP address

within the Kubernetes service address range that is used by cluster service discovery (kube-dns). The first address is

used for the kubernetes.default.svc.cluster.local address.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection
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Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Configure Azure CNI networking in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Plan IP addressing for

your clusterMicrosoft Azure > AKS > Configure Azure CNI networking in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Frequently

asked questionsMicrosoft Azure > AKS > Configure Azure CNI networking in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) >

Maximum pods per nodeMicrosoft Azure > AKS > Configure Azure CNI networking in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)

> Deployment parameters

There are four different functions of dynamic data masking that can be used to control data exposure for different

scenarios.

Drag the function to the best fit scenario, as shown below.

{UCMS id=5656707330998272 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

The default masking function masks data based on the data types. For example, a date/time data type would mask

data as 01-01-1900 for date data type and use XXXX for a field with four or fewer characters for a string data types

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/configure-azure-cni
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

such as nchar, ntext, or nvarchar.

The credit card masking method will expose the last few digits of the credit card field, typically the last four digits, and

mask the rest of the digits (XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-1234).

The email masking method will replace the domain with XXX.com and expose the first letter. For example, the email

address of Laura.Richardson@dreamsuites.org will display as LXXXX@XXXX.com.

The random number masking method fills the field with a randomly generated number.

The custom text masking method exposes only the first and last characters of the field and adds a custom string to pad

the rest of the field.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > Azure SQL > SQL Database > Dynamic data masking

Every quarter the group owner should review the membership of the Human Resource Group. They group owner

needs to check whether any users have not logged in to the group in the past 90 days. In such situations, those users

should be checked to see if they have changed departments or left the company, and access for those users should be

removed.

What should you recommend to implement this requirement?

User-assigned managed identity

Identity Governance

Azure AD Identity Protection

Identity Hub

Explanation

You would implement Identity Governance because it has a feature for access reviews. The group owner can use this

feature to manage the group. You can view Azure AD Access Reviews by navigating to Azure Active Directory >

Identity Governance > Access reviews.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/dynamic-data-masking-overview


You would not choose the Identity Hub because developers use it to set up and integrate a unified identity system that

supports major accounts and external providers.

You would not choose Azure AD Identity Protection because it enables automated detection of identity risks.

You would not choose a user-assigned managed identity because it is a stand-alone Azure AD managed identity that is

used to authenticate to any service without any credentials in the code.
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Active Directory > Identity Governance > Create an access review of groups and applications in

Azure AD access reviews

You are working as an Azure database administrator. The company has implemented 1,698 Linux virtual machines

(VMs), 781 Windows VMs, and 371 Azure SQL databases in four Azure subscriptions. The corporate policy says that

RSA 2048-bit on the managed key must be used to encrypt data at rest.

You need to launch 10 MySQL databases. Which option should you choose?

Azure SQL Database for MariaDB with RSA 2048-bit Customer-Managed Key

Azure SQL Database for MySQL with RSA 2048-bit Client Managed Key

MySQL installed on Virtual Machine with RSA 2048-bit Customer-Managed Key

Azure SQL Database for MySQL with RSA 2048-bit Customer-Managed Key

Explanation

You should choose MySQL installed on Virtual Machine with RSA 2048-bit Customer-Managed Key. Of the choices

given, this option supports encryption at rest for MySQL with Customer Managed Key. The following table shows the

encryption model used by databases supported by Azure:

Databases
Server-Side Using Service-

Managed Key
Server-Side Using Customer-

Managed Key
Client-Side Using Client-

Managed Key

SQL Server on virtual

machines
Yes Yes, RSA 2048-bit Yes

Azure SQL Database Yes Yes, RSA 2048-bit Yes

Azure SQL Database for

MariaDB
Yes - -

Azure SQL Database for

MySQL
Yes Yes -

Azure SQL Database for

PostgreSQL
Yes Yes -

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/create-access-review
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Azure Synapse Analytics Yes Yes, RSA 2048-bit Yes

SQL Server Stretch

Database
Yes Yes, RSA 2048-bit Yes

Table Storage Yes Yes Yes

Azure Cosmos DB Yes Yes -

Azure Databricks Yes Yes -

You should not choose Azure SQL Database for MySQL with RSA 2048-bit Customer-Managed Key or Azure SQL

Database for MySQL with RSA 2048-bit Client Managed Key. These options do not support encryption at rest with their

own key.

You should not choose Azure SQL Database for MariaDB with RSA 2048-bit Customer-Managed Key – MariaDB. This

option is 99% compatible with MySQL, but it does NOT support encryption at rest with its own key.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > Security > Azure Data Encryption-at-Rest

You are the administrator of the Nutex Corporation. You want to define a custom RBAC role named Virtual Machine

Operator. Role members of that custom role should have permission to monitor and restart Azure virtual machines in

three different subscriptions. You have the following script:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/encryption-atrest


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✗ E)

✓ F)

✓ G)

✗ H)

Which actions do you have to apply to the sections labeled MISSING in the graphic? (Choose all that apply.)

On line 7 replace MISSING with read

On line 9 replace MISSING with write

On line 7 replace MISSING with write

On line 10 replace MISSING with start

On line 10 replace MISSING with restart

On line 9 replace MISSING with read

On line 11 replace MISSING with restart

On line 11 replace MISSING with start

Explanation

You should do the following:

On line 7 replace MISSING with read

On line 9 replace MISSING with read



On line 10 replace MISSING with start

On line 11 replace MISSING with restart

You should set the action for the storage to Microsoft.Storage/*/read because when you start an Azure virtual

machine, it has to read data from the storage account.

You should set the action for all computers to Microsoft.Compute/*/read because when you start an Azure virtual

machine you have to have read access to the virtual machine’s properties.

You should set the action for the virtual machines to start (Microsoft.Compute/ virtualMachines/start/action), so

that you get the starting permission to all operations of virtual machines and its child resource types.

You should set the action for the virtual machines to restart (Microsoft.Compute/
virtualMachines/Dropdownmenue4/action), so that you get the restarting permission to virtual machines.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Azure > Active Directory > Create custom roles for Azure Role-Based Access Control

You are working as an Enterprise Azure administrator. The assistant administrator, John, reports that he cannot access

the virtual machine named VM01 via just-in-time (JIT). JIT was enabled via Security Center. You checked IAM roles for

VM01. The following graphic displays the IAM roles for VM01.

What do you need to make sure that John can manage virtual machine access using JIT?

Add the Avere Operator role in the scope of VM01 for John.

Set managed identity on VM01 for John.

Add the User Access Administrator role in the scope of VM01 for John.

Add jitNetworkAccessPolicies in the scope of VM01 for John.

Explanation

You should add jitNetworkAccessPolicies in the scope of VM01 for John.Permissions needed to use JIT are

Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read and

Microsoft.Security/locations/jitNetworkAccessPolicies/initiate/action.

You should not set managed identity to on VM01 for John. Managed identity can be assigned to the resources. They

are not set for users This action will not work.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/Azure/active-directory/role-based-access-control-custom-roles
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You should not add the Avere Operator role in the scope of VM01 for John. This role is used by the Avere vFXT cluster

to manage the cluster. This action will not work.

You should not add the User Access Administrator role in the scope of VM01 for John. It will allow John to

Administration other users, but not resolve the issue.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Security Center

References: 

Azure > Security Center > Manage virtual machine access using just-in-time

You are working as an Azure database administrator. You have an Azure Cosmos account named mycosmoexam with

Customer-managed keys (CMK). The database is used as a temporary database. The operations department

complains about the slow performance. The following graphic shows the Collections scale for mycosmoexam.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time


✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Paying more money for mycosmoexam is forbidden. What do you recommend?

Increase DTU

Buy more DTU but as a Reserved Instance

Remove CMK encryption

Decrease DTU

Explanation

You should remove Customer-managed keys (CMK) Encryption. CMK is a second layer of encryption with your own

keys. CMK adds an extra load that is required to manage data encryption and decryption.

Removing CMK Encryption can decrease Request Units by 25%, which will improve database performance.

Increasing DTU is wrong can improve the speed of the database, but this action will cost more. In this scenario, you did

not want to spend more on performance.

Decreasing DTU will not improve database performance. This action will decrease the speed of the database.
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✓ E)

It is not possible to purchase more DTU as a Reserved Instance in Azure.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > Cosmos DB > Configure customer-managed keys for your Azure Cosmos account with Azure Key Vault

The Nutex Corporation’s Access Audit team feels that some roles in the Azure cloud contain privileges that users do

not require. You are asked to make changes to the access policies and role management on Azure. You want to start

exploring the possibility of using custom Azure roles.

Which of the following statements about custom Azure roles are TRUE? (Select all that apply.)

The ID property of a custom role controls who can create, delete, update, or view

the custom role.

Custom roles can be assigned to users, groups, and service principals at

subscription, resource group, and resource scopes.

The maximum number of custom roles for an Azure AD is 1,000.

To add privileges to a custom role, the Allow and Deny properties of the role

definition must be updated.

Custom roles can be shared across multiple subscriptions.

Explanation

The following statements are true:

Custom roles can be assigned to users, groups, and service principals at subscription, resource group, and

resource scopes.

Custom roles can be shared across multiple subscriptions.

To add privileges to a custom role, the Allow and Deny properties of the role definition must be updated.

Custom roles can be assigned like built-in roles to users, groups, and service principals. Custom roles can be assigned

at the subscription, resource group, and resource scopes levels.

Custom roles can be shared between subscriptions that trust the same Azure AD directory.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/how-to-setup-cmk
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

When creating custom roles, it is necessary to understand the resource provider operations available to define your

permissions. The privileges are specified by the operations. You would add the relevant operations to the Actions or

NotActions properties of the role definition. For data operations, the operations must be added to the DataActions or

NotDataActions properties.

The maximum number of custom roles for an Azure AD is 5,000, not 1,000. For specialized clouds, such as Azure

Government, Azure Germany, and Azure China 21Vianet, the limit is 2,000 custom roles.

The ID property of a custom role does not control who can create, delete, update, or view the custom role. The

AssignableScopes property defines two things: it specifies the scopes that the role is available for assignment, and

controls who can create, delete, update, or view the custom role.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Role-based access control > Custom roles for Azure resources

You are a cloud architect at Nutex Corporation. You have created three virtual machines in the following groups and

locations:

VM Name Resource group Location

NutexD01 devvm East US

NutexP01 prodvm East US

NutexS01 testvm North Central US

You need to configure metric alerts for these virtual machines. Which solution will be the most efficient to implement?

Configure one alert for the devvm and testvm resource groups, and one alert for

the prodvm resource group.

Configure three alerts per virtual machine.

Configure one alert for NutexD01 and NutexP01, and one alert rule for

NutexS01.

Configure one alert for all three virtual machines.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/custom-roles


Explanation

You would configure one alert for NutexD01 and NutexP01 and one alert rule for NutexS01. Because the NutexD01

and NutexP01 resources are in the same location, they can be grouped into one alert (as shown in the image):

NutexS01 is another location and thus would need a different alert than NutexD01 and NutexP01.

You would not configure one alert for all three virtual machines because the virtual machines are in different locations

and it is not possible to group them, as shown in the image:
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You would not configure three alerts for every virtual machine because that is not the optimal solution as described

above.

You would not configure one alert for the devvm and testvm resource groups and one alert for the prodvm resource

group. The virtual machines in the devm and testvm resource groups are in different locations and cannot work

together, as shown in the image.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Monitor

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Blog > Monitoring > Monitor at scale in Azure Monitor with multi-resource metric alerts

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/monitor-at-scale-in-azure-monitor-with-multi-resource-metric-alerts/


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

✓ F)

✗ G)

✓ H)

✓ I)

You are working as an Azure Administrator. John@examexamexam.onmicrosoft.com is working as an auditor of

EnterKeyVault. See the following graphic for details:

|~EnterKeyVault-AccessControl(IAM).png~|

You need to assign proper roles to John.

Which four actions should you perform?

Assign the Keys: list and Secrets: get list permissions at EnterKeyVault level

Remove John from the User Access Administrator role from the EnterKeyVault

level

Remove John from the Reader role from the EnterKeyVault level

Assign the Keys: get and Secrets: get role permissions at the subscription level

access

Assign Keys: backup, create, delete, get, import, list, restore role permission

at the EnterKeyVault level access

Remove John from the User Access Administrator role from the subscription

level access

Assign the Keys: get and Secrets: get role permissions at the EnterKeyVault

level

Remove John from the Key Vault Contributor role from the EnterKeyVault level

access

Remove John from the Reader role from the Subscription level access

Explanation

You should do the following:

1. Remove John from the Reader role from subscription-level access

2. Remove John from the User Access Administrator role from the subscription level access

3. Remove John from the Key Vault Contributor role at the EnterKeyVault level access

4. Assign the Keys: list and Secrets: get list permissions at the EnterKeyVault level

Simply put, you should remove John from all existing roles. You need to remove John from the current Reader role at

the subscription level. This role is inherited. You will need to remove the User Access Administrator role, which is also

inherited. You will need to remove John from the Key Vault Contributor, which is at the resource scope for the

EnterKeyVault.

Once those roles have been removed, you can assign only the Keys: list and Secrets: get list permissions. This

assignment is enough for the auditors to list secrets, but not to retrieve passwords.
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✗ A)

✓ B)

You cannot remove John from the Reader role at the EnterKeyVault level because John does not have the Reader role

at the EnterKeyVault level. John inherits the Reader role at the subscription level.

You cannot remove John from the User Access Administrator role from the EnterKeyVault level. John inherits the User

Access Administrator role from the root, not the EnterKeyVault level.

You should not assign Keys: get and Secrets: get role at the EnterKeyVault level because the auditor does not need

this assignment at the EnterKeyVault level. This assignment will allow the auditor to get passwords.

You should not assign Keys: get and Secrets: get role permissions at the subscription level. This action will allow the

auditors to retrieve passwords at this level.

You should not assign the Keys: backup, create, delete, get, import, list, restore permission at the EnterKeyVault

level. This action is too much permission for the auditors. They should only have the Keys: list permission at the

EnterKeyVault level.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Key Vault > Secure access to a key vault

Azure > Architecture > Learn Azure > Develop > Resources > Azure Key Vault REST API reference

Nutex Corporation wants to use the microservices approach to build and deploy applications. Nutex also wants to

reduce costs and efforts to deploy and manage applications. They want to manage apps using AKS clusters.

You are the Azure Security Administrator at Nutex. You are tasked with integrating the Kubernetes RBAC feature with

Azure AD so that Azure AD can be used to authenticate users who access cluster resources. The integration must use

the Azure AD groups feature to control access to the namespaces in the AKS clusters. Two teams, namely

Development and Quality Assurance, will use specific namespaces in the AKS cluster.

Which of the following should you do to implement these requirements? (Select all that apply.)

Create a service principal.

Create YAML files that define the RoleBindings between the Roles and resource

IDs of Azure AD groups.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-secure-your-key-vault
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/keyvault/


✓ C)

✓ D)

✓ E)

✓ F)

Create namespaces for teams.

Create Azure AD groups for teams.

Add Dev and Test team users to the respective Azure AD groups.

Create YAML files that define the Roles for the namespaces.

Explanation

You would do the following:

Create Azure AD groups for teams.

Add Dev and Test team users to the respective Azure AD groups.

Create namespaces for teams.

Create YAML files that define the Roles for the namespaces.

Create YAML files that define the RoleBindings between the Roles and resource IDs of Azure AD groups.

You can configure AKS to use Azure AD to authenticate users. Additionally, you can use the Kubernetes built-in RBAC

feature to limit access to cluster resources based on a user's identity or group membership in Azure AD.

To accomplish this, you would do the following:

Create Azure AD groups. In this case, Development and Quality Assurance.

Add the members of the Development and Quality Assurance teams to their groups.

Next, create specific namespaces for these teams, for example ‘dev’ for Development and ‘test’ for QA, on the

cluster’s console. Use the kubectl create namespace command.

Now, use the Role element in Kubernetes to create and map roles for the Development and Quality Assurance

teams’ users to the respective namespace “dev” and “test” on the cluster’s console. These are defined in a YAML

file. After you define the YAML files, apply these using the kubectl apply -f command. This creates the Roles for

teams and maps them to the namespaces.

Finally, you must map the Azure AD groups to the Roles in Kubernetes. Use the RoleBinding element to map the

Roles to the resource IDs of the Azure AD groups from the cluster’s console. Apply the RoleBindings by using the

kubectl apply -f command.

This will ensure that users in the Development group (on Azure AD) can access only the “dev” namespace. Similarly,

users in the Quality Assurance group can access only the “test” namespace. When pods are scheduled in the

namespaces, these users will access them with the permissions you have set in the Roles YAML files.

You would not create a service principal. This is not needed for this set of requirements. A service principal is needed

when clusters need to work with Azure APIs for Azure services.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Control access to cluster resources using role-based access control and Azure Active

Directory identities in Azure Kubernetes Service

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Service principals with Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)

The Nutex Corporation has had several security breaches. The company’s Chief Information Officer (CIO) stated that

all sensitive data must be protected at rest and in transit. The Nutex Corporation has migrated its databases to Azure

SQL Database to take advantage of the Always Encrypted feature. As an auditor, you need to explain to the

management board why the Always Encrypted feature is better than password protected database.

What is the underlying mechanism behind the Azure SQL Database Always Encrypted feature?

Key Vault

Keys

Azure BitLocker

Certificates

Explanation

Azure SQL Database Always Encrypted feature is based on certificates. Encryption based on certificates provides the

best method of protecting/encrypting data.

The Azure SQL Database Always Encrypted feature is NOT based on the Key Vault. The Key Vault can store secrets

like passwords and certificates.

The Azure SQL Database Always Encrypted feature is NOT based on Azure BitLocker. BitLocker encrypts disks in

virtual machines.

The Azure SQL Database Always Encrypted feature is NOT based on keys because it is based on certificates that

provide better encryption than keys.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/azure-ad-rbac?toc=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fazure%2Faks%2FTOC.json&bc=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fazure%2Fbread%2Ftoc.json
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-service-principal
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✓ A)

✗ B)

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > Always Encrypted: Protect sensitive data and store encryption keys in the Windows certificate store

Docs > Always Encrypted

You manage a Microsoft SQL Database hosted on Azure. You need to ensure that only the group named

DatabaseAdmins can authenticate to the database using their on-premises active directory identity.

Select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information presented in the graphic.

476,498,913,566

479,126,901,171

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-always-encrypted
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/encryption/always-encrypted-database-engine?redirectedfrom=MSDN&view=sql-server-ver15%23Anchor_3


✗ C)

✓ D)

✓ E)

✗ F)

✗ G)

✗ H)

474,568,916,617

480,100,899,122

477,369,904,416

476,619,912,665

479,175,901,198

477,295,905,364

Explanation

You should choose the following:

You should choose "Configure AD Connect and Enable SSO." When you configure Azure AD Connect and enable

SSO, your on-premises users can access cloud resources with the same credentials.

You should choose "Create a security group name DatabaseAdmin and add synced users to the group." You need to

manually create a security group on Azure and add selected on-premises users to the group.

You should choose "In Azure SQL Database, from Active Directory Admin, select DatabaseAdmin as authenticated

users. This action will allow them to authenticate to the database using their on-premises active directory identity.



You should not choose "Setup a staged AD in Azure and replicate users' identity to the staged AD." This option is

wrong because it is used to configure a hybrid identity.

You should not choose "Configure ADFS." Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) is a Single Sign-On (SSO)

solution created by Microsoft. As a component of Windows Server operating systems but can't be used for a platform

solution.

You should not choose "No need to recreate the DatabaseAdmin group." The group will be synced to Azure AD using

the sync tool. On-premises groups cannot be synced to Azure AD. Only the users can be synced, and the group can be

recreated in Azure.

You should not choose "In Azure SQL Database, from Active Directory Admin, select the database users." This option

allows users, but this scenario's goal is to ensure the database users are granted the admin right as a group, not as

individual users. Hence it is wrong.

When you configure a VPN to on-premises AD using a VPN, it is assumed that the SQL database is hosted on the

server. However, in this case, the SQL database is in a platform service and will require Azure AD.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > Azure SQL > SQL Database > Configure and manage Azure AD authentication with Azure SQL

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/authentication-aad-configure?tabs=azure-powershell
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You are the administrator of the Nutex Corporation. You have deployed an Azure storage account. You have two ARM

templates:

ARM1: Deployment of four Azure Windows VMs 

ARM2: Deployment of two Azure VNets

The user account named NutexUser1 has to get the permission to successfully run ARM1. User account named

NutexUser2 has to get the permissions to successfully run ARM2. Neither of these accounts should receive more

permissions than are required to deploy the ARM template.

Which user account has to become a member of which built-in Azure RBAC role?

In the work area, match the role to the corresponding user account.

{UCMS id=5698784564609024 type=Activity}

Explanation

NutexUser1 has to become a member of the Virtual Machine Contributor RBAC role. With that role, NutexUser1 can

manage virtual machines, but not the virtual network or storage account to which they are connected.

NutexUser2 has to become a member of the Network Contributor RBAC role because with that NutexUser2 can

manage all network resources.

You should not add either user to the Owner role because members of this Azure RBAC role have all rights to all

resources and can delegate those rights to others. Adding either user to this role would grant too many permissions.

You should not add either user to the Classic Network Contributor because members of this role can manage reserved

IPs and classic virtual networks.

You should not add either user to the DevTest Labs User because members of this role can connect, start, restart, and

shutdown virtual machines, and can view all virtual machines.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Azure > Active Directory >Get started with Role-Based Access Control in the Azure portal:

Azure > Active Directory >Built-in roles for Azure role-based access control

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/Azure/active-directory/role-based-access-control-what-is
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/Azure/active-directory/role-based-access-built-in-roles
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You have an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant named Nutex and all Azure AD users are assigned a Premium

P1 license. You need to enable a password reset for all managers of the company.

Which three actions should you perform? Choose the appropriate actions from the left and place them in the correct

order on the right.

{UCMS id=6304322045345792 type=Activity}

Explanation

You would do the following:

1. Create a group that contains all the managers and name it NutexManagers.

2. On the Password Reset – Properties page under the option for Self Service Password Reset Enabled, choose

Selected.

3. Add the NutexManagers group.

You would navigate to the Password reset – Properties page, enable Self Service Password Reset, and choose

Selected. Once you choose Selected, you can select a group, which in this case would be NutexManagers.
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In the graphic, you can select a single group that contains all the managers.

You would not navigate to the Password Reset Authentication methods page. This page does not have the option to

enable self-service passwords.

You would not select Enable Self Service Password Reset for All. This option is under Password Reset >
Properties and will enable password reset for all users, which is not the requirement of the question.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage Azure Active Directory identities

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Active Directory > Authentication > Tutorial: Enable users to unlock their account or reset passwords

using Azure Active Directory self-service password reset

You are an administrator for Dream Suites and need to transfer an existing Azure subscription to an account that is

located in the Verigon Azure AD tenant.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/quickstart-sspr


✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #22 of 144 Question ID: 1380975

What application should you use to transfer the subscription as the Billing Administrator?

PowerShell

Azure Account Center

Azure Cloud Shell

Azure Security Center

Explanation

The Azure Account Center (account.azure.com/subscriptions) can be used to view billing information and to make

changes to subscriptions. The account section within the Azure portal will allow you to transfer the Azure subscription

to another account as the Billing Administrator.

Azure Cloud Shell allows you to leverage shell commands from an authenticated browser. What is unique about this

experience is that the user can use Bash or PowerShell. The Azure Cloud Shell will not allow you to transfer the Azure

subscription to another account as the Billing Administrator.

The Azure Security Center helps you to identify tasks and create policies that need to be configured to ensure security

best practices are implemented. The Azure Security Center will not allow you to transfer the Azure subscription to

another account as the Billing Administrator.

PowerShell is a command line shell that is built on .NET that can be used to manage infrastructure, applications, and

services, and automate common tasks. PowerShell will not allow you to transfer the Azure subscription to another

account as the Billing Administrator.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage Azure Active Directory identities

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Cost Management and Billing > Manage accounts and subscriptions > Transfer billing

ownership of an Azure subscription to another account

Azure Hangout > The Four Pillars of Azure Billing Administration

You need to troubleshoot how a user was able to modify resources in a resource group. You notice that resources were

modified at least six months ago. You need to look back in the logs as far as you can.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cost-management-billing/manage/billing-subscription-transfer
https://azurehangout.com/the-four-pillars-of-azure-billing-administration/


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #23 of 144 Question ID: 1381003

How long are Activity Logs kept in a Subscription?

90 days

180 days

Until resource will be deleted

365 days

Explanation

Activity Logs are kept for 90 days by default. You can search the Activity log in the Azure Portal by choosing Monitor >

Activity Log based on subscription, timespan, severity, or resource group.

You can also use the Get-AzLog cmdlet to retrieve log entries. The following retrieves log entries from the resource

group named NutexResource for the past 21 days:

Get-AzLog -ResourceGroup ExampleGroup -StartTime (Get-Date).AddDays(-21)

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Monitor

References: 

Azure > View activity logs to monitor actions on resources

You are the Azure SQL administrator. You have 195 databases in your Azure subscription. You need to add a new

secure Azure SQL administrator for 50 of the databases.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/view-activity-logs


✓ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

✗ F)

Question #24 of 144 Question ID: 1380927

Which actions do you need to perform? (Choose all that apply.)

Create an Azure AD administrator for the Azure SQL server.

Create a script that uses a CREATE LOGIN statement for the 50 databases.

Enable auditing.

Enable Advanced Data Security.

Create a script that uses a CREATE ADUSER statement for the 50 databases.

Add a global masking rule in Dynamic Data Masking.

Explanation

The solution needs to be secure, so the best choice is to use Azure Active Directory. The first mandatory action is to set

Azure Active Directory Administrator, and later we need to create logins to each database. You can use the CREATE

LOGIN statement to create logins for the 50 databases. Creating logins for Azure AD users provides the ability to

authenticate to your managed instance without requiring database users to be created as a contained database user.

You cannot create a script that uses a CREATE ADUSER statement for the 50 databases that require a new secure

Azure SQL administrator. There is a T-SQL statement named CREATE USER that can create a login for an Active

Directory account, but there is not a T-SQL statement named CREATE ADUSER.

You should not enable auditing. This action will allow you to track transactions, logins, and updates, but will not resolve

the issue of adding a SQL administrator to a database or set of databases.

You should not enable Advanced Data Security. This action will detect unusual activities, but will not resolve the issue

of adding a SQL administrator to a database or set of databases.

You should not add a global masking rule in Dynamic Data Masking. This action will protect data, but will not resolve

the issue of adding a SQL administrator to a database or set of databases.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > SQL Database > Configure and manage Azure Active Directory authentication with SQL

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-aad-authentication-configure?tabs=azure-powershell


✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✓ E)

✓ F)

Question #25 of 144 Question ID: 1380968

As an Azure architect, you are required to design the strategy for Azure roles that will be used in your new tenant.

System administrators who are new to Azure are not sure what the differences are between Azure RBAC roles and

Azure AD administrator roles.

Which statements are true for Azure RBAC roles? (Choose three.)

RBAC roles manage access to Azure Active Directory resources.

Role information can be accessed in Microsoft Graph.

Scope is at the tenant level.

Scope can be specified at multiple levels (subscription, resource group,

resource).

RBAC roles manage access to Azure resources.

Role information can be accessed in Azure CLI.

Explanation

For Azure RBAC roles, information can be accessed in Azure portal, Azure CLI, Azure PowerShell, Azure Resource

Manager templates, and REST API. Scope in Azure RBAC can be specified at multiple levels (management group,

subscription, resource group, resource), and Azure RBAC roles can manage access to Azure resources.

Role information cannot be accessed in Microsoft Graph. That is available only for Azure AD administrator roles.

The scope of a role is not at the tenant level for most RBAC roles. Only Azure AD administrator roles have a scope at

the tenant level.

You cannot manage access to Azure Active Directory resources for most roles. You can control access to Azure Active

Directory resources only for Azure AD administrator roles.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Role-based access control > Classic subscription administrator roles, Azure RBAC roles, and Azure

AD administrator roles > Differences between Azure RBAC roles and Azure AD administrator roles

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/rbac-and-directory-admin-roles


✗ A)

✓ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

Your company has several Windows and Linux VMs in Azure. You plan to use Update Management in Azure

Automation to manage updates for your VMs.

Which of the following is true regarding Update Management?

Update Management in Azure Automation cannot manage Windows or Linux

machines hosted outside of Azure in other cloud providers.

You must link the automation account to a Log Analytics workspace

The automation account requires both the Log Analytics Contributor and Virtual

Machine Contributor role to perform update management

You can have VMs configured with Update Management to run custom scripts

from Azure Automation

VMs that run Linux must use a Log Analytics agent to perform assessment and

to update deployments from Update Management in Azure Automation

t

Explanation

The account used for Azure Automation must be linked to a Log Analytics workspace for Update Management on VMs.

The automation account requires both the Log Analytics Contributor and Virtual Machine Contributor role to perform

update management.

Update Management in Azure Automation can manage Windows or Linux machines hosted outside of Azure in other

cloud providers using Azure Arc enabled servers. Azure Arc enabled servers to allow you to manage servers in another

cloud provider or on your corporate network.

It is not possible for a VM configured with Update Management to run custom scripts from Azure Automation. The VM

machine must run a Microsoft-signed update script.

VMs that run Linux can use a Log Analytics agent or Desired State Configuration (DSC) for Linux to perform

assessment and to update deployments. The Log Analytics agent can be used for Windows or Linux. You can also use

an Automation Hybrid Runbook Worker, Microsoft Update, or Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) to perform

assessments and update deployments.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 
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Azure > Automation > Update Management overview

Joe from the Sales department may have been given excessive permissions to resources. How can you view Joe’s

current role assignments in the Azure Portal?

Choose the appropriate five steps and place them in the correct order.

{UCMS id=5718631724875776 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

1. Click All services and then choose your subscription from the Subscriptions tab

2. Click Access control (IAM).
3. Click the Check access tab.

4. From Find, choose Azure AD user, group, or service principal
5. Choose Joe.

To view the roles that have been assigned to a user, you can choose the correct subscription in the Azure Portal by

clicking All Services and then Subscriptions.

Once you have clicked on the appropriate subscription, click Access Control (IAM) and then click the Check Access
tab at the top of the page.

You should choose the Azure AD user, group, or service principal from the Find the drop-down list and add Joe’s name.

Click on Joe’s name to find the role assignments that have been assigned.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/update-management/update-mgmt-overview


You should see the roles that have been assigned to Joe. Joe has been assigned the Owner and Service Administrator

role.

You should not click on Assigned Roles for users in Azure Active Directory. This action allows you to find which

administrative roles or custom roles are assigned to a user. You can also use this action to assign directory roles or

custom roles to the user.
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You can click on an Azure Active Directory user and click on Azure role assignments to list the role assignments for a

user or group.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Azure > Role-based access control > Quickstart: View the access a user has to Azure resources

Your company has used the Azure Key Vault to securely store their app secrets. Your company is planning on

developing the following app scenarios.

Scenario 1: 
You have an inventory web app built on the Azure App Services platform. This app is used for just in time inventory and

needs an Organization Validation (OV) / Extended Validation (EV) TLS server certificate. You need to keep it refreshed

before it expires.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/check-access


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✓ E)

Scenario 2: 
The company has a cloud app store that stores customer data, including the customers’ own certificates.

Scenario 3: 
The company has a cloud based Human Resources app that has several thousand users. The Human Resources app

generates apps and distributes them to mobile devices.

Scenario 4: 
The company has an app that must be on every Azure VM. There are hundreds of Azure VMs and the app needs a

client authentication certificate.

Scenario 5: 
An inventory web app will be need to go through ISO certification, which requires you to provide auditing information

that shows where your certificates go and who has access to them.

For which of these scenarios should you use the Azure Key Vault? (Choose all that apply.)

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Explanation

Azure Key Vault is appropriate for scenarios 1, 4, and 5.

In Scenario 1, an inventory web app built on the Azure App Services platform needs an Organization Validation (OV) /

Extended Validation (EV) TLS server certificate, and you need to keep it refreshed before it expires. You can generate

the certificate in the Key Vault, and connect it with the inventory app. The certificate can be renewed automatically by

the Azure Key Vault. The inventory web app can be update at all times because the App Services platform

automatically picks up new certificates.

In Scenario 5, the inventory web app will be need to go through ISO certification, which require you to provide auditing

information of where your certificates go and who has access to them. All of this auditing information is provided by the

Azure Key Vault.

In Scenario 4, you have an app on hundreds of Azure VMs that need a client authentication certificate. You can use the

Key Vault self-signed certificate in a single key vault, register it, and push the certificate to all the many VMs at the

same time. You should NOT embed the certificate in the VM image and deploy the image.

You should not use Scenario 2 or Scenario 3 for use with the Azure Key Vault.

In Scenario 2, the company has a cloud app store that stores customer data including certificates. This scenario does

not require managing the certificates only storing store them securely. You can securely store customer data using
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Azure storage or SQL with encryption. The certificates are issued by the customers not by your company. The

customers must manage the lifecycle of their certificates based on their requirements.

In Scenario 3, the company has a cloud based Human Resources app that has several thousand users, and that app

generates apps and distributes them to mobile devices. The certificates are not part of the app configuration and are

not considered app secrets. The certificates should be issued by a CA. The Key Vault is used for app secrets.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Microsoft Technet > Manage certificates via Azure Key Vault

You are working as an Enterprise Cloud Architect for a company that only uses workloads in the Azure cloud. You have

a database that connects directly to the Azure SQL Database. You would like to detect any SQL injection that can occur

from that application. The following graphic is an architecture view of this solution:

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/kv/2016/09/26/manage-certificates-via-azure-key-vault/


✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

What solution do you implement to achieve the goal?

Azure Firewall

Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 prevention mode

Advanced Threat Protection for Azure SQL Database

Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 detection mode

Explanation

You should enable Advanced Threat Protection for Azure SQL Database. This solution has an alert that is triggered

when an application generates a faulty SQL statement in the database. This alert may indicate a possible vulnerability

to SQL injection attacks.

You should not implement an Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 detection mode. This solution can

detect SQL injection attacks, but it is a Layer 7 proxy, and it is working only for Web traffic. This solution will not work for

SQL injection attacks that use non-web traffic such as port 1433.

You should not implement an Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 prevention mode. This solution can

block SQL injection attacks, but it is a Layer 7 proxy, and it is working only for Web traffic. This solution will not work for

SQL injection attacks that use non-web traffic such as port 1433.
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You should not implement an Azure Firewall. This solution is based on OSI Layer 4. It cannot detect SQL injection

attacks.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > SQL Database > Advanced Threat Protection for Azure SQL Database

The Nutex Corporation has offices in New York, Los Angeles, London, and Venice. The IP range for each location is

shown below.

Location IP

New York 10.1.0.0/16

Los Angeles 10.50.0.0/16

London 10.100.0.0/16

Venice 10.150.0.0/16

You create several Conditional Access policies for the Sales team to make sure that they can access the cloud-based

CRM system. The Conditional Access policies and relevant users and groups are listed below.

Name Group

John Sales

Mary Sales, Marketing

Linda Marketing

Anna Finance

Name Include Exclude Location Permission

CA Policy NY Sales Marketing New York Grant access

CA Policy LA Sales None Los Angeles Block Access

CA Policy LON Sales, Marketing None London Require MFA

CA Policy VEN Marketing, Sales None Venice Block Access

From what location can John access the cloud-based CRM system based on the Conditional Access policies that are

configured without requiring extra authentication steps?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-threat-detection-overview


✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)
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✗ A)

John can access the cloud-based CRM system from London

John can access the cloud-based CRM system from Los Angeles

John can access the cloud-based CRM system from Venice

John can access the cloud-based CRM system from New York

Explanation

The Conditional Access policy "CA Policy NY" is granting access to the cloud-based CRM system by enforcing rules for

anyone that is a member of the group Sales and is located in the network configured as New York. John will be able to

access the cloud-based CRM system from New York.

The Conditional Access policy "CA Policy LA" is blocking access to the cloud-based CRM system by enforcing rules for

anyone that is a member of the group Sales and is located in the network configured as Los Angeles. John will not be

able to access the cloud-based CRM system from Los Angeles.

The Conditional Access policy "CA Policy LON" requires MFA authentication in order to access the cloud-based CRM

system by enforcing rules for anyone that is a member of the group Sales or Marketing and is located in the network

configured as London. John will not be able to access the cloud-based CRM system from London without

authenticating through MFA.

The Conditional Access policy "CA Policy VEN" is blocking access to the cloud-based CRM system by enforcing rules

for anyone that is a member of the group Sales or Marketing and is located in the network configured as Venice. John

cannot access the cloud-based CRM system from Venice.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > What is Conditional Access?

Your manager wants you to protect the privacy of the information on your virtual machines. To do so, you have decided

to encrypt the VMs.

Which of the following is required in order to implement encryption on your Azure VMs? (Choose all that apply.)

Windows Active Directory connection

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/overview


✓ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

Azure Active Directory application

Key vault in the same location as the VMs to be encrypted

Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

Key vault in a different location from the VMs to be encrypted

Explanation

Implementing encryption on VMs requires a key vault to exist (or be created) in the same location as the VMs to be

encrypted. It also requires an Azure Active Directory application because any application that uses a key vault

authenticates with an Azure Active Directory token.

You cannot use a key vault in a different location from the VM to be encrypted because Azure does not support this

configuration.

You cannot use Windows Active Directory because the key vault requires a token from Azure AD.

You do not need SSL to implement encryption.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Security Center > Encrypt an Azure Virtual Machine

Azure > Security > Azure Disk Encryption for Windows and Linux IaaS VMs

Azure > Key Vault > Get started with Azure Key Vault

As an Azure administrator, you notice that non-administrative users can view user account details, group membership

details, and application assignments. You need to prohibit these users from accessing any Azure AD resources or

information available on the administration portal.

What should you do?

Use Conditional Access policies.

Use Azure AD Connect.

Set the Restrict access to Azure AD administration portal option to Yes.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-disk-encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/azure-security-disk-encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-get-started


✗ D) Use Azure Identity Protection.

Explanation

You would set the Restrict access to Azure AD administration portal option to Yes:

This option is available in Azure Portal > Azure Active Directory > User settings. When you set the option to Yes, it

restricts all non-administrators from accessing any Azure AD data in the administration portal. After setting this option to
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

yes, users will receive an access denied message when they try to open user information. Note that it does not restrict

such access via PowerShell cmdlets or another client, such as Visual Studio.

You would not use Conditional Access policies. Conditional Access in Azure AD controls access to cloud apps based

on specific conditions such as sign-in risk, location, or device, and enforces requirements like multi-factor

authentication.

You would not use Azure AD Connect because that is a tool for connecting and synchronizing an on-premises Active

Directory with Azure AD. When the Restrict access to Azure AD administration portal option is set to No, the users can

also view settings of Azure AD Connect.

You would not use Azure Identity Protection because this tool is used for the automatic detection of identity-based risks.

It does not prohibit users from accessing any Azure AD resource or information available on the administration portal.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Active Directory > Identity Governance > Delegate access governance to catalog creators in Azure

AD entitlement management > Allow delegated roles to access the Azure portal

You have been tasked with activating Privileged Identity Management within your organization. Currently, there are fifty

administrators within the Nutex Corporation. There will be 18 administrators managed through Privileged Identity

Management who will require the approval of role activation. Three different reviewers will approve activations. The two

managers of users who have administrative access will complete a monthly review.

How many different Azure AD Premium P2 licenses should you have allocated for this project?

50

23

18

21

Explanation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/entitlement-management-delegate-catalog
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Twenty-three (23) Azure AD Premium P2 licenses are required for this project. This includes the eighteen

administrators who will hold administrative access through Privileged Identity Management, the three approvers, and

the two reviewers will all require Azure AD Premium P2 licenses.

Fifty Azure AD Premium P2 licenses are not required because administrators who are not managed through Privileged

Identity Management do not need an Azure AD Premium P2 license.

Choosing twenty-one Azure AD Premium P2 licenses does not take the two reviewers into account, who also require

Azure AD Premium P2 licenses.

Choosing eighteen Azure AD Premium P2 licenses does not include the three approvers and the two reviewers will

also require Azure AD Premium P2 licenses.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Privileged Identity Management > License requirements to use Privileged

Identity Management > How many licenses must you have?

Nutex Corporation has many different requirements for virtual machine storage. One requirement is for an HR

Department portal which has a stateless workload and does not require Azure Disk Encryption and Azure Backup.

What will you recommend?

Managed disks

Unmanaged disks

Ephemeral OS disks

Premium SSD disks

Explanation

You would choose ephemeral OS disks, as shown in the graphic. They are available only with managed disks and only

support the Standard HDD disk type. Ephemeral disks are ideal for stateless applications and incur no additional

charges. An ephemeral disk is a virtual disk that saves data on the local virtual machine storage. It has faster read-and-

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/subscription-requirements


write latency than a standard managed disk. Ephemeral OS disks do not support Azure Disk Encryption and Azure

Backup.

You would not choose unmanaged disks because they can be encrypted, persisted in storage accounts, and used in

Azure Backup. The requirement implies stateless workloads, for which ephemeral OS disks are the most appropriate.

You would not choose managed disks because they can be encrypted, persisted in storage accounts, and used in

Azure Backup. The requirement implies stateless workloads, for which ephemeral OS disks are the most appropriate.

You would not choose Premium SSD disks because they can be encrypted, persisted in storage accounts, and used in

Azure Backup. The requirement implies a stateless workload, for which ephemeral OS disks are the most appropriate.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute
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References: 

Microsoft Azure > Virtual Machines > Ephemeral OS disks for Azure VMs

Your company has an on-premises Active Directory and users in Azure Active Directory. You need to synchronize

password changes in Azure AD back to your on-premises AD DS environment. The AD DS environment has a forest

level of Windows Server 2016. Users should be able to update their password or unlock their account using a web

browser with Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) self-service password reset (SSPR).

What should you configure? Select the appropriate choices and place them in the correct order on the right.

{UCMS id=6128117060993024 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

1. Grant Reset Password and Write on lockoutTime and pwdLastSet for the account specified in Azure AD Connect

2. Enable the password writeback option in Azure AD Connect

3. Enable password writeback in Azure AD SSPR

You will need to use password writeback to synchronize password changes made in Azure AD back to your on-

premises AD. You should first configure the appropriate account permissions for Azure AD Connect, which synchronize

objects between an on-premises AD DS environment and Azure AD. The account used with Azure AD Connect must

have the following permissions:

Reset password
Write permissions on lockoutTime

Write permissions on pwdLastSet

You should assign Extended rights for "Unexpire Password" on the root object of each Active Directory domain in your

on-premises forest. These permissions must be applied for "Unexpire Password" to display. Typically Extended rights
for "Unexpire Password" is already configured on the root object of each Active Directory domain by default.

Microsoft recommends that you configure the group policy in your on-premises environment for Computer
Configuration > Policies > Windows Settings > Security Settings > Account Policies > Minimum password age
to 0.

You should NOT disable inheritance. If inheritance is disabled, then write permissions for passwords will not be applied

to descendant objects, and password writeback will fail.

You do not have to update the schema. Password writeback works with Windows Server 2012 or later computers that

are joined to the on-premises AD DS domain.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/ephemeral-os-disks


You must enable password writeback in Azure AD Connect. This can be done in the Azure AD Connect configuration

options under Optional Features.

You should then enable password write back for Azure AD SSPR after you have enabled password writeback enabled

in Azure AD Connect. In order for users who change or reset their password have that updated password synchronized

back to the on-premises AD DS environment, you will need to enable SSPR to use password writeback. To enable

password writeback in SSPR, select Azure Active Directory >Password Rest > On-premises integration in the Azure

Portal. You configure the Writeback passwords to your on-premises directory? option and the Allow users to unlock

accounts without resetting their password? option to Yes.
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✓ A)

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage Azure Active Directory identities

References: 

Azure > Active Directory > Tutorial: Enable Azure Active Directory self-service password reset writeback to an on-

premises environment

You are working with the enterprise security team. The CEO asked you to advise the most powerful tool that can detect

possible volatilities in your company. You need to cover Windows Server 2012 R2 and Linux servers.

Which of the following is the best tool to recommend?

Azure Sentinel

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/tutorial-enable-sspr-writeback


✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)
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Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection

Azure Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)

Azure Security Center

Explanation

Azure Sentinel is the most powerful tool to detect abnormal behaviors in not only the cloud environment but on-

premises as well. It is based on Workspaces where logs are stored. Azure Sentinel allows you to collect data from all

users, devices, applications on-premises, or in multiple clouds. When paired with Microsoft analytics. It can find

undetected threats while minimizing false positives.

At the time of this writing, Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) and Azure Advanced Threat

Protection do not support Linux operating systems. Advanced Threat Protection collects usage data and can safeguard

your enterprise against threats, but is not as powerful as Azure Sentinel in finding undetected threats and volatilities.

Azure Security Center is a less powerful service than Azure Sentinel but does allow you to spot abnormalities.

Azure Security Center is a security information event management (SIEM) and security orchestration automated

response (SOAR) solution while Security Center is not.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Sentinel

References: 

Azure > What is Azure Sentinel?

Azure > Microsoft Defender Advanced Threat Protection with Azure Security Center

Microsoft Blog > Threat hunting in Azure Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)

You want to be able to detect unusual and harmful attempts to access or exploit your organization’s storage accounts.

You want to be alerted via email with details of suspicious activity and recommendations on how to investigate and

remediate threats.

You recommend that your organization implement Azure Defender for Storage.

Which of the following statements are true regarding Azure Defender for Storage? (Choose all that apply.)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-wdatp
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2020/01/07/threat-hunting-azure-advanced-threat-protection/


✓ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

Accounts with hierarchical namespaces enabled for Data Lake Storage support

transactions using both the Azure Blob storage APIs and the Data Lake Storage

APIs.

General-purpose v1, general-purpose v2, block blob, and Blob storage accounts

support Azure Defender for Storage.

Azure Defender for Storage is automatically set up on all your storage accounts

with the Standard tier in Azure Security Center.

Azure Defender for Storage is automatically set up on all of your storage

accounts with the free tier in Azure Security Center, but you do not receive

investigation or remediation steps in an email notification about a suspicious

security event.

Azure Defender for Storage is available in all public clouds, US government

clouds, and UK government clouds.

Explanation

Azure Defender for Storage is automatically set up on all your storage accounts with the Standard tier, not the Free tier,

in Azure Security Center.



The Data Collection settings of Azure Defender for Storage is not available unless you have the Standard tier for

Security Center.



If an anomaly occurs with storage account activity, you will receive the following information about the suspicious

security event:

Storage account name

Event time

Storage type

Nature of the anomaly

Potential causes

Investigation steps

Remediation steps

Data Lake Storage accounts that have hierarchical namespaces and use Azure Blob storage APIs and Data Lake

Storage APIs are supported in Azure Defender.

While Azure Defender supports account types of general-purpose v2, block blob, and Blob storage accounts, it does

not support general-purpose v1 storage accounts.

Azure Defender for Storage is not available for UK government clouds. Azure Defender for Storage is available in all

US government clouds and public clouds but is not available for any other Azure Government cloud regions.
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for storage

References: 

Configure Azure Defender for Storage - Azure Storage | Microsoft Docs

You are working on the enterprise security team. A user reports that during the overnight hours, she sleeps received

two SMS messages that she failed to enter the correct one-time passcode to authenticate. She asks you to investigate

the issue.

Where do you find these events with the least amount of administrative effort?

Log Analytics blade

Security Center

Azure Active Directory blade

Azure Sentinel

Explanation

You should look in the Azure Active Directory blade. The messages that the user is getting are messages related to

multi-factor authentication (MFA) activity. More specifically, the messages are FAILED_SMS_OTP_PIN_INCORRECT

messages that indicate the user entered a one-time passcode or an incorrect pin, causing authentication to be denied.

You can view these messages in MFA reports in the Azure Active Directory blade. Under the Azure Active Directory

blade, you should select Security and then MFA.

You can troubleshoot multi-factor authentication by using the Log Analytics blade or in Azure Sentinel. Both tools

require you to write a query, so it is not as easy as searching MFA reports under the Azure Active Directory blade.

You cannot find MFA login information in the Security Center.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/azure-defender-storage-configure?tabs=azure-security-center
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

References: 

Azure > AD > Reports in Azure Multi-Factor Authentication

Nutex Corporation recently deployed several web applications to the Azure platform. They need to detect problems in

real time in order to resolve problems before their customers notice. An alert should be raised when a web server has

returned 404: not found or 500: internal server error responses.

What should you recommend in Azure Monitor?

Service Health

Metric

Log

Activity log

Explanation

You would choose Log because Log alerts are based on what is written to log files. For example, a Log alert can notify

you when a web server has returned a 404 or 500 response.

You would not choose Activity log because it notifies you when Azure resources change state. For example, an Activity

log alert can notify you when a resource is deleted or created.

You would not choose Metric because it provides an alert trigger when a specified numerical threshold is exceeded. For

example, a Metric alert can notify you when CPU usage is greater than 85 percent.

You would not choose Service Health because it informs you about issues in Azure services which may affect you in

the future.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Monitor

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Azure Monitor > Overview of alerts in Microsoft Azure

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/howto-mfa-reporting?view=servicefabricactors-2.6.204
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-overview
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

You are working as a security specialist for the Nutex Corporation. The CEO asked the best way to share large video

files with customers. The movie should be easy to upload by editors and easy to download by the top 50 customers.

What should you do?

Use a separate storage account for every movie and provide an access key to

the storage account to allow customers to download video files.

Use storage file shares with a subdirectory for every customer.

Generate ad hoc SAS tokens for video files and share it with the customer to

download files.

Use separate storage file shares for every movie and provide the password to

share to allow customers to download video files.

Use a storage account with containers for every customer.

Generate ad hoc SAS tokens for video files and share it with a customer to

download files.

Explanation

You should use storage file shares with a subdirectory for every customer, and generate ad hoc SAS tokens for video

files and share it with the customer to download files. Storage File Share allows the editor to easily upload video files

using the SMB protocol. You can use ad hoc SAS tokens to give access to a specific video file.

Other options will also work but not be so easy to use.

You should not use a separate storage account for every movie and provide an access key to storage to allow

customers to download video files. While this may work, it may be more efficient to create a storage account for a

customer. Sharing access keys between customers would not be secure, nor would it be scalable if there were

thousands of customers.

You should not use a separate storage account for every movie and provide the password to share to allow customers

to download video files. While this may work, it may be more efficient to create a storage account for a customer.

Sharing passwords between customers would not be secure, nor would it be scalable if there were thousands of

customers.

You should not use a storage account with containers for every customer, and generate ad hoc SAS tokens for video

files and share it with a customer to download files because the solution would not be efficient nor would it be scalable

if there were thousands of customers.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications
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Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for storage

References: 

Docs > Create a service SAS

Azure > Create a file share

You have a survey application that has database connection strings, passwords, and cryptographic keys that need to

be protected. The application needs to use the Azure Key Vault for storing and managing the database connection

strings, passwords, and cryptographic keys. You need to set up Key Vault for the application.

Place the correct steps in the correct order. Not every step may be required.

{UCMS id=6271566604140544 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should perform the following steps:

1. Set up an admin user in the tenant.

2. Set up a client certificate.

3. Create a key vault.

4. Add configuration settings to your key vault.

5. Uncomment the code that enables key vault.

6. Update the application's user secrets.

You should first create an administrative user in the Azure AD tenant where the application is registered. You should

assign the user to the Global administrator directory role in under More service > SECURITY + IDENTITY > Azure
Active Directory > User and groups > All users in the Azure Portal. You also should assign the user as the

subscription owner.

You should then set up a client certificate. You can run the Setup-KeyVault.ps1 script to generate a self-signed

certificate and creates an output that is a JSON fragment. You should copy the value of the fragment. You should then

navigate to the Azure Active Directory > App Registrations in the Azure Portal. On the application page, click

Manifest, and click Edit, then paste the output from the script into the KeyCredentials property. You should do the

same for the application manifest of the web API.

You should then create a key vault using the Setup-KeyVault.ps1 script, then add configuration settings to your vault

using the Setup-KeyVault.ps1 script.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/rest/api/storageservices/create-service-sas
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/files/storage-how-to-create-file-share


You should uncomment the code that enables the Key Vault. You should locate the applicationname.cs file locate the

following code block and uncomment it:

//var config = builder.Build(); 

//builder.AddAzureKeyVault( 

//  $"https://{config["KeyVault:Name"]}.vault.azure.net/", 

//  config["AzureAd:ClientId"], 

//  config["AzureAd:ClientSecret"]);

You should then locate the code in the file that registers the ICredentialService. Uncomment the line that uses

CertificateCredentialService and comment out the line that uses ClientCredentialService:

// Uncomment this: 

services.AddSingleton<ICredentialService, CertificateCredentialService>(); 

// Comment out this: 

//services.AddSingleton<ICredentialService, ClientCredentialService>();

You should then update the user secrets. In Solution Explorer, open the project and select Manage User Secrets. In

the secrets.json file, delete the existing contents and replace it with the following:

``` 

{ 

"AzureAd": { 

"ClientId": "[Surveys web app client ID]", 

"ClientSecret": "[Surveys web app client secret]", 

"PostLogoutRedirectUri": "https://localhost:44300/", 

"WebApiResourceId": "[App ID URI of your Surveys.WebAPI application]", 

"Asymmetric": { 

"CertificateThumbprint": "[certificate thumbprint. Example:

105b2ff3bc842c53582661716db1b7cdc6b43ec9]", 

"StoreName": "My", 

"StoreLocation": "CurrentUser", 

"ValidationRequired": "false" 

} 

}, 

"KeyVault": { 

"Name": "[key vault name]" 

} 

} 

```
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You should not create a user assigned identity. This is not required to set up the Azure Key Vault. You can create a user

assigned identity using Azure Resource Manager. User assigned identities and system assigned identities are used by

Managed Service Identities (MSI).

A User Assigned Identity is created in Azure AD tenant and the life cycle of the user assigned identity is managed

separately from the life cycle of the Azure service instance that it is assigned to.

A System Assigned Identity is created in Azure AD tenant and the life cycle of the system assigned identity is

mirrors the life cycle of the Azure service instance that it is assigned to.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Manage Identity in Multitenant Applications > Use Azure Key Vault to protect application secrets

The DreamSuites Corporation has offices in New York, Los Angeles, and London. The IP range for each location is

shown below.

New York 10.1.0.0/16

Los Angeles 10.50.0.0/16

London 10.100.0.0/16

You have configured MFA only on users within the IT department using the configuration below.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/multitenant-identity/key-vault


✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

Which of the following statements is NOT correct?

Members of the Marketing department authenticating from the New York office

will not be prompted to authenticate using MFA.

Members of the IT department authenticating from the New York office will not be

prompted to authenticate using MFA.

Members of the IT department authenticating from home will be prompted to

authenticate using MFA.



✓ D)
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Members of the IT department authenticating from home will be prompted to

verify authentication using a pin received from a text message.

Explanation

Members of the IT department authenticating from home will be prompted to verify authentication using a pin received

from a text message is incorrect. The only verification options configured is call to phone and notification through a

mobile app. The text message to the phone verification option is not configured.

Members of the IT department authenticating from the New York office will not be prompted to authenticate using MFA

is correct as the 10.1.0.0/16 is configured to be skipped.

Members of the Marketing department authenticating from the New York office will not be prompted to authenticate

using MFA is correct as MFA is only configured for members of the IT department.

Members of the IT department authenticating from home will be prompted to authenticate using MFA is correct as only

the IP ranges from New York, Los Angeles, and London are excluded from authentication requests.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Authentication > How it works: Azure Multi-Factor Authentication

Nutex Corporation wants to use the microservices approach to build and deploy applications. Nutex also wants to

reduce costs and efforts to deploy and manage applications. They want to manage apps using AKS clusters.

In the first leg of this approach, Nutex wants multiple app development teams to share an AKS cluster. The strategy is

to build more clusters as and when the teams grow.

Match the feature/attribute associated with isolating AKS clusters on the left with the description/function/expected

impact on the right.

{UCMS id=5116290638282752 type=Activity}

Explanation

You would map the feature/attribute with the description/ function/expected impact as follows:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/concept-mfa-howitworks


With Kubernetes, namespaces create logical isolation of resources. Namespaces group resources and logically divide

an AKS cluster to restrict access to create, view, or manage resources. For example, you can create namespaces to

separate business groups and ensure that specific users can interact with resources with the namespaces that are

assigned to them.

By default, the following namespaces are available when you create an AKS cluster:

default: pods and deployments are created by default when you do not specify a namespace

kube-system: namespace for core resources such as DNS, proxy, and the Kubernetes dashboard

kube-public: namespace that makes resources visible across the whole cluster and to all users

Tolerations are applied to pods to allow (not require) them to schedule onto the nodes with matching taints.

A taint is applied to a node to indicate that only specific pods can be scheduled on the node. One or more taints are

applied to a node to mark that the node should not accept any pods that do not tolerate the taints. Kubernetes only

schedules pods on nodes where toleration is aligned with the taint.

Kubernetes scheduler is a service that watches for newly created pods that have no node assigned. When the

scheduler discovers a pod, it finds the best node for that pod to run on. In an AKS cluster, nodes that meet the

scheduling requirements for a pod are called feasible nodes. The scheduler filters a set of nodes (by the available

resources on the nodes) that can run on the pod. If this list is empty, that Pod is not (yet) schedulable. It then scores the

suitable nodes and assigns the pod to the node with the highest score.

Although physical cluster isolation is one of the approaches to isolate AKS clusters, it should be sparingly used. In this

isolation model, teams or workloads are assigned their own AKS cluster. The disadvantages of this approach are that
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

they need access and assign permissions individually, over-provisioned with compute resources, and unused capacity

on the nodes. This approach cannot be used for applications or services by other teams.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Kubernetes core concepts for Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Namespaces

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Best practices for advanced scheduler features in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Provide

dedicated nodes using taints and tolerations

Kubernetes > Concepts > Taints and tolerations

Kubernetes > Concepts > Kubernetes Scheduler > Scheduling overview

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Best practices for cluster isolation in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Physically isolate

clusters

The Nutex Corporation has assigned all users within Azure AD with Azure AD Premium licenses. You have been

tasked with configuring Azure AD Identity Protection for all users.

What is the least privileged role required to configure new polices?

Global Administrator

Security Administrator

License Administrator

Help Desk Administrator

Explanation

The Security Administrator can manage Azure AD Identity Protection, Azure Information Protection, and the Office 365

Compliance Center. This role can manage and perform actions against policies within the Identity Protection Center.

The Global Administrator manages all administrative functions within Azure AD. This role is not least privileged in order

to manage and perform actions against policies within the Identity Protection Center.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/concepts-clusters-workloads
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/operator-best-practices-advanced-scheduler
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/configuration/taint-and-toleration/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/scheduling/kube-scheduler/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/operator-best-practices-cluster-isolation
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The License Administrator can add or remove license assignments for users. This role cannot manage and perform

actions against policies within the Identity Protection Center.

The Help Desk Administrator can change user passwords and monitor service health. This role cannot manage and

perform actions against policies within the Identity Protection Center.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Users, groups, and roles > Administrator roles by admin task in Azure

Active Directory

You are working on the Enterprise Advisor Security Team at your company. The main architect is involved in building a

highly secured IT project that will be located at a nuclear shelter. Access to the internet from the nuclear shelter is

limited, and every domain and/or address must be specified. Connections can only be based on the TCP protocol.

You need to provide information about how the server from the nuclear shelter can connect to EnterKeyVault and

acquire data. You cannot modify EnterKeyVault settings that are on the following screen:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/roles-delegate-by-task


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

What should you do?

Provide the access endpoint of *.azure.net:443 to the allowed connections.

Implement an open VPN and provide a Virtual Network Gateway to the allowed

connections.

Implement a site-to-site VPN and provide a Virtual Network Gateway to the

allowed connections.

Provide the access endpoint of management.azure.com:443 to the allowed

connections.

Explanation

You should provide the access endpoint of *.azure.net:443 to the allowed connections. To grant application access to

EnterKeyVault, you should use keys in a key vault. You can grant data plane access by using a Key Vault access policy.

The data plane address is <vault-name>.vault.azure.net:443.
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You cannot implement a site-to-site VPN and provide a Virtual Network Gateway to the allowed connections because a

site-to-site VPN uses the Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) protocol. GRE protocol that it is not permitted for

networks that are connecting to the Key Vault.

You should not implement an open VPN and provide a Virtual Network Gateway to the allowed connections. An open

VPN is used for clients’ or users’ connections, not for connections to a server.

You should not provide the access endpoint of management.azure.com:443 to the allowed connections. You can use

the access endpoint of management.azure.com:443 for Management plane manipulation to grant read, update, and

delete access for users to Key Vault properties and tags, but not to grant access to data like keys, secrets, or

certificates in Key Vault.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Azure > Key Vault > Secure access to a key vault

You are the Azure Security Administrator at The Nutex Corporation. Nutex has recently moved to Azure. They currently

host a wide range of apps in their in-house datacenter.

You have set up the virtual network required to make these apps work seamlessly. Now you are tasked with

implementing security measures that can filter traffic coming in to and out of the virtual networks. You have multiple

VMs in the virtual network to manage the web, app, and DB tiers. You have used a network security group (NSG) and

multiple application security groups (ASGs) to create rules for the virtual network.

The following is a screenshot of the custom rules in the NSG:

You notice issues with the application’s connectivity to the DB VMs.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-secure-your-key-vault


✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✓ E)

Which of the following could you do to fix this issue without adversely affecting the security of the virtual network?

(Select all that apply. Each correct answer is a separate solution.)

Remove the rule to block all traffic to the DBServers ASG.

Add a rule to allow all traffic to the DBServers ASG.

Elevate the priority of the rule to block all traffic to the DBServers ASG.

Lower the priority of the rule to block all traffic to the DBServers ASG.

Swap the priorities of the rules to deny all traffic to the DBServers ASG and to

allow selected traffic from the AppServers ASG to the DBServers ASG.

Explanation

You could do one of the following:

Swap the priorities of the rules to deny all traffic to the DBServers ASG and to allow selected traffic from the

AppServers ASG to the DBServers ASG.

Lower the priority of the rule to block all traffic to the DBServers ASG.

For seamless communication within the app and outside, your rules would look like this:

You can achieve seamless communication in one of two ways. You can swap the priorities of the Deny rule and the rule

to allow AppServer ASG traffic (in the graphic shown, Deny becomes priority 501 and Allow becomes 301); or you can

reduce the priority of the rule to deny all traffic to DBServers ASG (based on the graphic shown, Deny could become

701). In both of these cases, the rule to allow AppServers ASG traffic is processed first and traffic flows to DBServers

ASG VMs. The Deny All rule blocks all other traffic to DBServers VMs.

You would NOT elevate the priority of the rule to block all traffic to the DBServers ASG. This will not make a difference

because the Deny All rule will still be processed before the rule to allow AppServers ASG traffic to DBServers ASG

VMs.

You would NOT add a rule to allow all traffic to the DBServers ASG. This will reduce the security of the VMs in the

DBServers ASG.

You would NOT remove the rule to block all traffic to the DBServers ASG. This will reduce the security of the VMs in the

DBServers ASG.
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✓ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

✓ F)

✓ G)

✗ H)

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Apostolidis > Application Security Groups to simplify your Azure VMs network security

Microsoft Azure > Virtual Network > Security groups > Application security groups

Your organization needs to use an Application Delivery Network (ADN) as a service using Layer 7 load-balancing

capabilities for different applications. IT manager wants to deploy Azure Front Door. Another manager would like to

implement Azure Application Gateway.

Which of the following statements are true regarding Azure Front Door and Azure Application Gateway? (Choose all

that apply.)

If you place the Azure Application Gateway behind Front Door, it is possible to

achieve 100% TLS/SSL offload and route only HTTP requests within your virtual

network (VNet).

Azure Front Door is a Layer 7 (HTTP/HTTPS) load balancer.

Azure Front Door does not support session affinity.

Azure Front Door can perform Connect Draining.

Azure Front Door allows you to load balance between your VMs and containers.

Azure Application Gateway can perform Connect Draining.

Azure Application Gateway is a Layer 7 (HTTP/HTTPS) load balancer.

Azure Application Gateway does not support session affinity.

Explanation

The following statements are true:

Azure Front Door is a Layer 7 (HTTP/HTTPS) load balancer.

Azure Application Gateway is a Layer 7 (HTTP/HTTPS) load balancer.

Azure Application Gateway can perform Connect Draining.

https://www.e-apostolidis.gr/microsoft/azure/application-security-groups/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/security-overview
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If you place the Azure Application Gateway behind Front Door, it is possible to achieve 100% TLS/SSL offload and

route only HTTP requests within your virtual network (VNet).

Both the Azure Application Gateway and the Azure Front Door are Layer 7 (HTTP/HTTPS) load balancers, meaning

that they operate at the top layer (Application layer) of the OSI model.

By placing the Azure Application Gateway behind Front Door, you can achieve 100% TLS/SSL offload and route only

HTTP requests within your VNet.

Azure Application Gateway is a regional service, while Azure Front Door is a global service. Application Gateway allows

you to load balance within the scale unit, such as between your VMs or containers. Azure Front Door load balance

between different clusters or scale units across regions. Since Azure Front Door performs path-based load balancing

only at the global level, you will need to use Azure Application Gateway to load balance traffic even further within their

virtual network (VNet).

Since Azure Front Door is a global service, it does not work at a VM or container level; therefore, it cannot perform

Connection Draining. Since Azure Application Gateway is a regional service, it can perform Connection Draining.

Both Azure Application Gateway and Azure Front Door support session affinity. Front Door directs subsequent traffic

from a user session to the same cluster or backend in a specific region. Application Gateway directly affinitizes the

traffic to the same server within the cluster.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Azure Front Door - Frequently Asked Questions | Microsoft Docs

Nutex Corporation currently hosts a wide range of apps in their in-house datacenter.

You have set up the virtual network required to make these apps work seamlessly. Now you are tasked with

implementing security measures that can filter traffic coming in to and out of the virtual networks. You have multiple

VMs in the virtual network to manage the web and DB tiers. You have applied an NSG but you want to simplify the

manageability of the NSGs. You plan to add many more VMs and rules in the future so you want to use application

security groups (ASGs).

The following is a screenshot of the custom rules in the NSG:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/frontdoor/front-door-faq


✓ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✗ E)

✗ F)

Which of the following should you do to use and apply ASGs quickly and effectively? (Select all that apply.)

Associate all VMs with the relevant ASG.

Modify the NSG rules to substitute ASGs for source and destination IP

addresses.

Erase the NSG and rules, create ASGs for web and DB VMs, and define the

same rules.

Create an ASG each, for web and DB VMs.

Add NSG rules using ASGs as the source and destination, and with lower priority

than the existing NSG rules.

Add NSG rules using ASGs as the source and destination, and with higher

priority than the existing NSG rules.

Explanation

You would do the following:

1. Create an ASG each, for web and DB VMs.

2. Associate all VMs with the relevant ASG.

3. Modify the NSG rules to substitute ASGs for source and destination IP addresses.

After you use ASGs, your rules would look like this:

You should create an application security groups (ASGs) for each WebServers and for each DB servers.

An ASG is a group of VMs that have the same purpose and uses the same set of rules. ASGs help you manage the

security of VMs in an application-centric and tier-centric manner. Instead of applying rules by defining IP addresses of

VMs, you group similar VMs and define the ASG names as the source and destination of the rules.

To implement ASGs, create an ASG each, for web VMs and DB VMs, and associate the VMs with their ASG. For

example, a VM 10.1.1.1 with WebServers ASG, and a VM 10.1.1.51 with DBServers ASG.
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After that, all you need to do is modify the rules in the NSG to use ASG names instead of IP addresses. When you add

more VMs in the future, you only associate them with the ASG to secure them with the NSG. Also, when you add new

rules, you can simply use the ASG instead of specifying the IP addresses.

You would not add NSG rules using ASGs as the source and destination, and with lower priority than the existing NSG

rules. This is a waste of time because NSG processes higher priority rules first.

You would not add NSG rules using ASGs as the source and destination, and with higher priority than the existing NSG

rules. This could work but is not a clean approach.

Erasing the NSG and rules, creating ASGs for web and DB VMs, and defining the same rules could work, but is not a

clean approach.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Apostolidis > Application Security Groups to simplify your Azure VMs network security

Microsoft Azure > Virtual Network > Security groups > Application security groups

You are the chief Azure subscription administrator. The audit department reports that user John has access to Key

Vault, but John should not have access. You checked and noticed the following role assignments:

https://www.e-apostolidis.gr/microsoft/azure/application-security-groups/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/security-overview


✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

You remove John, but after three days, you see that John still has access to the Key Vault. What should you do?

Have John log off and change his password

Add the Deny Permission to John

Have John log off without changing his password

Remove the Global Admin permission for John

Explanation

You should remove the Global Admin permission for John. A user with Global Admin permission can have access to all

subscriptions associated with the Azure Active Directory.

You should not have John log off. If you call the user and ask the user to log off, it will not resolve the issue. The user’s

permissions will not have changed.

You should not add the Deny permission to John. This action can work, but if the user is still a Global Administrator,

then the user could just remove the newly added permission.

You should not have John log off and change his password. This action can work, but if the user is still a Global

Administrator, then the user could just remove the newly added permission.
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Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Role Based > Elevate access to manage all Azure subscriptions and management groups

Nutex Corporation wants to use the microservices approach to build and deploy applications. Nutex also wants to

reduce costs and efforts to deploy and manage applications. They want to manage apps using AKS clusters.

You are part of the core networking team at Nutex. You are tasked with the networking portion of the AKS clusters.

Match the feature/attribute of the AKS cluster networking services on the left with the description/expected

impact/prerequisite on the right.

{UCMS id=5679240591704064 type=Activity}

Explanation

You would map the feature/attribute with the description/expected impact/prerequisite as follows:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/elevate-access-global-admin


Azure Container Networking Interface (CNI) is an advanced networking approach with AKS clusters. In this approach,

the AKS cluster is connected to existing virtual network resources and configurations. With Azure CNI, all pods get an

IP address from the subnet and can be accessed directly. You need to plan for these IP addresses because they must

be unique across your network. The number of IP addresses depends on the configuration of the node for the

maximum number of pods that it supports.

Kubenet networking is a native networking approach available with AKS clusters. In this approach, the network

resources are typically created and configured when the AKS cluster is deployed. The nodes get an IP address from

the Azure virtual network subnet. Pods get an IP address from a different logical address space (to the Azure virtual

network subnet of the nodes). This approach uses NAT so that pods are able to access resources on the Azure virtual

network. The source IP address of the traffic is NAT'd to the node's primary IP address. The kubenet Kubernetes plugin

is used by the nodes. All nodes get a routable IP address. The pods communicate with other resources outside the

AKS cluster by using NAT. The number of IP addresses used by the pods is reduced.

Docker-bridge-address is one of the IP address ranges you specify when you create an AKS cluster in your virtual

network and subnet with the az aks create CLI command. This range lets the AKS nodes communicate with the

underlying management platform. It must not be within the virtual network IP address range of your cluster and must

not overlap with other address ranges on the network.

An HTTP application routing add-on lets you easily access an application’s AKS cluster. This add-on deploys two

components: a Kubernetes Ingress controller and an external DNS controller. The Kubernetes Service type

LoadBalancer exposes the Ingress controller to the Internet. The Ingress controller watches and implements

Kubernetes Ingress resources, which creates routes to application endpoints. The external-DNS controller watches for

Kubernetes Ingress resources and creates DNS A records in the cluster-specific DNS zone.

Kubernetes uses specific services to group a set of pods and provide network connectivity logically. The following

Service types are available with Kubernetes: cluster IP (creates an internal IP address for use within the AKS cluster),

NodePort (creates a port mapping on the underlying node so that the application can be accessed directly with the

node IP address and port), LoadBalancer (creates an Azure load balancer resource that works at layer 4, configures an

external IP address, and connects the requested pods to the load balancer’s backend pool), and ExternalName

(creates a specific DNS entry for easier application access). To gain additional control and to route inbound traffic, you

can use the Ingress controller. Ingress controllers work at Layer 7.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Network concepts for applications in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/concepts-network
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Use kubenet networking with your own IP address ranges in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)

> Create an AKS cluster in the virtual network

Microsoft Azure > AKS > HTTP application routing

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Network concepts for applications in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Services

You are working on the Enterprise Security team, and you need to configure an alert that sends you an email when new

resources appear that are not compliant with policy1512.

Which custom log search do you choose?

let policyDefId = 'policy1512'; AzureActivity | where Category ==

'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend

p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | where policy.policyDefinitionName in (policyDefId) and

p.isComplianceCheck == 'False'

AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level !=

'Informational' | extend p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | summarize resource_count=count() by

tostring(policy.policyDefinitionName)

let policyDefId = 'policy1512’; AzureActivity | where Category ==

'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend

p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | where policy.policyDefinitionName in (policyDefId) |

distinct ResourceId

AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level !=

'Informational' | extend p=todynamic(Properties) | extend

policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | where p.isComplianceCheck == 'False

Explanation

You can receive an alert on any newly added non-compliant resources detected by specific policy on a Log Analytics

workspace by using the let command in the Kusto query language. The following query retrieves all non-compliant

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/configure-kubenet
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/http-application-routing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/concepts-network


resources with policy1512:

let policyDefId = 'policy1512'; AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level !=

'Informational' | extend p=todynamic(Properties) | extend policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies))

| mvexpand policy = policies | where policy.policyDefinitionName in (policyDefId) and

p.isComplianceCheck == 'False'

This query can be created on the Log Analytics workspace by clicking on the Alerts blade in Azure Monitor, and

clicking New Alert Rules. You can add conditions in the query by selecting Custom log search.

You should not use the following query:

let policyDefId = 'policy1512’; AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level !=

'Informational' | extend p=todynamic(Properties) | extend policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies))

| mvexpand policy = policies | where policy.policyDefinitionName in (policyDefId) | distinct

ResourceId

This query sends an alert for all compliant and non-compliant resources for policy1512. We just want to be alerted

when a non-compliant resource is added.

You should not use the following query:

AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend

p=todynamic(Properties) | extend policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | summarize resource_count=count() by tostring(policy.policyDefinitionName)

Although this query sends an alert for all non-compliant resources, it is not specific to policy1512.

You should not use the following query:

AzureActivity | where Category == 'Policy' and Level != 'Informational' | extend

p=todynamic(Properties) | extend policies=todynamic(tostring(p.policies)) | mvexpand policy =

policies | where p.isComplianceCheck == 'False

This query sends an alert for all new non-compliant resources, but not specific to policy1512.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Monitor

References: 

Microsoft > How to Create Azure Monitor Alerts for Non-Compliant Azure Policies

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/itops-talk-blog/how-to-create-azure-monitor-alerts-for-non-compliant-azure/ba-p/713466
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You have noticed that malicious attackers have accessed your network resources. You want to automate and

orchestrate a response to potentially dangerous threats in your Azure environment.

What should you configure in Azure Sentinel to respond to the threats?

Choose the appropriate steps and place them in the correct order.

{UCMS id=4656991550046208 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

1. Configure a playbook

2. Create a Logic App

3. Configure triggers

4. From the Alerts tab, run the playbook

You should create a playbook. A playbook consists of one or more logic apps that can be run automatically or manually

when you receive an alert. When an alert is sent to Azure Sentinel, a playbook can be automatically run. In Azure

Sentinel, you can select Playbooks under Configuration to create a playbook. You will then have to specify a logic

app or multiple logic apps.

A logic app is a cloud service that can automate or schedule tasks. You can create logic apps for other services, but

you must associate a logic app with a playbook with Azure Sentinel. In Azure Sentinel, the playbook, not the logic app,

responds to the alert.

You will then specify the connectors and triggers in the playbook. You can select When a response to an Azure
Sentinel alert is triggered to have a playbook respond to an alert. Triggers and connectors can specify actions, logic

conditions, or loops. For example, if an alert triggers a runbook, you could have a logic app that first creates a record,

calls another logic app that posts a message, and then creates a condition. The condition may check if the alert is from

a blocked user or blocked IP. If the condition is true, you could take a set of actions. If the condition is false, you could

take a set of less drastic measures.

If you can run a playbook manually or on-demand from the Alerts tab, click on a specific alert and run the playbook you

want.

You cannot run a Logic App or trigger a specific alert from the Alerts tab.

Objective: 
Manage security operations
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

✓ E)

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security policies

References: 

Azure > Azure Sentinel > Tutorial: Set up automated threat responses in Azure Sentinel

Nutex Corporation has recently developed two apps by using the microservices architecture. Nutex now wants to

deploy the apps on Azure. To do this, they have created Docker images. These images are stored in the Docker Hub.

You are an Azure app administrator at Nutex Corporation. Going forward, you will manage the Azure container

registries that Nutex will need. You must also identify and recommend ways to secure Azure container registries

natively from Azure. You plan to recommend integrating with Azure Security Center.

Which of the following statements about integrating Azure Container Registry with Azure Security Center are TRUE?

(Select all that apply.)

This integration is available only with the Standard tier of Azure Security Center.

Microsoft uses a proprietary vulnerability scanner to scan the containers for

vulnerabilities.

Security Center automatically scans new images when they are pushed to the

registry.

You must create a scanning schedule for Security Center to scan the images in a

registry.

Microsoft uses a vulnerability scanner from Qualys to scan the containers for

vulnerabilities.

Explanation

The following statements are true:

Security Center automatically scans new images when they are pushed to the registry.

This integration is available only with the Standard tier of Azure Security Center.

Microsoft uses a vulnerability scanner from Qualys to scan the containers for vulnerabilities.

Azure Security Center can be integrated with Azure Container Registry to ensure compliance, based on the CIS

benchmark for containers. To avail Azure Security Center for Containers’ vulnerability assessment and remediation, you

must be on or upgrade to the Standard tier of Azure Security Center and enable the Container Registry plan on the

Pricing tier page. After this integration, you will see a Containers tab in the Compute and Apps menu in Azure

Security Center.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/tutorial-respond-threats-playbook
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Security Center automatically scans new images when they are pushed to the registry. You do not need to initiate a

scan manually. A scan usually takes up to 10 minutes. After the image is scanned, you will see the vulnerabilities in the

image and the recommendations to fix them.

This integration is available only with the Standard tier of Azure Security Center. If you are using the Free tier, you must

upgrade to the Standard tier.

Qualys is a commercial vulnerability and web application scanner. Qualys can proactively locate, identify, and assess

vulnerabilities and provide recommendations to fix them. These ensure that the vulnerabilities are remediated before

they are targeted and exploited by attackers.

You do NOT need to create a scanning schedule for Security Center to scan the images in a registry. Security Center

automatically scans the images and reports the vulnerabilities and recommendations.

Microsoft does NOT use a proprietary vulnerability scanner to scan the containers for vulnerabilities. Security Center

scans the images in the registries using a vulnerability scanner from a vendor named Qualys. Qualys’ solution is

seamlessly integrated with Security Center.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Security Center > Container security in Security Center

Microsoft Azure > Security Center > Upgrade to Standard tier for enhanced security

Microsoft Azure > Security Center > Azure Container Registry integration with Security Center

Microsoft Azure > Blog > Detecting threats targeting containers with Azure Security Center

Nutex Corporation has recently moved its on-premises resources to Azure. You are part of the Network Administration

team. Your team has configured the VMs and virtual networks required to host Nutex’s apps and services on Azure.

You are currently performing staging tests to ensure that there are no issues in the production environment. Some of

your network administrators are reporting issues with connectivity between VMs. As an experienced member of the

Network Administration team, you must provide a checklist of possible causes and fixes to these connectivity issues.

Match the cause of the connectivity issue on the left to the effect/fix on the right.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/container-security
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-pricing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/azure-container-registry-integration
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/detecting-threats-targeting-containers-with-azure-security-center/


{UCMS id=5761527383588864 type=Activity}

Explanation

You would map the cause to the effect/fix as follows:

A misconfigured NIC is usually the first step to troubleshoot connectivity issues between VMs. Some of the fixes you

can try are changing the IP address on the NIC, removing the misconfigured NIC and adding a new NIC, or redeploying

the VM.

Sometimes, source VMs placed behind load balancers experience intermittent connectivity. In such cases, SNAT port

resources can be fully consumed when outbound flows are put on hold until existing flows release the SNAT ports. This

condition can cause intermittent connectivity at the destination VMs. To avoid SNAT port exhaustion, you must create a

VIP (or ILPIP for classic) for every VM that is behind the load balancer.

There are instances where new services and apps on VMs need explicit Allow NSG rules and/or a change in the

priority value of the existing rules. In such cases, you must check the NSG flow logs and change the NSG rules

accordingly.

There are instances where there may be no obstructions on the path between the VMs but the VMs themselves

(source or destination) cannot send or accept traffic. One of the most common causes is incorrect firewall settings on

the VM. You must modify the VM firewall rules to allow outbound or inbound connections, depending on the VM that is

causing the issue (source or destination).
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✓ A)

✗ B)

VMs that are deployed and included in a virtual network by using the classic deployment model need an endpoint to

direct inbound traffic to VMs in the virtual network. Without an endpoint, the VMs in the classic virtual network cannot

receive traffic from outside the virtual network. You must consider migrating resources created using the classic model

to the ARM-based model. Otherwise you must create an endpoint for classic virtual networks and add ACLs to accept

or deny traffic.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Virtual Network > Troubleshooting connectivity problems between Azure VMs

Microsoft Azure > Virtual Machines > How to reset network interface for Azure Windows VM

Microsoft Azure > Load Balancer > Outbound connections in Azure > Understanding SNAT and PAT

Microsoft Azure > Network Watcher > Introduction to flow logging for network security groups

Microsoft Docs > Previous Documentation > Set up endpoints on a Windows virtual machine by using the classic

deployment model

Microsoft Azure > Virtual Machines > Platform-supported migration of IaaS resources from classic to Azure Resource

Manager

You are the Azure Security Administrator at the Nutex Corporation. Nutex has recently moved to Azure. They currently

host a wide range of apps in their in-house datacenter.

You have set up the virtual networks required to make these apps work seamlessly. Now you are tasked with

implementing security measures that can filter network and application layer traffic coming in to and out of the virtual

networks. You want to implement Azure Firewall.

Which of the following statements about Azure Firewall are TRUE? (Select all that apply.)

Azure Firewall can be configured to span multiple Availability Zones for increased

availability.

The possible states of an Azure firewall are Healthy and Unhealthy.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-troubleshoot-connectivity-problem-between-vms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/troubleshooting/reset-network-interface
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-outbound-connections
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/network-watcher/network-watcher-nsg-flow-logging-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/previous-versions/azure/virtual-machines/windows/classic/setup-endpoints
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/migration-classic-resource-manager-overview


✗ C)

✓ D)

✓ E)

The two types of FQDN tags are Microsoft-managed FQDN tags and customer-

managed FQDN tags.

Azure Firewall can log an alert and deny traffic to and from known malicious IP

addresses and domains in near real-time.

Network rules are applied and matched before applying and matching the

application rules.

Explanation

The following statements are true:

Azure Firewall can be configured to span multiple Availability Zones for increased availability.

Network rules are applied and matched before applying and matching the application rules.

Azure Firewall can log an alert and deny traffic to and from known malicious IP addresses and domains in near

real-time.

Azure Firewall deployed in multiple Availability Zones increases the uptime of the firewall service to 99.99%. Azure

Firewall can also be associated with a specific zone for proximity reasons (Microsoft guarantees an uptime of 99.95%

for such deployments). Microsoft does not levy additional cost for a firewall deployed in multiple Availability Zones.

However, there are additional costs for inbound and outbound data transfers from and to these zones.

Azure Firewall uses three types of rules: NAT rules, network rules, and application rules. The rules are processed by

the rule type. Network rules are applied first, then application rules, and lastly NAT rules. The rules are terminating, so if

a match is found with network rules, application rules are not applied. If there is no match with network rules and if the

packet protocol is HTTP/HTTPS, application rules are applied. If none of the network or application rules match, the

packet is evaluated against the infrastructure rules. Without a match to any rules, the packet is not allowed.

Threat intelligence-based filtering can be enabled to alert and deny traffic from/to known malicious IP addresses and

domains. The IP addresses and domains are sourced from the Microsoft threat intelligence feed. The rules associated

with threat intelligence-based filtering are processed before any of the NAT rules, network rules, or application rules.

You can choose just to log an alert or to alert and deny traffic.

An FQDN tag is a group of fully qualified domain names (FQDNs) associated with well-known Microsoft services.

FQDN tags can be used with application rules to allow the required outbound network traffic through the firewall.

Customers cannot create custom FQDN tags. Microsoft manages the FQDNs that make up the FQDN tag and updates

the tag when the FQDNs change.

A firewall state can be Healthy, Degraded, or Unhealthy. Azure Firewall can be monitored using firewall logs. Azure

Firewall can generate diagnostic logs, activity logs, and metrics. These logs can be seen with Azure Monitor or can be

sent to storage accounts and Event Hubs for analysis with tools such as Excel and Power BI. Metrics indicate the

health of the firewall through the firewall health state.
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Firewall > Deploy an Azure Firewall with Availability Zones using Azure PowerShell

Microsoft Azure > Firewall > Azure Firewall logs and metrics > Metrics

Microsoft Azure > Firewall > Azure Firewall rule processing logic

Microsoft Azure > Firewall > FQDN tags overview

Microsoft Azure > Firewall > Azure Firewall threat intelligence-based filtering

Nutex Corporation wants to use the microservices approach to build and deploy applications. Nutex also wants to

reduce costs and efforts to deploy and manage applications. They want to manage apps using AKS clusters.

With multiple development teams developing multiple apps, Nutex wants to get teams to use the AKS clusters

intelligently, which can reduce costs and the under-utilization of resources. You are the App Administrator at Nutex, and

you want to isolate the clusters by the teams that use them. You also want to implement appropriate techniques to

ensure that the resources in the clusters are used efficiently.

Which of the following statements about isolating AKS clusters and resource utilization in AKS clusters are TRUE?

(Select all that apply.)

Setting the nodeAffinity property to

requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution ensures that pods are

scheduled on nodes with unused resources whenever matching nodes are not

available.

Resources are utilized better with logical cluster isolation than with physical

cluster isolation.

Using the nodeSelector property can considerably increase the use of unused

resources on nodes.

Taints and tolerations provide better resource utilization capabilities than the

nodeSelector property.

Using the nodeSelector property ensures that pods are always scheduled on

nodes with unused resources.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/deploy-availability-zone-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/logs-and-metrics
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/rule-processing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/fqdn-tags
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/threat-intel


✓ F) Setting the nodeAffinity property to

preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution ensures that pods are

scheduled on nodes with unused resources whenever matching nodes are not

available.

Explanation

The following statements are true:

Resources are utilized better with logical cluster isolation than with physical cluster isolation.

Using the nodeSelector property can considerably increase the use of unused resources on nodes.

Setting the nodeAffinity property to preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution ensures that pods are

scheduled on nodes with unused resources whenever matching nodes are not available.

Microsoft and Kubernetes recommend that you isolate clusters logically. Use physical isolation only when you are using

a hostile multi-tenant environment and you need additional security and isolation for critical clusters or projects. Logical

isolation is an approach where multiple teams use the resources in a cluster. This approach minimizes under-utilization

and allows you to manage the cluster. In comparison, physical isolation adds a lot of overhead to manage security

policies for different clusters used by different teams. There will be considerably high under-utilization so the

cost/benefit ratio is low.

To use the nodeSelector property, you must first label nodes by their strengths. For example, nodeA has a high

processing capacity, nodeB has SSD storage, and nodeC has a large amount of memory. Then you must define the

nodeSelector property in the pods’ specifications. Kubernetes then schedules pods on nodes that match the

nodeSelector property, by priority. Kubernetes can also schedule pods on nodes if the nodeSelector property does not

match. This feature helps pods use unused resources on the nodes.

Setting the nodeAffinity property to preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution ensures that pods are

scheduled on nodes with unused resources whenever matching nodes are not available. The nodeAffinity property can

define what must happen if pods cannot find nodes with a matching nodeSelectory property. If you set the nodeAffinity

to preferredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution, pods are scheduled on nodes with matching labels, by priority. If

a matching node is unavailable, the pod is scheduled on another node. This action ensures that pods use nodes with

unused resources.

Setting the nodeAffinity property to requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution does NOT ensure that pods are

scheduled on nodes with unused resources whenever matching nodes are not available. The nodeAffinity property can

be used to define what must happen if pods cannot find nodes with a matching nodeSelectory property. If you set the

nodeAffinity to requiredDuringSchedulingIgnoredDuringExecution, pods are always scheduled on nodes with matching

labels. If a matching node is unavailable, the pod waits for a node to be available. This action does not ensure that

pods use nodes with unused resources.

Using the nodeSelector property does NOT ensure that pods are scheduled on nodes with unused resources. Using

labels and the nodeSelector property prioritizes scheduling pods on nodes that match the nodeSelectory property of the
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pods. If it cannot find matching nodes, it schedules the pods on nodes with unused resources, so the pods and the

tasks are not idle.

Taints and tolerations do NOT provide better resource utilization capabilities than the nodeSelector property. Taints and

tolerations use a hard cut-off – if the pod does not tolerate a node's taint, it is not scheduled on the node. This action

does not help to use unused resources on nodes. On the contrary, using labels and the nodeSelector property can

sometimes allow pods to be scheduled on nodes that do not match the nodeSelector property.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Best practices for cluster isolation in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Best practices for advanced scheduler features in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Control

pod scheduling using node selectors and affinityMicrosoft Azure > AKS > Best practices for advanced scheduler

features in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Provide dedicated nodes using taints and tolerationsMicrosoft Azure >

AKS > Best practices for advanced scheduler features in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Node affinity

You are configuring a Conditional Access policy for the Dream Suites Corporation as shown below. You need to make

sure that the policy only allows devices that are marked as compliant in Intune to access the already included cloud-

based CRM app from trusted locations within the network.

What condition should be changed in order to meet the requirements?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/operator-best-practices-cluster-isolation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/operator-best-practices-advanced-scheduler


✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Client apps

Device state

Sign-in risk

Locations

Explanation

The Device state condition allows you to block unmanaged devices, such as ones that are not hybrid AD-joined or

marked as compliant by Intune. This condition will ensure that only devices that are marked as compliant in Intune can

access the cloud-based CRM app.
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✓ D)

✓ E)

✓ F)

The Client apps condition allows you to target applications that are not using modern authentication. This condition will

not ensure that only devices that are marked as compliant in Intune can access the cloud-based CRM app.

The Locations condition allows you to choose what IP ranges by geolocation are trusted. This condition will not ensure

that only devices that are marked as compliant in Intune can access the cloud-based CRM app.

The Sign-in risk condition will use risk information generated from Azure AD Identity Protection to make access

decisions. This condition will not ensure that only devices that are marked as compliant in Intune can access the cloud-

based CRM app.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Conditional Access > Building a Conditional Access policy

You are the Azure Security Administrator at Nutex Corporation. Nutex has recently moved to Azure. They currently host

a wide range of apps in their in-house datacenter.

You have set up the virtual network required to make these apps work seamlessly. One of the subnets in the virtual

network contains VMs that your app administrators will use to configure Azure resources and manage them. They will

also need to access publicly available documentation for Azure and other third-party subscriptions that Nutex uses for

its apps. You want to implement Azure Firewall for this virtual network and set up the security and flexibility required

when app administrators use these VMs.

Which of the following should you do? (Select all that apply.)

Set VMs to allow inbound RDP traffic.

Add network rules for documentation websites that app administrators may need

to access.

Enable Alert and Deny mode in Azure Firewall.

Add application rules for documentation websites that app administrators may

need to access.

Set VMs to allow inbound SSH traffic.

Add network rules for DNS servers to resolve the FQDNs.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/concept-conditional-access-policies


✗ G) Add application rules for DNS servers to resolve the FQDNs.

Explanation

You would do the following:

Add application rules for documentation websites that app administrators may need to access.

Add network rules for DNS servers to resolve the FQDNs.

Set VMs to allow inbound RDP and SSH traffic.

Enable Alert and Deny mode in Azure Firewall.

Application rules for documentation websites are required because app administrators need to visit these websites for

specifics of configurations. Use the domain-based filtering feature of the Azure Firewall. This makes it easy because

you do not need to specify or be dependent on IP addresses of websites. Specify the IP addresses of the VM as the

source and the protocol (HTTP).

Network rules for DNS servers will need to resolve the domain names you specified in the application rules, otherwise

app administrators may not be able to access the websites. Specify protocol (UDP), port (53), and either OpenDNS

servers or custom DNS servers (if you have any).

App administrators must be able to access the VMs remotely so the inbound ports on the VMs need to be set to accept

RDP traffic from Windows clients or SSH from Linux clients. However, this is not very secure because app

administrators can be logging in from locations or IP addresses that are not safe. Therefore you must enable the Alert

and Deny modes in Azure Firewall. By default, the firewall uses the Alert Only mode.

You would NOT add network rules for documentation websites that app administrators may need to access. This action

could work, but it is laborious to add IP addresses of websites. Also, they may change over time and the administrators

will not be able to access the websites. FQDN tags and FQDN-based rules are far easier and more manageable.

You would NOT add application rules for DNS servers to resolve the FQDNs. DNS servers usually identify themselves

with IP addresses so they can resolve FQDNs to IP addresses.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Starwind > Deploy and Configure Azure Firewall

Azure > Documentation > Azure Firewall Documentation > Tutorials > Tutorial: Deploy and configure Azure Firewall

using the Azure portal

https://www.starwindsoftware.com/blog/deploy-and-configure-azure-firewall
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall/tutorial-firewall-deploy-portal
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #59 of 144 Question ID: 1380934

You are working on your company's enterprise security team. You need to enable SQL database auditing. You need to

store Audit Logs for an unlimited time. The solution must be as inexpensive as possible.

What do you suggest to use?

Use a storage account

Use Event Hub

Use Azure Shared File System

Use Log Analytics workspace

Explanation

You can export the Activity Log to Log Analytics workspace, Event Hub, and a storage account, but a storage account

will be the cheapest option.

It would be best if you did not use Event Hub because it is not a complete solution. Event Hub is a streaming platform

and event ingestion service. It can process millions of events per second. You would still need a place to store the data,

such as a storage account.

It would be best if you did not use a Log Analytics workspace because a storage account would be cheaper to store

data in than a Log Analytics workspace. At the time of this writing, it would cost $0.12 per GB per month to store data in

a Log Analytics workspace as opposed to storing data in a storage account, which would cost $0.00081/GB per month.

You cannot export Activity Logs to Azure Shared File System.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > Get started with SQL database auditing

Azure Monitor pricing

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-auditing
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/monitor/


✓ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✓ E)

You are connecting virtual networks (VNets) HongkongV1 and LondonV2 using a VNet-to-VNet connection.

HongkongV1 and LondonV1 are part of the same subscription. The following image displays the values you will use to

connect the VNets:

Which of the following PowerShell commands are REQUIRED to connect the VNets? (Select all that apply.)

New-AzVirtualNetworkGateway -Name $HongkongGW -ResourceGroupName $

HongkongRG1 `-Location Hong Kong SAR -IpConfigurations

$HongkongGWConf -GatewayType Vpn `-VpnType RouteBased -GatewaySku

VpnGw1

New-AzResourceGroup -Name $LondonRG2 -Location $London

New-AzVirtualNetworkGateway -Name $LondonGW -ResourceGroupName $

LondonRG2 `-Location London -IpConfigurations $HongkongGWConf -

GatewayType Vpn `-VpnType RouteBased -GatewaySku VpnGw1

$Hongkonggwpip1 = New-AzPublicIpAddress -Name HongKongGWIP -

ResourceGroupName $HongkongRG1 `-Location Hong Kong SAR -

AllocationMethod Dynamic

New-AzVirtualNetworkGateway -Name $LondonGW -ResourceGroupName $

LondonRG2 `-Location London -IpConfigurations $LondonGWConf -

GatewayType Vpn `-VpnType RouteBased -GatewaySku VpnGw1

Explanation

The following PowerShell commands are required:



$Hongkonggwpip1 = New-AzPublicIpAddress -Name HongKongGWIP -ResourceGroupName $HongkongRG1 `-

Location Hong Kong SAR -AllocationMethod Dynamic

New-AzVirtualNetworkGateway -Name $HongkongGW -ResourceGroupName $ HongkongRG1 `-Location Hong Kong

SAR -IpConfigurations $HongkongGWConf -GatewayType Vpn `-VpnType RouteBased -GatewaySku VpnGw1

First you would create a resource group. This can be done with the New-AzResourceGroup cmdlet. The following

command creates a resource group named $LondonRG2 to save all the configurations for the LondonV2 VNet:

New-AzResourceGroup -Name $LondonRG2 -Location $London

You need to request Azure to dynamically allocate a public IP address to the gateway for the HongKong VNet. You

cannot specifiy an IP address because it is dynamically allocated. You can use the New-AzPublicAddress cmdlet to

request an IP address that is saved to the $Hongkonggwpip1 variable:

$Hongkonggwpip1 = New-AzPublicIpAddress -Name HongKongGWIP -ResourceGroupName $HongkongRG1 `-

Location Hong Kong SAR -AllocationMethod Dynamic

Next, you would create the virtual network gateway for HongkongV1 and a virtual network gateway for LondonV2. You

can use the New-AzVirtualNetworkGateway cmdlet to create the virtual network gateway. VNet-to-VNet

configurations require a route-based VPN type. It can take up to 45 minutes or more for Azure to create the gateway.

The following creates the virtual network gateway for HongkongV1:

New-AzVirtualNetworkGateway -Name $HongkongGW -ResourceGroupName $ HongkongRG1 `-Location Hong Kong

SAR -IpConfigurations $HongkongGWConf -GatewayType Vpn `-VpnType RouteBased -GatewaySku VpnGw1

The following creates the virtual network gateway for LondonV2:

New-AzVirtualNetworkGateway -Name $LondonGW -ResourceGroupName $ LondonRG2 `-Location London -

IpConfigurations $LondonGWConf -GatewayType Vpn `-VpnType RouteBased -GatewaySku VpnGw1

The following command is not correct because it is inconsistent with the values used in this example:

New-AzVirtualNetworkGateway -Name $LondonGW -ResourceGroupName $ LondonRG2 `-Location London -

IpConfigurations $HongkongGWConf -GatewayType Vpn `-VpnType RouteBased -GatewaySku VpnGw1

Although you are trying to create a virtal network gateway for LondonV2, one of the values here is “HongkongGWConf,”

which is the value of the gateway configuration of the virtual network gateway for Hongkong V1.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 
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Docs > V-net connections: How to configure

Your company has an Azure Enterprise subscription. You want to give another user named Laura permission to create

subscriptions that will be billed to the company’s account.

Choose the appropriate choices and place them in the correct order.

{UCMS id=5667733879390208 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

1. Use the Get-AzEnrollmentAccount cmdlet to find the enrollmentAccountObjectId for Laura

2. Use the Get-AzADUser cmdlet to retrieve the UserObjectID for Laura

3. Run New-AzRoleAssignment -RoleDefinitionName Owner -ObjectId <userObjectId> -Scope

/providers/Microsoft.Billing/enrollmentAccounts/<enrollmentAccountObjectId>

The account that creates subscriptions under an enrollment account must be a member of the RBAC Owner role. You

will need to find the enrollmentAccountObjectId and the userObjectId of the user that you want to grant the RBAC

Owner role to. To retrieve the enrollmentAccountObjectId, you can use the Get-AzEnrollmentAccount cmdlet or the

az billing enrollment-account list Azure CLI command. Both of these commands will display all enrollment

accounts that you have access to.

To find the userObjectId of the user, you can use either of the following:

1. Locate the group or user under Azure Active Directory in the Azure Portal and find the ObjectID

2. Use either the Get-AzADUser cmdlet to retrieve the ObjectID of the user or group.

Once you have saved the enrollmentAccountObjectId and the userObjectId of the account that you want to be a

member of the RBAC Owner role, you must grant that account the RBAC Owner role. This can be done using the New-
AzRoleAssignment cmdlet or the az role assignment create Azure CLI command. The following New-
AzRoleAssignment cmdlet uses the enrollmentAccountObjectId collected with the Get-AzEnrollmentAccount
cmdlet and the userObjectId of the account collected with the Get-AzADUser cmdlet:

New-AzRoleAssignment -RoleDefinitionName Owner -ObjectId <userObjectId> -Scope

/providers/Microsoft.Billing/enrollmentAccounts/<enrollmentAccountObjectId>

The following is incorrect because you must grant the account the role of Owner, not Reader. Reader only allows the

account to view, not create.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-vnet-vnet-rm-ps
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

New-AzRoleAssignment -RoleDefinitionName Reader -ObjectId <userObjectId> -Scope

/providers/Microsoft.Billing/enrollmentAccounts/<enrollmentAccountObjectId>

You do not have to use the Get-AzureSubscription cmdlet. This cmdlet can be used to retrieve the subscription ID,

which is not necessary to grant an account the RBAC Owner role.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Azure > Cost Management and billing > Manage accounts and subscriptions > Grant access to create Azure Enterprise

subscriptions (preview)

As an Azure architect, you are required to block access from iOS devices to an application that has some specific

functionalities intended only for Windows users.

What should you use to achieve this requirement?

Azure Conditional Access Policy

Azure AD Connect

Azure Identity Hub

Azure Identity Protection

Explanation

You would use an Azure Conditional Access policy. As shown in the graphic, with Conditional Access Policy you can

choose multiple cloud apps for which you can enable multi-factor authentication.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cost-management-billing/manage/grant-access-to-create-subscription?tabs=azure-powershell%2Cazure-powershell-2
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You would not choose to use Azure Identity Protection because its purpose is the detection and remediation of identity-

based risks.

You would not choose to use Azure Identity Hub because you cannot block access by device. Azure Identity Hub allows

your users to sign in to iOS, Android, PHP, Windows, Web, and Sharepoint apps using various methods, including

Facebook, ADFS, and Office 365.

You would not choose to use Azure AD Connect because it is used for synchronizing on-premises users to Azure AD.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Active Directory > Conditional access > Building a Conditional Access policy

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/conditional-access/concept-conditional-access-policies


✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #63 of 144 Question ID: 1381029

You are configuring the authentication and sign-in method that will be used for Nutex's hybrid identity. You are required

to ensure that users only have to remember one password when using on-premises Active Directory or Azure AD

services. It is also important that the selected solution reduce the infrastructure footprint that needs to be managed.

Which solution meets the desired authentication requirements?

Pass-through authentication

Password hash synchronization

Federation

PingFederate

Explanation

Password hash synchronization will allow Azure AD Connect to synchronize a hash of the hash of users’ passwords

from on-premises Active Directory to Azure AD. The synchronization of the hash is part of the Azure AD Connect

application and does not require the installation of any additional infrastructure to manage. This solution will meet the

desired authentication requirements.

PingFederate is a federation platform like AD FS that will allow multiple domains to trust each other in order to share a

set of resources. Federation can be set up between on-premises Active Directory and Azure AD using AD FS. This

solution will not meet the desired authentication requirements as it requires on-premises servers.

Federation allows multiple domains to trust each other in order to share a set of resources. Federation can be set up

between on-premises Active Directory and Azure AD using AD FS. This solution will not meet the desired

authentication requirements as it requires on-premises AD FS servers.

Pass-through authentication requires an agent to be installed on a server within your datacenter that can communicate

to your on-premises domain controllers and to the Internet. Communication between the agent and Azure AD uses

certificate-based authentication in order to maintain a high level of security. This solution will not meet the desired

authentication requirements as it requires on-premises servers and increases the management of the infrastructure.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage Azure Active Directory identities

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Hybrid Identity > What is password hash synchronization with Azure AD?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/hybrid/whatis-phs
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The Nutex Web team has decided to implement SSL for their web-based sales application. They want to automate

some of the management of the certificates used in the process.

Johanna has scripted a solution that involves using Azure Key Vault to accomplish the necessary tasks from enrolling

with DigiCert to retrieving certificates. The PowerShell script she is writing includes the following line:

$policy = New-AzureKeyVaultCertificatePolicy -SecretContentType application/x-pkcs12 -SubjectName

"CN=Nutex.com" -ValidityInMonths 12 -IssuerName $issuerName -RenewAtNumberOfDaysBeforeExpiry 60

What does this line ensure?

The certificate will apply to the sales.nutex.com domain

The certificate will automatically be renewed 60 days before expiring

That the certificate will only be usable for SSL

That the certificate will renew every 60 days

Explanation

Johanna has scripted that the certificate will automatically be renewed 60 days before expiring. The script snippet -

RenewAtNumberOfDaysBeforeExpiry 60 specifies that Azure should contact the $issuerName 60 days before the 12-

month validity period is up to renew the certificate.

Johanna's script does not indicate that the certificate will renew every 60 days. That is an improper interpretation of the

-RenewAtNumberOfDaysBeforeExpiry 60 option.

The script Johanna wrote does not apply to the sales.nutex.com domain. Specifically, it only applies to CN=Nutex.com.

This certificate is not restricted to being only usable for SSL.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Key Vault > Get started with Azure Key Vault certificates

Azure > Azure PowerShell > New-AzureKeyVaultCertificatePolicy

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/kv/2016/09/26/get-started-with-azure-key-vault-certificates/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/azurerm.keyvault/new-azurekeyvaultcertificatepolicy?view=azurermps-5.1.1


You are the Azure Security Administrator at Nutex Corporation. Nutex has recently moved to Azure. They currently host

a wide range of apps in their in-house datacenter.

You must move these apps to Azure with appropriate security measures. The apps have their tiers distributed over

multiple nodes for high availability. You must plan thoroughly to deploy these apps and protect access to the tiers and

nodes.

You want to use network security groups (NSGs) as one of the Azure features to secure the nodes and apps.

Match the best practices to follow when using NSGs on the left with the benefit associated with each on the right.

{UCMS id=5632259286630400 type=Activity}

Explanation

You would map the best practices with the benefits as follows:

Diagnostics logs can help you troubleshoot unexpected behaviors and issues with NSGs. To troubleshoot problems

effectively, you will need event logs and rule counter logs. Event logs show which rules are applied to what scopes, and

rule counter logs show how many times the rules were processed and what it resulted in (traffic allowed or denied). To

enable event logs, select the NSG, select Diagnostics logs under MONITORING, and click Turn on diagnostics. You

must enable rule counter logs from the PowerShell.

While applying NSGs to VMs by their NICs can be very secure, this type of usage also introduces operational

complexity. Maintaining rules at the level of VMs can be hard to track as your network grows and needs more NSGs.



NSGs are evaluated independently, and to allow or deny traffic the same rule must exist at the subnet and the VM

levels.

If you are starting to use NSGs, it is unlikely that you will be able to harden the Azure resources at one go. You most

probably will not be able to think of all possibilities initially. It is best to add rules in multiple of 100s or at least 50s. For

example, Rule1, the top priority rule, can be priority 100 and Rule2, the second priority rule, can be 200. This will give

you enough room to add rules between 101 and 199 when you realize that you need to add one or more rules between

Rule1 and Rule2. Rule priorities can range from 1 to 4096.

VMs deployed in subnets will frequently need access to Azure services, such as Azure Storage or Azure SQL

Database, that reside outside a VNet in the same Azure datacenter region. While a ”Deny All traffic to Internet” rule

provides unparalleled security, it could also break your apps’ services if VMs cannot legitimately access Azure services.

Microsoft recommends that you allow legitimate Internet access through lower value priority rules and prioritize the

“Deny All traffic to Internet” rule with the least priority should you wish to add it. Microsoft also recommends that you

automate the VMs’ ”legitimate” outbound access to Azure services.

You can use the adaptive network hardening feature in Azure Security Center to make your NSGs more effective over

time. This feature categorizes VMs as healthy, unhealthy, or unscanned, and gives you recommendations by using

factors such as the actual traffic, known trusted configuration, threat intelligence, and other indicators of compromise.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Blog Archive > Azure Network Security Groups (NSG) - Best Practices and Lessons Learned >

Enable NSG diagnostics and logs programmatically

Docs > Azure Monitor > Create diagnostic setting to collect platform logs and metrics in Azure

Azure > Network Watcher > Introduction to flow logging for network security groups

Vincentlauzon > Troubleshooting NSGs using Diagnostic Logs

Microsoft Azure > Container Registry > Container image storage in Azure Container Registry

Petri > Best Practices with Azure ARM Network Security Groups

Microsoft Docs > Blog Archive > Step-by-Step: Automate Building Outbound Network Security Groups Rules via Azure

Resource Manager (ARM) and PowerShell

Microsoft Azure > Security Center > Adaptive Network Hardening in Azure Security Center

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/archive/blogs/igorpag/azure-network-security-groups-nsg-best-practices-and-lessons-learned
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/diagnostic-settings
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/network-watcher/network-watcher-nsg-flow-logging-overview
https://vincentlauzon.com/2017/01/09/troubleshooting-nsgs-using-diagnostic-logs/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/container-registry/container-registry-storage
https://www.petri.com/best-practices-azure-arm-network-security-groups
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/archive/blogs/keithmayer/step-by-step-automate-building-outbound-network-security-groups-rules-via-azure-resource-manager-arm-and-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-adaptive-network-hardening
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Nutex Corporation has a statistics department which relies heavily on data residing on a database. To meet compliance

requirements, the database backups must be retained for a minimum of nine years.

What should you recommend to meet the requirement?

Configure geo-replication of the database.

Configure Azure Site Recovery.

Configure a long-term retention policy for the database.

Use automatic Azure SQL Database backups.

Explanation

You would choose to configure a long-term retention policy for the database because only with this option can you

configure backups to be retained for up to 10 years.

You would not choose to configure geo-replication of the database because that does not provide database backups

over time. The secondary database that it creates is used only for disaster recovery.

You would not choose to use automatic Azure SQL Database backups because those backups only last for up to 35

days.

You would not choose configure Azure Site Recovery because it is used for business continuity and is a disaster

recovery strategy that keeps your data safe and running when outages occur.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Microsoft Azure > SQL Database > Manage Azure SQL Database long-term backup retention

You want to have the company’s Azure Architect sketch a project’s design parameters with a repeatable Azure

resource that implements and adheres to the company’s standards and requirements.

You need to assign the Architect and her subordinates permissions in Azure Blueprints.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-long-term-backup-retention-configure


Assign the appropriate permission to the appropriate task.

{UCMS id=4857734655639552 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

To create an Azure Blueprint, you will need to have the write permission. The following lists the tasks that require write

permissions:

Task Permissions

Create a blueprint definition Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/write

Create artifacts on a blueprint definition Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/artifacts/write

Publish a blueprint Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/versions/write

When you save a blueprint definition on a management group or subscription scope, the blueprint definition

permissions must be granted or inherited on that management group or subscription scope.

You will need the following permissions to delete blueprints:

Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/delete

Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/artifacts/delete

Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/versions/delete

To unassign a blueprint, you will need Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprintAssignments/write permissions.

To assign a blueprint, you will need Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprintAssignments/delete permissions.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security policies
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References: 

Azure > Governance > Blueprints > What is Azure Blueprints?

You are part of the Azure Security team at the Nutex Corporation. Your team is tasked with configuring Just-in-Time

(JIT) VM access to improve the security of management access to VMs. You must also allow any time access to VMs

from remote management administrators.

Which of the following statements about configuring JIT VM access are TRUE? (Select all that apply.)

JIT access can be configured to allow or deny a specific list of IP addresses.

Enabling JIT VM access requests adds appropriate JIT-specific security rules to

the NSG configuration of the VM.

The JIT access feature interrupts ongoing connections after the connections

exceed the Max request time value of the JIT VM access rule.

JIT access to VMs can be audited from the Azure portal.

Explanation

The following statements are true:

Enabling JIT VM access requests adds appropriate JIT-specific security rules to the NSG configuration of the VM.

JIT access can be configured to allow or deny a specific list of IP addresses.

JIT access to VMs can be audited from the Azure portal.

When you enable JIT VM access requests, this action adds appropriate JIT-specific security rules to the NSG

configuration of the VM. When a JIT VM access request is enabled, Azure first checks whether the users trying to

connect in the JIT time window have the necessary Azure RBAC permissions. Next, Azure automatically adds JIT-

specific rules in the NSGs of the VM to allow access. When the allowed time limit (Max request time) is reached, NSGs

will automatically revert to the original state (without the JIT-specific rules).

JIT access can allow or deny a specific list of IP addresses. With JIT access, ports on a VM can be locked down by any

IP address users are trying to connect from (per request option), or for a specific IP address range or CIDR block.

You can use the Azure portal to audit JIT access to VMs. To view the JIT-specific activity on a VM, on the Security
Center – Just in time VM access blade, open the "…" menu for a VM and select Activity Log from the shortcut

menu. Activity logs contain the audit trail for all JIT-based accesses requested for the VM.

The JIT access feature doest not interrupt ongoing connections after the connections exceed the Max request time

value of the JIT VM access rule. Ongoing connections are NOT interrupted. Azure does not allow new connections

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/blueprints/overview
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from the specified IP addresses after the Max request time value has been exceeded, from the time the access was

requested.

Azure creates “deny all inbound traffic” rules with lower priority to deny all incoming connections. The “deny all inbound

traffic” rules are added as low priority to ensure that no allow rules are overturned. These deny rules deny traffic to VMs

after the Max request time has been exceeded.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Security Center

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Security Center > Manage virtual machine access using just-in-time > Configure JIT access from an

Azure VM's page

RebelAdmin > Step-by-Step Guide to setup Just-in-Time VM Access in Azure

Microsoft Blogs > Harden Your Azure Infrastructure Using Azure Security Center Just-In-Time VM Acces

4sysops > Use Just-in-Time Access to protect your Azure VMs

Aidan Finn > Azure Bastion For Secure SSH/RDP in Preview

YouTube video > Azure Security Center – Just-in-Time Network Access

You are working as an Azure Administrator. The Enterprise Security Team asks that every new account be encrypted

with the company's own key. What is the first task that you should do to create an encrypted storage account with a

custom key?

Create a storage account

Generate a company key

Upload the company key to a Key Vault

Create a new Key Vault

Explanation

The first action that you should perform is to create the storage account. All storage accounts are encrypted by default

regardless of whether they use standard tier, premium tier, or deployment model (Azure Resource Manager or classic).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
http://www.rebeladmin.com/2018/02/step-step-guide-just-time-vm-access-azure/
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/mvpawardprogram/2018/01/09/just-in-time-access-azure-vms/
https://4sysops.com/archives/use-just-in-time-access-to-protect-your-azure-vms/
https://aidanfinn.com/?p=21550
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOQb2FcdQnU
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It is not possible to enable customer-managed keys at the time that the account is created.

The first task would not be creating a new Key Vault. The customer key can be stored in the Key Vault, but the storage

account would need to be created first.

The first task would not be pressing the Encryption button from the Security blade. The Encryption button is on the

Disk blade, not the Security blade. The Encryption button is used for disk encryption, not for encrypting a storage

account with a custom key.

The first task would not be to upload the company key to a Key Vault. You will need to upload the key to Key Vault, but

the storage account would need to be created first.

The first task would not be to generate the company key. You will need that key generated, but the storage account

would need to be created first.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for storage

References: 

Azure > Storage > Azure Storage encryption for data at rest

You are working as an Enterprise Azure administrator. You modified some policies created by the Security Center

Standard Plan. Some policies should apply automatically.

What do you need to do first to apply policies automatically?

Define the scope of the assignment.

Define a remediation task.

Modify policies to use the AuditIfNotExists feature.

Create a managed identity.

Explanation

You should create a managed identity. Policies with the deployIfNotExists need to access to your Azure resources

using the managed identity. Managed identity assigned to a specific resource allows one to modify another resource

and, in this way, apply policies.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-service-encryption
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You should not define a remediation task. – It will not apply policies but only can define another task to do.

You should not define the scope of the assignment. It will not apply policies but change the scope of working this policy.

You should not modify policies to use the AuditIfNotExists feature. It will not apply policies, and this property is already

set, just because the default behavior is to audit not to make changes.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Security Center

References: 

Azure > Governance > Policy > Remediate non-compliant resources with Azure Policy

Nutex.com is in need of a new tool that will collect some confidential user data. This confidential data is not searched or

filtered when stored. The software development team has been asked to provide end-to-end encryption of that

confidential user data.

Of the listed features, which options are most likely to offer what is needed? (Choose two.)

Choose deterministic as the encryption type

Implement column-level encryption

Choose randomized as the encryption type

Implement Transparent Data Encryption

Implement Always Encrypted

Explanation

You should implement Always Encrypted and choose the randomized encryption type.

Always Encrypted allows the application that is collecting or displaying data from a SQL Server 2016 database or Azure

SQL Database Server to encrypt or decrypt sensitive data by using the appropriate driver and connection string

options. Sensitive data will automatically be encrypted before it is sent to the database server, and automatically

decrypted after it is retrieved from the database server.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/how-to/remediate-resources
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You must select an encryption type when implementing Always Encrypted. In this case, you should choose randomized

encryption. Randomized encryption will produce different encrypted values when given the same input values. It is

therefore more secure, but it is completely unsearchable.

You should not choose deterministic encryption. Deterministic encryption produces the same encrypted value when

given the same input value. It will therefore allow equality filtering and searching, but it introduces some security

concerns. Deterministic encryption is only necessary if the protected data needs equality searching or filtering while

being stored. Otherwise, you should use randomized encryption for greater security.

Column-level encryption should not be used because it will only provide protection for the data once it gets to the table.

It will not protect the data in transit from the app to the database server.

Transparent Data Encryption should not be used because it will only provide protection for the data once it gets into the

database, not while coming from the app to the server.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Channel 9 - Keeping Sensitive Data Secure with Always Encrypted

Docs > SQL > Relational databases > Security > Encryption > Overview of Key Management for Always Encrypted

You are work as an Azure architect for the Nutex Corporation. Nutex is a cloud-based company that uses only Azure

PaaS workloads. At this moment, you use Azure SQL and MySQL Databases, Azure Web Apps, Azure Files, and

Azure IoT Central only. For one of the projects, you need to implement Azure Active Directory Domain Services

authentication over SMB for Azure Files.

What should you do initially?

Join an Azure VM with Azure AD DS

Create an Azure file share

Enable Identity-based Directory Service for Azure authentication

Enable Azure Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) on the Azure AD tenant

Explanation

https://channel9.msdn.com/Events/DataDriven/SQLServer2016/AlwaysEncrypted
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/encryption/overview-of-key-management-for-always-encrypted?view=sql-server-ver15
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To support Azure workloads, authentication with Azure AD credentials is required. You will need to enable Azure AD

Domain Services for your Azure AD tenant.

Other steps are also necessary, but they are not the first step.

You will need to create a file share. However, Azure AD Domain Services must be enabled first on the Azure AD tenant.

You should not join an Azure VM with Azure AD DS. It is equivalent to Azure Active Directory Domain Services but not

as a service. You cannot use this to implement a solution based on IaaS if you only have PaaS workloads in your cloud.

You will need to enable Identity-based Directory Service for Azure authentication. This action would be necessary to

enable authentication to the SMB file share using an Azure account. However, you would first need to implement Azure

AD DS.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for storage

References: 

Azure >Authorize access to blobs and queues using Azure Active Directory

You have enabled Azure AD Privileged Identity Management for the Dream Suites tenant. You are configuring

membership settings for the Billing Administrator role for several users within the Finance department, as shown below.

Currently, MFA is enabled for all users within the Finance department. The settings for this assignment should ensure

that MFA is required, there is permanent eligible assignment, approval is required to activate, and administrators should

be notified upon activation.

What configuration should you change based on the screenshot?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-auth-aad
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Assignment ends

Assignment type

Permanently eligible

Assignment starts

Explanation

The Permanently eligible setting is used to ensure that the user with this assignment is permanently eligible and

permanently assigned.

The Assignment type field is set to Eligible, which requires the member to initiate an action in order to use the role.

Often, this action might be configured as authenticating through MFA or providing a business justification. This

Assignment Type setting would not allow you to ensure the user is permanently eligible. The Assignment Type
setting can either be set to Eligible or Active. The Eligible setting requires role members to perform an action to use

the role. The Active setting does not require role members to perform an action to use the role

The Assignment starts field configuration allows you to configure a specific start time for a duration of time that the

assignment is active. This setting would not allow you to ensure that the user is permanently eligible.

The Assignment ends field configuration allows you to configure a specific end time for a duration of time that the

assignment is active. This setting would not allow you to ensure that the user is permanently eligible.
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Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Assign Azure AD roles in Privileged Identity Management

Nutex Corporation recently deployed several virtual machines (VMs) to the Azure platform. You have many users

assigned to the Owner role. You have an urgent need to find which user deleted a virtual machine in the past 24 hours.

What should you recommend?

Azure Resource logs

Azure Monitor metrics

Azure Advisor

Activity log

Explanation

You would choose Activity log as it contains a record of all create, update, delete, and action operations performed

through Resource Manager, as shown in the graphic. Additionally, it contains logs for Resource Health, Alert,

Autoscale, Recommendation, Security, and Policy.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-how-to-add-role-to-user?tabs=new
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You would not choose Azure Resource logs because they provide insight only into operations that were performed

within an Azure resource.

You would not choose Azure Monitor metrics because that provides numerical values for resource performances and

not information about deleting a resource.

You would not choose Azure Advisor because its purpose is to investigate your resources and recommend solutions

that can help you improve the cost effectiveness, performance, high availability, and security of your Azure resources.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Monitor

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Azure Monitor > View and retrieve Azure Activity log events

You are work as an Azure architect for your company and are involved in specifying security requirements for an

intranet website. The intranet website will be written in SharePoint Online, but some of the large files need to be stored

outside of SharePoint Online and embedded in SharePoint Sites. The intranet should be available only for employees

of the company.

Where should you propose to store these large files?

on blobs shared using Azure Active Directory

on a virtual machine with system assigned managed identity enabled

on OneDrive

on a virtual machine with AAD credentials enabled

on blobs shared using shared access signatures (SAS)

Explanation

You store the large files on blobs shared using Azure Active Directory. You can authorize access to the blobs using

Keys and SAS tokens, but also using Azure Active Directory.

You should not store the large files on blobs shared using shared access signatures (SAS). Using SAS tokens on the

link, then everyone with the link can access the resource without authentication. This solution would not be secure as

using Azure Active Directory.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/activity-log-view
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You should not store the large files on OneDrive. It can be done using OneDrive, but there could be a problem with

embedding resources that are stored on OneDrive in the web page. The resources may not display on the Webpage

because of authorization issues.

You should not store the large files on a virtual machine with a system-assigned managed identity enabled or a virtual

machine with AAD credentials enabled. It can also be done using a virtual machine, but this solution requires a lot of

configuration. You would have to register the website as an application in Active Directory and give permissions.

Storing the large files on blobs shared using Azure Active Directory would be easier.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for storage

References: 

Azure > Authorize access to blobs and queues using Azure Active Directory

Configuration of authentication using Azure Active Directory in Apache / Apache and Azure Active Directory OpenID -

Oauth

You have noticed that malicious attackers have accessed your network resources. You want to automate and

orchestrate a response to potentially dangerous threats in your Azure environment.

What should you configure in Azure Sentinel to respond to the threats?

event

alert

logic app

playbook

Explanation

You should create a playbook. A playbook consists of one or more logic apps that can be run automatically or manually

when you receive an alert. When an alert is sent to Azure Sentinel, a playbook can be automatically run.

A logic app is a cloud service that can automate or schedule tasks. You can create logic apps for other services, but

you must associate a logic app with a playbook with Azure Sentinel. In Azure Sentinel, the playbook, not the logic app,

responds to the alert.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-auth-aad
https://rzetelnekursy.pl/konfiguracja-uwierzytelnienia-z-wykorzystaniem-azure-active-directory-w-apache-apache-and-azure-active-directory-openid-oauth/
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You would not create an alert. The alert should be configured elsewhere in Security Center. Azure Sentinel allows you

to see insights and visibility of the alerts.

You would not create an event. The event would be written to a log that could be read by other services.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Sentinel

References: 

Home > Azure > Azure Sentinel > Logic Apps vs Playbooks and new Sentinel incident trigger

Azure > Azure Sentinel > Tutorial: Set up automated threat responses in Azure Sentinel

You are the chief Azure Subscription administrator. The audit department reports that user John still has access to

some resources in Key Vault, but he should not. You checked and noticed the following:

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-sentinel/logic-apps-vs-playbooks-and-new-sentinel-incident-trigger/m-p/1436474
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sentinel/tutorial-respond-threats-playbook


The same IAM entries are in the resources that John had access to. You also check the following App registrations:

You also check the following Enterprise applications:
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After investigation, the changes are made from the VM01 virtual machine.

You remove John, and after three days, you notice that John still has access. What should you do completely and

immediately resolve the issue?

Add Deny Permission to John.

Set managed identity to off on VM1.

Have John log off without changing his password.

Have John log off and change his password.

Explanation

You should set managed identity to off on VM1. The managed identity assigned to the resources allows that identity to

access other resources in Azure.



You should not have John log off. If you call the user and ask the user to log off, it will not resolve the issue. The user’s

permissions will not have changed.

You should not add the Deny permission to John. This action can work, but if the user is still a Global Administrator,

then the user could just remove the newly added permission.

You should not have John log off and change his password. This action can work, but if the user is still a Global

Administrator, then the user could just remove the newly added permission.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Managed Identities > What is managed identities for Azure resources?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/managed-identities-azure-resources/overview
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You recently migrated your on-premises Microsoft SQL Server to an Azure SQL Database.

You are tasked to configure server audits, database audits, and a storage account in order to increases your

organization’s ability to gain deep insight into events and changes that occur within the database, including updates

and queries against the data.

What action should you perform in sequence to achieve this goal?

{UCMS id=5335953938841600 type=Activity}

Explanation

To configure a database-level and a server-level audit, you need to follow the following steps.

1. In the Azure portal, navigate to SQL database.

2. Navigate to Auditing under the Security heading in SQL database.

3. Select View server settings link on the database auditing page and switch to ON.

4. On the database level, switch Auditing to ON.

5. On Audit log destination, select Storage.

6. Select the destination storage account and set the number of days of retention

You should open the SQL Database, and click View server settings on the Auditing page

You should switch Auditing to ON to enable auditing on the database level. The auditing log can be written to an Azure

storage account, to an event hub, or to a Log Analytics workspace to be used by Azure Monitor. You should choose

storage account for this scenario. You can specify a specific storage account and set the number of days that you want

to retain the log for auditing.



You can view the audit logs by opening the database in the Azure portal, choose Auditing from Security, and choose

View audit logs.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications
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Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > Azure SQL > SQL Database> Auditing for Azure SQL Database and Azure Synapse Analytics

You are developing a web app that needs credentials to authenticate to cloud services. You want to ensure that the

credentials are never checked in to source control or stored on a developer’s workstation. The credentials will be stored

in the Azure Key Vault. To retrieve the credentials, you will have to authenticate to the Key Vault.

You plan to use Managed Service Identity (MSI) to authenticate to the Key Vault without exposing a credential. You

need to understand how MSI works with an Azure service.

Place the correct options in the correct order. Not all steps may be required.

{UCMS id=6542020157898752 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should order the steps as follows:

1. Your code calls a local MSI endpoint to get an access token.

2. MSI uses the locally injected credentials to get an access token from Azure AD.

3. Your code uses this access token to authenticate to an Azure service.

To retrieve the credentials, you will have to authenticate to the Key Vault, but you do not want to expose credentials.

You can use MSI to provide a bootstrap identity to authenticate to the Key Vault. Once you have enabled MSI for the

Azure services that will be needed, such as the App Service, functions, or virtual machines, a service principal for the

service will be created in Azure AD. The client ID and certificate that make up the credentials will be injected into the

instance of the service principal.

First your code will contact MSI to get an access token. MSI will use the credentials that were injected into the service

principal to retrieve an access token from Azure AD. The access token will be used by your code to authenticate to an

Azure service instance.

Your code will not request a GUID from the Key Vault, nor will the Key Vault issue a GUID. A GUID is not used to

request an access token from Azure AD, but the client ID and certificate that make up the locally injected credentials.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Keep credentials out of code: Introducing Azure AD Managed Service Identity

You want to have the company’s Azure Architect sketch a project’s design parameters with a repeatable Azure

resource that implements and adheres to the company’s standards and requirements.

You need to assign Jeff the following permissions regarding Azure Blueprints.

Create new blueprint, but not create new assignments

Create support tickets

View role and role assignments

Create deployments

Which role should you assign adhering to the principle of least privilege?

Blueprint Contributor

Owner

Contributor

Blueprint Operator

Explanation

A Blueprint Operator cannot create new blueprints but can assign existing blueprints. A Blueprint Operator has the

following permissions:

Task Permissions

Read roles and role assignments Microsoft.Authorization/*/read

Create and manage blueprint assignments. Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprintAssignments/*

Retrieves or lists resource groups. Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read

Create and manage a deployment Microsoft.Resources/deployments/*

Create and update a support ticket Microsoft.Support/*

A Blueprint Contributor cannot assign blueprints but can manage blueprint definitions. A Blueprint Contributor has the

following permissions.

Task Permissions

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/keep-credentials-out-of-code-introducing-azure-ad-managed-service-identity/
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Read roles and role assignments Microsoft.Authorization/*/read

Create and manage blueprint definitions or blueprint artifacts. Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/*

Retrieves or lists resource group Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read

Create and manage a deployment Microsoft.Resources/deployments/*

Create and update a support ticket Microsoft.Support/*

A Contributor cannot assign blueprint permissions but can create and delete blueprint definitions. A Contributor can

grant full access to someone else to manage all resources. However, you can not assign roles in Azure RBAC.

An Owner can create and manage resources of all types, including blueprints. An Owner can assign roles in Azure

RBAC and grant full access to manage all resources.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security policies

References: 

Azure > Governance > Blueprints > What is Azure Blueprints?

You are working on the enterprise security team for the Nutex Corporation. You have an Azure ExpressRoute

connection up and working. Almost every Azure resource is connected to every other Azure resource. You need to

select the best method to allow a connection to the Cosmo DB account from all your internal networks.

How do you achieve this goal?

Use a parameterized Cosmo DB account.

Generate resource tokens with just enough privileges and IP scope.

Configure Azure Private Link for an Azure Cosmos account.

Configure only the required IP addresses on the Cosmos DB firewall.

Explanation

You should configure an Azure Private Link for an Azure Cosmos account. By using Azure Private Link, you can

achieve a connection only from the internal network, thus exposing Cosmo DB Account via Private Link. In this way,

access is limited to an Azure Cosmos account from an internal virtual network.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/blueprints/overview
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

You should not use a parameterized Cosmo DB account. You can send a parameterized JSON query to a CosmosDB

like the following:

{ 

    "query": "SELECT * FROM Families f WHERE f.lastName = @lastName AND f.address.state =

@addressState", 

    "parameters": [ 

      {"name": "@lastName", "value": "Callahan"}, 

      {"name": "@addressState", "value": "GA"}, 

    ]  

  }

It will not resolve problem in the question, but it can prevent SQL injection attacks.

You should not generate resource tokens with just enough privileges and IP scope because tokens in Cosmo DB do not

allow IP filtration.

You should not configure only the required IP addresses on the Cosmos DB firewall. Cosmos DB firewall allows you to

set access only from specific IP addresses. If you use almost every Azure resource, then you would need to open all

Azure IP addresses on the Cosmos DB firewall. This action would take a lot of work and require you to maintain the IP

addresses.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for storage

References: 

Azure >Configure Azure Private Link for an Azure Cosmos account (preview)

You are working on the Enterprise Security team for your company. You need to check and verify whether NSG rules

applied to virtual machines are equivalent. Which option should you use?

Security Center - Security alerts map

Security Center - Adaptive application controls

NSG flow logs

Security Center - Adaptive network hardening

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cosmos-db/how-to-configure-private-endpoints
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Explanation

You should use Security Center - Adaptive Network Hardening. You can use network security groups (NSG) to filter

traffic, which can improve security. You may want to improve security by hardening the NSG rules based on traffic

patterns. Security Center - Adaptive Network Hardening can recommend how to harden the NSG rules. For example,

you may have an NSG rule to allow traffic from 192.168.1.0/24 on port 22. The Adaptive Network Hardening’s

recommendation, based on the analysis, would be to narrow the range and allow traffic from 192.168.1.0/29 – which is

a much narrower IP range – and to deny all other traffic to that port.

You should not use NSG flow logs. This option can allow investigating of network logs for suspicious traffic, but the

investigation must be manually done.

You should not use Security Center - Security alert map. The security alerts map helps you identify threats against your

environment. For example, you can identify if a threat is part of a botnet and where that threat is coming from. Security

Center uses data from multiple sources within Microsoft to build this map. The security alert map will not harden your

NSG rules.

You should not use Security Center - Adaptive application controls. This feature in Security Center helps you deal with

malicious and/or unauthorized software by allowing only specific applications to run on your VMs/servers. Adaptive

application controls will not harden your NSG rules.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Security Center

References: 

Azure > Security Center > Adaptive Network Hardening in Azure Security Center

Azure > Security Center > Adaptive application controls

You are configuring the Application Administrator role within Azure AD Privileged Identity Management. The security

department has provided the requirement that users with this assignment must authenticate through MFA and provide

an approved change control number, and administrators should be notified upon activation and only be allowed to

leverage the elevated rights for 8 hours.

What configuration should you change based on the screenshot?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-adaptive-network-hardening
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-adaptive-application


✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Require approval to activate

Activation maximum duration (hours)

Require justification on activation

Require ticket information on activation

Explanation

The Require ticket information on activation setting ensures the user must enter a business justification, specifically

ticket information, when they go through the activation process. The setting will ensure that the user must provide an

approved change control number before the role is activated.

The Activation maximum duration (hours) slider dictates how long in hours the role is active before it expires. This

setting will not ensure that the user must provide an approved change control number before the role is activated.

The Require justification on activation setting ensures that the user must enter a business justification when they go

through the activation process. This setting will not guarantee that the user must provide an approved change control

number before the role is activated.
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

The Require approval to activate setting ensures that at least one other person identified as an approver must take

action to approve the request before the role is activated for the user. This setting will not ensure that the user must

provide an approved change control number before the role is activated.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Assign Azure AD roles in Privileged Identity Management

You are a cloud architect at Nutex Corporation which uses Azure for all of their resources. You need to implement

restrictions to enforce their standards for allowed resource types.

What do you need to implement to make sure that your infrastructure stays compliant with the corporate standards?

A Conditional Access policy

Azure AD Privileged Identity Management

Role-based access control (RBAC)

A new Azure Policy

Explanation

You would choose to implement a new policy. Policies add protection and allow auditing, and ensure that only approved

locations and SKUs are used. RBAC policies, along with Azure Policy, can provide governance around your

environment, ensuring users have adequate rights but still adhere to the organization’s cloud policies.

You would not choose a Conditional Access policy. Conditional Access in Azure AD controls access to cloud apps

based on specific conditions, such as sign-in risk, location, or device, and enforces requirements, such as multi-factor

authentication.

You would not choose Azure AD Privileged Identity Management because it is a service that enables you to manage,

control, and monitor access to important resources in your organization.

You would not choose role-based access control (RBAC) because it is an authorization system that provides access

management of Azure resources.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-how-to-add-role-to-user?tabs=new
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Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security policies

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Governance > Policy > Tutorial: Create and manage policies to enforce compliance > Implement a

new custom policy

The Nutex Corporation needs to limit threats such as port scanning and malware targeting VMs in Azure. You want to

have seamless RDP and SSH access to your VMs.

You must configure an Azure Bastion. The following script configures an Azure Bastion.

$subnetName = " "

$subnet = New-AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig -Name $subnetName -AddressPrefix 

$vnet = New-AzVirtualNetwork -Name "myVnet" -ResourceGroupName "NutexResourceGroup" -Location

"eastus" -AddressPrefix 10.0.0.0/16 -Subnet $subnet

$IpAddress = 

-ResourceGroupName "NutexResourceGroup" -name "myPublicIP" -location "

" -AllocationMethod Static -Sku Standard

$bastion = 

-ResourceGroupName "NutexResourceGroup" -Name "myBastion" -PublicIpAddress $IpAddress -

VirtualNetwork $vnet

Match the appropriate cmdlet, parameter, or value to the corresponding letter.

{UCMS id=5732027929198592 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/policy/tutorials/create-and-manage


Azure Bastion allows RDP and SSH connectivity to your VMs in a provisioned virtual network. The bastion host is

deployed in a virtual network that MUST be called AzureBastionSubnet. All other names are incorrect. The

AzureBastionSubnet virtual network must have a subnet that can support at least 30 hosts. The subnet mask must be

at least /27 or larger (/27, /26, /25, etc.). The following creates the AzureBastionSubnet virtual network with a subnet

of 10.0.0.0/27 in a resource group named NutexResourceGroup in the East US.

$subnetName = "AzureBastionSubnet" 

$subnet = New-AzVirtualNetworkSubnetConfig -Name $subnetName -AddressPrefix 10.0.0.0/27 

$vnet = New-AzVirtualNetwork -Name "myVnet" -ResourceGroupName "NutexResourceGroup" -Location

"eastus" -AddressPrefix 10.0.0.0/16 -Subnet $subnet

You must use the New-AzPublicIpAddress cmdlet to create a public IP address for the Azure Bastion. This public IP

address MUST be in the same region as the Bastion resource. The following creates a public IP address in the East

US.

$IpAddress = New-AzPublicIpAddress -ResourceGroupName "NutexResourceGroup" -name "myPublicIP" -

location "eastus" -AllocationMethod Static -Sku Standard

It would be best if you used the New-Bastion cmdlet to create the Azure Bastion resource in the AzureBastionSubnet

of your virtual network. It can take several minutes for the Bastion resource to deploy.

$bastion = New-AzBastion -ResourceGroupName "NutexResourceGroup" -Name "myBastion" -PublicIpAddress

$IpAddress -VirtualNetwork $vnet

You should not use the New-NetIPAddress cmdlet. This cmdlet creates an IP address for a VM. It does not create a

public IP address in Azure.
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Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Azure > Networking > Bastion > Create an Azure Bastion host using Azure PowerShell

Your company uses the Azure App Service so users can sign in and access data without you writing lots of code in your

web app. The web app presents the provider's login page to the user in their browser. The server code manages the

sign-in process. What are the steps of the authentication flow without a provider SDK?

Choose the correct steps and place them in the correct order.

{UCMS id=5452647889895424 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

1. Redirects client to /.auth/login/<provider>

2. Provider redirects client to /.auth/login/<provider>/callback.

3. App Service adds authenticated cookie to response.

4. Client includes authentication cookie in all subsequent requests

When the user signs in, the client is redirected to the provider (/.auth/login/<provider>).

Once the user signs in, post authentication occurs because the provider redirects the client to

/.auth/login/<provider>/callback.

Then the App Services uses an authenticated cookie to establish an authenticated session.

Once the session is authenticated, authenticated content is now served. The client uses the authenticated cookie will

all requests, which are automatically handled by the browser.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/bastion/bastion-create-host-powershell
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References: 

Azure > App Service > Web Apps > Authentication and authorization in Azure App Service and Azure Functions

You configure an access review called Password Management, as shown in the screenshot below. It must ensure that

users can review their own access. Access reviews must be completed on a monthly basis. You want to enable Azure

to make recommendations on whether users should continue to have access or be denied access if they do not

complete an access review within the defined time period.

What configuration should you change based on the screenshot?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/overview-authentication-authorization


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

If reviewers don’t respond

Auto apply results to resource

Frequency

Reviewers

Explanation

The If reviewers don’t respond option sets what action will happen if an access review is not completed within the

configured period. You can select not to take action and to maintain access, to remove access, to approve access, or

receive recommendations from Azure on whether or not to maintain or deny access. This setting will enable Azure to
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make recommendations on whether users should continue to have access or be denied access if they do not complete

an access review within the defined period.

The Frequency setting allows the access review to happen repeatedly as opposed to a one-time event. This setting

will not enable Azure to make recommendations on whether users should continue to have access or be denied access

if they do not complete an access review within the defined period.

The Reviewers setting allows you to select a group of users who can perform the access review or enable users to

complete their own review. This setting will not allow Azure to make recommendations on whether users should

continue to have access or be denied access if they do not complete an access review within the defined period.

The Auto apply results to resource option will enable you to remove all users' access that were denied automatically.

This setting will not allow Azure to make recommendations on whether users should continue to have access or be

denied access if they do not complete an access review within the defined period.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Privileged Identity Management > Create an access review of Azure AD

roles in Privileged Identity Management

You are the administrator of the Nutex Corporation. Your account has Owner permissions on your Azure subscription.

Your developers want to deploy Azure ARM templates with Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS). You want to predefine

the necessary security components, so that you have control over the developers ARM template deployment through

VSTS. You want to use custom RBAC permissions to allow the developers only the provisioning of a subset of

resources.

Which configuration steps must you perform?

In the work area, drag the steps from the left to the right and place them in the correct order.

{UCMS id=6738471056048128 type=Activity}

Explanation

The correct sequence is:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-how-to-start-security-review


1. Set up a Service Principal

2. Set up an Azure Key Vault

3. Associate the Service Principal to the Azure Key Vault

4. Add Key Vault secrets to your ARM templates

5. Use Service Principal Client ID and Key in VSTS

First you have to set up a Service Principal because you need to protect the ARM template with that Service Principal

later. It can be created with the following PowerShell commands:

Login-AzAccount 

Get-AzSubscription 

Select-AzSubscription -SubscriptionName "<yourSubscriptionName>" 

$myApplication = New-AzADApplication -DisplayName "automation-app" -HomePage "https://test.com" -

IdentifierUris "https://test.com" -Password "UGA#D@wG$#Suk" 

New-AzADServicePrincipal -ApplicationId $myApplication.ApplicationId 

New-AzRoleAssignment - RoleDefinitionName Contributor -ServicePrincipalName

$myApplication.ApplicationId

Next you have to set up an Azure Key Vault because the Azure Key Vault is a SaaS solution that allows you to store

secrets (stings) and store (SSL). You can do that with the PowerShell cmdlet New-AzKeyVault and not in the Azure

Portal. The secrets of the Service Principal will be saved in the Azure Key Vault.

Next you have to associate the Service Principal to the Azure Key Vault because the Key Vault has to save the secrets

of the Service Principal. You can do that in the Azure Portal in Access Policies blade. There you can add the principal

and define the secret permissions (Get, List). Under the Advanced Access Policies blade, you have to select Enable
access to Azure Resource Manager for template deployment. This option is required to ensure that the Key Vault

can be access during an ARM template deployment.

Next, you have to add the Key Vault secrets to your ARM templates because the ARM template has to use the Key

Vault secrets for deployment. The keyvault:id and keyvault:secret fields are important there. Keyvault:id

defines which key vault you should use. Keyvault:secret defines which secret within the key vault to access.

The last step is to use the Service Principal Client ID and Key in Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS) because VSTS

has to use the Service Principal and Key Vault and the Secrets there for the deployment of the ARM template.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Secure Azure ARM templates with Key Vault and VSTS

https://cmatskas.com/secure-Azure-arm-templates-with-key-vault-and-vsts/
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Service Principals in Microsoft Azure

Setting Up and Configure an Azure Key Vault

Azure > Key Vault > What is Azure Key Vault?

You have a SQL database server named DB-1. You need to ensure that data and log files are encrypted during

operations and at rest. You need to enable Transparent Data Encryption (TDE) on the SQL database.

What action should you perform in sequence to achieve this goal?

{UCMS id=5470681761316864 type=Activity}

Explanation

To enable Transparent data encryption from a SQL Server, you need to perform the following actions;

1. Create a master key.

2. Create or obtain a certificate protected by a master key.

3. Create a database encryption key and protect it by using the certificate.

4. Set the database to use encryption.

The following statements create the master key:

USE master; 

GO 

CREATE MASTER KEY ENCRYPTION BY PASSWORD = 'Ug@FAnzRm0ron$'; 

GO

The following statement creates a certificate named SQLCert:

CREATE CERTIFICATE SQLCert    

   WITH SUBJECT = 'SQL Records',    

   EXPIRY_DATE = '20210531';   

GO

The following creates a database encryption key and protects it by using the certificate:

USE NutexCustomer; 

GO 

CREATE DATABASE ENCRYPTION KEY 

WITH ALGORITHM = AES_128 

https://cmatskas.com/service-principals-in-microsoft-Azure/
https://www.red-gate.com/simple-talk/cloud/platform-as-a-service/setting-up-and-configuring-an-Azure-key-vault/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-whatis
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

ENCRYPTION BY SERVER CERTIFICATE SQLCert; 

GO

The following sets the database to use encryption:

ALTER DATABASE NutexCustomer 

SET ENCRYPTION ON; 

GO

You should not create the database to use decryption. Database decryption completely removes protection and

encryption from a database. The goal here is to encrypt the database using TDE.

You cannot create the database encryption key (DEK) from the master key. By default, master keys are encrypted by a

service master key; hence this option is not valid.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Docs > SQL > Security > Concepts > Encryption > Transparent Data Encryption (TDE)

You are configuring the authentication and sign-in method that will be used for Metroil's hybrid identity. The security

department has mandated that the on-premises Active Directory must be used to validate access for users that sign in

to the existing line of business applications and cloud apps.

In order to meet these requirements, you have decided to deploy pass-through authentication.

What is the least privileged role that is required to set up pass-through authentication?

Global Administrator

Global reader

Cloud Device Administrator

Cloud Application Administrator

Explanation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/encryption/transparent-data-encryption?view=sql-server-ver15
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

The Azure AD Global Administrator credentials provide configuration access to all administrative features within Azure

AD. This credential is required for the configuration of pass-through authentication within Azure AD Connect.

None of the other roles will provide the ability to configure the pass-through authentication feature within Azure AD

Connect.

The Global reader role can be viewed as the read-only counterpart to the Azure AD Global Administrator credential.

The Cloud Application Administrator role provides the ability to manage and also create enterprise applications and

application registrations. The Cloud Device Administrator credential allows the member to enable, delete, and disable

devices within Azure AD. This role can also read BitLocker keys within the Azure portal.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage Azure Active Directory identities

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Users, groups, and roles > Administrator roles by admin task in Azure

Active Directory

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Hybrid Identity > Azure Active Directory Pass-through Authentication:

Quickstart

You are responsible for putting all certificates in the Azure Key Vault. You have all certificates stored on an EFS

encrypted disk in the PFX format. You have all passwords for the PFX files in protected envelopes.

How should you organize the Key Vault to store these PFX certificates?

Store PFX certificates and corresponding passwords in one Key Vault.

Store all PFX Certificates in the storage account and passwords for it in Key

Vault.

Store only PFX Certificates in Key vault.

Create a primary Key Vault for PFX certificates and secondary for passwords and

for PFX certificates.

Explanation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/roles-delegate-by-task
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/hybrid/how-to-connect-pta-quick-start
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

You should store only PFX certificates in Key vault. When you upload a PFX certificate with the password to Key Vault,

the password is removed from the PFX files. Azure Key Vault provides hardware encryption for your secrets.

You should not create a primary Key Vault for PFX certificates and secondary for passwords and PFX certificates.

You should not store PFX certificates in the storage account and passwords for it in Key Vault.

You should not store all PFX certificates in the storage account and passwords for it in Key Vault.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Key Vault > Get started with Key Vault certificates

Azure > Key Vault > About keys, secrets, and certificates

You are working as an Azure administrator. You have 1,500 paired applications that upload highly restricted files to a

container in one storage account. In a specific situation, the corresponding paired application can download the file

while in another continent. Your Enterprise Security Team asks that stored files need to be protected at rest with a

different key. You are limited to what you can modify on the application.

What solution do you propose?

Use customer-provided keys

Use Key Vault

Use Recovery Services vaults

Create different storage accounts in a subscription for every paired application

Explanation

You should use customer-provided keys. You manage your own keys for encryption, or you can use Microsoft-managed

keys. If you opt to manage your own keys, you can do either of the following:

Specify a customer-managed key with Azure Key Vault – This option can encrypting and decrypting data in Blob

storage and in Azure Files.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/certificate-scenarios
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/about-keys-secrets-and-certificates
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Specify a customer-provided key on Blob storage operations – This option allows you to include an encryption key

on a read or write request against Blob storage for granular control how data is encrypted.

You should not create a different storage account in a subscription for every paired application. This solution may

require more administrative effort, and there is a limit of 100 storage accounts per subscription.

You should not use Key Vault. This solution will allow you to store the customer key in Key Vault but does not encrypt

files with a customer key.

You should not use Recovery Services vaults. Recovery Services vaults are used for backups, not for encrypting files

with a customer key.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for storage

References: 

Azure > Storage > Azure Storage encryption for data at rest

Azure > Resource Manager >Azure subscription and service limits, quotas, and constraints

As a software architect, you have to design a shopping site. You want to have it online as a web application and as a

mobile application, and there might be other projects in the future. Azure should manage user identities. There should

be the possibility to support Facebook login and the option to brand a login page.

What should you use?

ASP.NET Identity

Azure AD

Azure AD B2B

Azure AD B2C

Explanation

You should use Azure AD B2C because Azure AD B2C provides business-to-customer identity as a service, using

social, enterprise, or local account identities to authenticate and login to applications. Azure AD B2C is a cloud identity

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-service-encryption
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/management/azure-subscription-service-limits
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

management solution for web and mobile apps that supports OpenID Connect, OAuth 2.0, and SAML. Users can

register with their e-mail ID or by using social media providers such as Google, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

You should not choose Azure AD, because Azure AD is a directory service that serves organizations and their needs

for identity management in the cloud. You can develop authentication and authorization against Azure AD. Azure AD

does not directly integrate with social media providers unless you use Azure AD B2C.

You would not choose Azure AD B2B because that is only a feature of Azure AD. It allows an organization to grant

users from other tenants’ access to the organization’s own applications and services.

You would not choose ASP.NET Identity. Although it supports logging in with Facebook, the requirement is that user

identities are to be managed by Azure.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Active Directory > B2C > What is Azure Active Directory B2C?

Nutex Corporation wants to use the microservices approach to build and deploy applications. Nutex also wants to

reduce costs and efforts to deploy and manage applications. They want to manage apps using AKS clusters.

You are the Azure Security Administrator at Nutex. You are tasked with finding out the most suitable and secure method

to authenticate users and services in AKS clusters.

Which of the following statements about authentication in AKS clusters are TRUE? (Select all that apply.)

In a cluster with multiple namespaces, ClusterRole can be used to grant access

to resources across a cluster and to resources in a specific namespace by using

ClusterRoleBinding.

In a cluster with multiple namespaces, ClusterRole can be used to grant access

to resources across a cluster and to resources in a specific namespace by using

RoleBinding.

To ensure secure authentication, credentials for pods to access Azure services

must always be stored in pods or container images.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-b2c/active-directory-b2c-overview


✗ D)

✓ E)

✓ F)

The --enable-managed-identity parameter can be used to enable the

managed identities model of authentication in the existing AKS clusters.

Kubernetes does not natively provide identity management services to store user

accounts and passwords.

Azure automatically creates a service principal when you create an AKS cluster

by using the az aks create command.

Explanation

The following statements are true:

In a cluster with multiple namespaces, ClusterRole can be used to grant access to resources across a cluster and

to resources in a specific namespace by using RoleBinding.

Kubernetes does not natively provide identity management services to store user accounts and passwords.

Azure automatically creates a service principal when you create an AKS cluster by using the az aks create

command.

Role and ClusterRole are two native elements that can be used to define roles in Kubernetes. In the Kubernetes RBAC

API, permissions are purely additive (there are no “deny” rules). A role can be defined to access a specific namespace

with the Role element or to access all namespaces in the cluster with the ClusterRole element. However, by using the

RoleBinding element you can limit a ClusterRole to access only specific namespaces.

Kubernetes does not natively provide identity management services to store user accounts and passwords. However,

Kubernetes allows you to integrate third-party identity management solutions such as Azure AD. After integrating with

Azure AD, you must use Kubernetes built-in elements such as Role, ClusterRole, RoleBinding, and ClusterRoleBinding

to authenticate users to access pods. You must also use Azure AD service principals to create and manage Azure

services such as Azure Load Balancer and Azure Container Registry.

To work with Azure APIs for Azure services, AKS clusters require Azure AD service principals. If you create an AKS

cluster by using the az aks create command from Azure CLI version 2.0.59 and above, Azure automatically creates a

service principal for the cluster. This is also true for clusters created from the Azure portal.

Alternatively, you can manually create a service principal for the cluster. If you create a service principal manually, you

must use the appId and password parameters displayed in the output for the service principal when you create the

cluster.

The --enable-managed-identity parameter can NOT be used to enable the managed identities model of

authentication in the existing AKS clusters. You cannot upgrade the existing AKS clusters to use managed identities. A

managed identities model of authentication can only be enabled when creating new AKS clusters, by using the --

enable-managed-identity parameter.

To ensure secure authentication, credentials for pods to access Azure services must NOT be stored in pods or

container images. As a best practice, never store credentials on pods or containers to avoid the risk of abuse or

exposure. Microsoft recommends that you use managed pod identities to let pods access Azure resources. This way,
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pods access Azure AD to access Azure services, which is much safer than storing credentials on pods or containers.

Also, you do not need to create credentials manually, and pods use access tokens in real-time.

In a cluster with multiple namespaces, ClusterRole can NOT be used to grant access to resources across a cluster and

to resources in a specific namespace by using ClusterRoleBinding. Role and ClusterRole are two native elements that

can be used to define roles in Kubernetes. In the Kubernetes RBAC API, permissions are purely additive (there are no

“deny” rules). A role can be defined to access a specific namespace with the Role element or to access all namespaces

in the cluster with the ClusterRole element. However, by using the RoleBinding element you can limit a ClusterRole to

access only specific namespaces. With ClusterRoleBinding, ClusterRoles cannot be restricted to a specific namespace.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Service principals with Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Preview - Use managed identities in Azure Kubernetes Service > Create an AKS cluster with

managed identities

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Best practices for authentication and authorization in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Use

pod identities

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Access and identity options for Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > Roles and ClusterRoles

Kubernetes > Reference > Using RBAC Authorization

Microsoft Azure > AKS > Access and identity options for Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) > RoleBindings and

ClusterRoleBindings

You need to configure permission scopes for a new web-based lead generation application called LeadGen that is

registered within the Dream Suites directory. Permission should be scoped only to manage a user’s Teams apps within

the LeadGen Team and to upgrade them on behalf of the logged-in user.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/kubernetes-service-principal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/use-managed-identity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/operator-best-practices-identity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/concepts-identity
https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/access-authn-authz/rbac/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/aks/concepts-identity


✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Before proceeding, what is the minimum set of API permissions that must be configured in order to meet the security

requirement?

TeamsApp.ReadWrite.All

TeamsApp.ReadWrite

TeamsApp.Read

TeamsApp.Read.All

Explanation

The TeamsApp.ReadWrite permission allows the ability to read, install, upgrade, and uninstall Teams apps for the

signed-in user. This permission provides the ability to manage a user’s Teams apps only within the LeadGen Team and

to upgrade them on behalf of the logged-in user.
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

The TeamsApp.Read permission allows the ability to read what Teams apps are installed for the signed-in user. This

permission does not provide the ability to manage a user’s Teams apps only within the LeadGen Team and to upgrade

them on behalf of the logged-in user.

The TeamsApp.Read.All permission allows the ability to read what Teams apps are installed for the signed-in user in all

Teams. This permission does not provide the ability to manage a user’s Teams apps within the LeadGen Team only and

to upgrade them on behalf of the logged-in user.

TeamsApp.ReadWrite.All permission allows the ability to read, install, upgrade, and uninstall Teams apps for the

signed-in user in all Teams. This permission does not provide the ability to manage a user’s Teams apps only within the

LeadGen Team and to upgrade them on behalf of the logged-in user.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage application access

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Microsoft Graph > Develop > Microsoft Graph permissions reference

You are the administrator of the Nutex Corporation. You want to prevent the accidental deletion of a storage account.

You want to do that through ARM template configuration.

Which built-in RBAC role membership is required? (Choose all that apply.)

User Access Administrator

Security Manager

Owner

Storage Account Contributor

Explanation

You should have membership in the Owner or User Access Administrator RBAC roles to configure locks. You must

have access to the Microsoft/Authorization/* or Microsoft/Authorization/locks/* actions if you want to create or

delete management locks. That permission is included in both the Owner and User Access Administrator RBAC roles.

You should not use the Storage Account Contributor RBAC role. This role can manage storage accounts, but not

access them. You are granted the following action permissions with that role:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/permissions-reference
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Microsoft.Authorization/*/read 

Microsoft.Insights/alertRules/* 
Microsoft.Insights/diagnosticSettings/* 
Microsoft.ResourceHealth/availabilityStatuses/read 

Microsoft.Resources/deployments/* 
Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read 

Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/* 
Microsoft.Support/*

You should not use the Security Manager RBAC role. This role can manage security components, security policies, and

virtual machines.

You cannot configure locks if you are member of that role.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Azure > Resource Manager > Lock resources to prevent unexpected changes

Azure > Built-in roles for Azure role-based access control

You want more granular administrative control in your Azure Active Directory. You delegate the Helpdesk Administrator

role to regional support specialists. You want those regional support specialists to manage users only in the region that

they support. You need to create administrative units so the scope of the Helpdesk Administrator role is limited to one

or more administrative units.

Which of the following tools can you use to create an administrative unit? (Choose all that apply)

Microsoft Graph

Azure CLI

Transact-SQL

PowerShell

Explanation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/Azure/Azure-resource-manager/resource-group-lock-resources
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/Azure/active-directory/role-based-access-built-in-roles


You can create an administrative unit using the Azure portal, PowerShell, or Microsoft Graph. You would use the POST

function in Microsoft Graph to create an administrative unit.

POST /administrativeUnits 

{ 

  "displayName": "HelpDeskRegionalSupport",

  "description": "Help Desk Regional Support" 

}

To create an administrative unit by using the Azure Portal, choose Administrative units under Azure Active Directory.

You can then choose the role and add the members to the role.



You can also use PowerShell cmdlets to create an administrative unit. The following example creates an administrative

unit named HelpDeskRegionalSupport:

Connect-AzureAD 

New-AzureADMSAdministrativeUnit -Description "Help Desk Regional Support" -DisplayName

“HelpDeskRegionalSupport"

You cannot use Transact SQL to create an administrative unit. Transact SQL can create objects in SQL server, but not

in Azure.

At the time of this writing, you cannot use Azure CLI to create an administrative unit.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage Azure Active Directory identities

References: 

Add and remove administrative units - Azure Active Directory | Microsoft Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/roles/admin-units-manage
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You are developing an automated tool that will use several APIs within the Dream Suites Azure AD tenant. The security

team has mandated that API access to Azure resources must be managed using the most restricted permissions

possible. You do not want the automated tool to sign in as a normal user identity and would like to use certificate-based

authentication.

Which cmdlet should you run in order to create an identity that can use certificate-based authentication?

New-AzResourceLock

New-AzADServicePrincipal

Remove-AzRoleAssignment

New-AzRoleAssignment

Explanation

The New-AzADServicePrincipal cmdlet will create a new service principal within Azure AD. Service principles are

used when applications should not sign in as a fully privileged user and instead leverage restricted permissions scoped

only to a specific set of Azure resources. This option will allow the creation of an identity that can use certificate-based

authentication.

The New-AzRoleAssignment cmdlet is used to provide access to Azure resources for security principles using the

desired RBAC role and scope. This option will not allow the creation of an identity that can use certificate-based

authentication.

The Remove-AzRoleAssignment cmdlet is used to remove access to Azure resources for security principles using the

desired RBAC role and scope. This option will not allow the creation of an identity that can use certificate-based

authentication.

The New-AzResourceLock cmdlet will help prevent accidental deletion or changes to resources within Azure, such as

resource groups. This option will not allow the creation of an identity that can use certificate-based authentication.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage application access

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > PowerShell > Create an Azure service principal with Azure PowerShell

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/azure/create-azure-service-principal-azureps?view=azps-4.1.0
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You are on your company’s enterprise security advisor team. The main Azure administrator informs you that this token

was generated and shared with third parties.

You need to revoke it. What you do?

Refresh the str06rg06 storage account

Regenerate Key 1 in the str06rg06 storage account

Refresh the str06 storage account

Revoke the SAS connection string with id

cJiHvL7IlA4EDDGMrI3NKlvTRu3wl666sZ5SkplOvEM%3D

Regenerate Key 1 in the str06 storage account

Regenerate Key 2 in the str06 storage account

Regenerate Key 2 in the str06rg06 storage account

Explanation

You should regenerate Key 1 and Key 2 in the str06rg06 storage account.

You have no information about whether access Key 1 or access Key 2 were used, so you need to regenerate both of

them. The account key that was used to create the Shared Access Signature (SAS) is regenerated. Regenerating the

key causes all applications that use the previous key to fail authentication. You would need to update all components to

use the new key.

You could also revoke a Shared Access Signature (SAS) token by changing the expiry time on the SAS or by deleting

the stored access policy that references the SAS.

You cannot revoke the SAS connection string with id cJiHvL7IlA4EDDGMrI3NKlvTRu3wl666sZ5SkplOvEM%3D

because a SAS does not have a connection string. A SAS has a URI instead of a connection string, as well as a start

time and an expiry time.
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You should not refresh the str06rg06 storage account. Refreshing the browser does not update or modify the storage

account.

You cannot refresh the str06 storage account because the name of the storage account is str06rg06, not str06. For this

reason, you cannot regenerate Key 1 or Key 2 in the str06 storage account. The name of the storage account is

str06rg06, not str06.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for storage

References: 

Azure > Grant limited access to Azure Storage resources using shared access signatures (SAS)

Your company has a developed a security program that includes multiple workflows for incident response. These

processes include notifying the IT department, launching the change management process, and applying a remedy.

You would like to automate as many steps as possible. You create a workflow automation for a Logic App in Security

Center that will run when trigger conditions are met.

Match the proper Security Center trigger that is supported by the logic app designer.

{UCMS id=6254981318443008 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-sas-overview
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The "When a response to an Azure Security Center alert is triggered" trigger is not supported by the logic app

designer. This is a legacy trigger that cannot launch logic apps in the Workflow Automation feature. You should use one

of the following triggers:

When an Azure Security Center Recommendation is created or triggered
When an Azure Security Center Alert is created or triggered
When a Security Center regulatory compliance assessment is created or triggered

If you use the "When an Azure Security Center Recommendation is created or triggered" trigger, your automation

will stop working. You will need to update the trigger if the logic app relies on a recommendation that becomes

deprecated or replaced.

If you use the "When an Azure Security Center Alert is created or triggered" trigger, you will be able to customize

the trigger so that it relates only to alerts with the severity levels that you specify.

If you use the "When a Security Center regulatory compliance assessment is created or triggered" trigger, trigger

automations are based on any changes made to regulatory compliance assessments.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Security Center

References: 

Workflow automation in Azure Security Center | Microsoft Docs

You are working on the enterprise security team for the Nutex Corporation. Due to compliance reasons, you need to

prepare the process of leaving the cloud or migrating to another cloud provider. You need to backup Azure Key vault.

What should you do to perform this backup of the Azure Key vault?

Use the REST API POST {vaultBaseUrl}/keys/{key-name}/copy?api-

version=2016-10-01

Use a script that utilize the REST API POST {vaultBaseUrl}/keys/{key-

name}/copy?api-version=2016-10-01

Use Backup-AzureKeyVaultKey -VaultName 'MyKeyVault' command

Write a PowerShell script that utilizes the Backup-AzureKeyVaultKey cmdlet

multiple times to back up every secret

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/workflow-automation


✗ E)
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Use the Azure Portal and Backup button

Explanation

At the time of this writing, there is no simple command to backup all entries in the Azure Key Vault. You have to back up

every secret one by one, so you must create a script to perform that action. You can use REST API, PowerShell, or

Azure CLI. You would have to write a PowerShell script that utilizes the Backup-AzureKeyVaultKey cmdlet multiple

times for every secret in the Azure Key Vault to back up every secret.

In the REST API, there is not a copy statement. There is only a backup statement.

You should not use the REST API POST {vaultBaseUrl}/keys/{key-name}/copy?api-version=2016-10-01.

Although you can use it in your software, it is only one command that will back up only one secret from Azure Key

Vault.

You should not use the Azure Portal and Backup button because this action will back up only one secret from the Azure

Key Vault.

You should not use the Backup-AzureKeyVaultKey -VaultName 'MyKeyVault' command. Although you can use it in

your software, it is only one command that will back up only one secret from Azure Key Vault.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Docs > Announcing Backup and Restore of Keys, Secrets and Certificates

Azure Key Vault: Step-by-step guide to perform simple backup and restore

You want to have the company’s Azure Architect sketch a project’s design parameters with a repeatable Azure

resource that implements and adheres to the company’s standards and requirements.

You need to assign the Architect and her subordinates permissions in Azure Blueprints.

Assign the appropriate permission to the appropriate task.

{UCMS id=5958920985116672 type=Activity}

Explanation

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/kv/2018/07/20/announcing-backup-and-restore-of-keys-secrets-and-certificates/
http://techgenix.com/azure-key-vault-backup-restore/


You should choose the following:

To create an Azure Blueprint, you will need to have the write permission. The following lists the tasks that require write

permissions:

Task Permissions

Create a blueprint definition Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/write

Create artifacts on a blueprint definition Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/artifacts/write

Publish a blueprint Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/versions/write

When you save a blueprint definition on a management group or subscription scope, the blueprint definition

permissions must be granted or inherited on that management group or subscription scope.

You will need the following permissions to delete blueprints:

Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/delete

Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/artifacts/delete

Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprints/versions/delete

To unassign a blueprint, you will need Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprintAssignments/write permissions.

To assign a blueprint, you will need Microsoft.Blueprint/blueprintAssignments/delete permissions.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security policies

References: 

Azure > Governance > Blueprints > What is Azure Blueprints?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/governance/blueprints/overview
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You are part of the Azure Security team at the Nutex Corporation. Nutex wants to create effective baselines to monitor

the health of Azure resources. You are tasked with configuring Azure Monitor metric alerts that meet the following

criteria:

Alerts must be generated based on the metrics' historical behavior and identify patterns and anomalies.

Alerts must be generated for the smallest deviation from the normal value.

Alerts must be generated only after three deviations from the normal value.

Alert must be generated by checking values once every 10 minutes.

Match the fields (or equivalents) to create alerts in Azure on the left with the option or value to be specified on the right.

{UCMS id=5126276068147200 type=Activity}

Explanation

You would map the fields with their option or value as follows:

Metric alerts can be created for platform metrics, custom metrics, popular logs from Azure Monitor converted to metrics,

and Application Insights metrics. Metric alerts are set for the metrics of a target resource. When the metric meets the

condition and the expectancy you set for the alert, alerts are generated. Azure checks the metrics at regular intervals.

Metric alerts can be created on the Azure Monitor – Alerts page. Metric alerts use the following fields:
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Condition – This field specifies the upper and/or lower threshold value of the metric, below or above which alerts must

be triggered. The options are: greater than the upper threshold or lower than the lower threshold (default), greater than

the upper threshold, and lower than the lower threshold. In this case, greater than or less than.

Sensitivity – This field controls the level of deviations from the upper or lower thresholds. The options available are

High (alert rule will be triggered on the smallest deviation), Medium (fewer alerts than with high sensitivity (default)),

and Low (alert rule will only trigger on large deviations). In this case, it is set to High.

Metric – Metrics are used as Dimensions when creating a rule. For example, Percentage CPU usage or Percentage

Memory usage. In this case, it is Percentage CPU.

Frequency – This field represents how frequently in the “period” the metric alert checks if the conditions are met. This is

usually less than the period. In this case, 1.

Period – This field is the time measurement of how far back to go to check for metrics. In this case, 10 minutes.

Number of violations to trigger the alert is an advanced setting that lets you define the minimum number of deviations

required within a certain time window to generate an alert (the default time window is four deviations in 20 minutes). In

this case, 3.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Monitor

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Azure Monitor > Understand how metric alerts work in Azure Monitor

Microsoft Azure > Azure Monitor > Metric Alerts with Dynamic Thresholds in Azure Monitor

Microsoft Azure > Azure Monitor > Create, view, and manage metric alerts using Azure Monitor

Microsoft Tech Community > Getting started with Azure Monitor Dynamic Thresholds

The audit department found an unused connection in Virtual Network Gateway. You checked the metrics and saw the

following:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-metric-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-dynamic-thresholds
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-metric
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/ITOps-Talk-Blog/Getting-started-with-Azure-Monitor-Dynamic-Thresholds/ba-p/376616


✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

It would be best if you implemented a solution informs you when any traffic appears on this connection.

What should you do?

Configure a network security group

Use Network Watcher

Use an alert Rule

Use an Azure Firewall

Explanation

It would be best if you used an alert rule. With an alert rule, you can be informed by email when the metric will reach a

value. You can set an alert value on any of the metrics the connection.

Network Watcher can capture the traffic or check the connection, but you would still need an alert rule to be notified.

You should not use an Azure Firewall and/or network security group. You can block access to a connection with Azure

Firewall or a network security group.

Objective: 
Manage security operations
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Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Monitor

References: 

Azure > Overview of alerts in Microsoft Azure

Nutex Corporation uses multiple Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) clusters to manage their apps and services. The

managed service provider who used to manage Azure for Nutex has not hardened AKS clusters.

As the first member of the in-house Azure Security team, you are tasked with hardening AKS clusters. You also need to

demonstrate the impact of the hardening exercise to senior management at Nutex. You want to integrate AKS with

Azure Security Center.

Which of the following statements about integrating AKS with Azure Security Center are TRUE? (Select all that apply.)

This integration can send alerts for malicious activity and threats at the level of

the entire AKS cluster and the hosts in the cluster.

This integration is possible with both Free and Standard Azure Security Center

tiers.

Azure Security Center can send alerts for malicious activity and threats at the

level of the hosts in the cluster but cannot provide recommendations.

This integration can send alerts for malicious activity and threats at the level of

the entire AKS cluster, but not the hosts in the cluster.

Azure Security Center scans and interprets the AKS clusters’ audit logs to

provide alerts and recommendations.

Explanation

The following statements are true:

This integration can send alerts for malicious activity and threats at the level of the entire AKS cluster and the hosts

in the cluster.

Azure Security Center scans and interprets the AKS clusters’ audit logs to provide alerts and recommendations.

Azure Security Center can be integrated with AKS to ensure compliance, based on the CIS benchmark for containers.

To avail Azure Security Center for AKS vulnerability assessment and remediation, you must be on or upgrade to the

Standard tier of Azure Security Center and enable the Kubernetes Services plan on the Pricing tier page. After this

integration, you will see a Containers tab in the Compute and Apps menu in Azure Security Center. Here are some

things you must know about this integration:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/alerts-overview
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Security Center alerts you to threats and malicious activity detected at the host and AKS cluster level.

Security Center provides recommendations for all threats and malicious activities that it detects.

Security Center uses Kubernetes audit logs to detect anomalies.

The way to remediate and follow a recommendation is just as you would for any other feature of Azure that Security

Center monitors and remediates.

Azure Security Center can send alerts for malicious activity and threats at the level of the hosts in the cluster and

provides recommendations. Threat-intelligence engines map the vulnerabilities to known standards such as CVE, and

most CVEs usually provide ways to remediate the vulnerability.

This integration is not possible with the Free tier. You must upgrade to the Standard tier for AKS security features.

This integration can send alerts for malicious activity and threats at the level of the entire AKS cluster and also at the

level of the hosts in the cluster. Security Center identifies vulnerabilities and provides recommendations at the level of

an individual host in the cluster.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Security Center > Container security in Security Center

Microsoft Azure > Security Center > Azure Kubernetes Services integration with Security Center (Preview)

Microsoft Azure > Security Center > Threat protection in Azure Security Center

Microsoft Azure > Security Center > Upgrade to Standard tier for enhanced security

You need to configure permission scopes for a new web-based lead generation application called LeadGen that is

registered within the Dream Suites directory. All certificates must be obtained on behalf of the user once a user signs in

to the LeadGen application.

Before proceeding, what API permission must be configured in order to meet the security requirement?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/container-security
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/azure-kubernetes-service-integration
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-alerts-compute
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-pricing


✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

Microsoft Graph

Azure Rights Management Services

Azure Key Vault

Office 365 Management APIs

Explanation

Azure Key Vault is a service that manages your secrets, keys, and certificates that are contained in Key Vaults. This

permission allows certificates to be obtained on behalf of the user once a user signs in to the LeadGen application from

the Key Vault.

Microsoft Graph is a single endpoint that can be used to obtain data from Office 365 services such as Azure AD,

Exchange Online, SharePoint, or Intune. This permission does not allow certificates to be obtained on behalf of the

user once a user signs in to the LeadGen application from the Key Vault.
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

The Azure Rights Management Services endpoint allows authenticated users to leverage protected content. This

permission does not allow certificates to be obtained on behalf of the user once a user signs in to the LeadGen

application from the Key Vault.

Office 365 Management APIs can be used to obtain information about Azure AD users, events, and policies within

Office 365 and Azure AD. This permission does not allow certificates to be obtained on behalf of the user once a user

signs in to the LeadGen application from the Key Vault.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage application access

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Code Samples > Build an app with admin restricted scopes using the Microsoft identity platform

endpoint

Learn > Notifications (preview) > Get started > App registration > Manage app registration and API permission for

Microsoft Graph notifications

You are an administrator for Metroil and need to transfer an existing Azure subscription to an account that is located in

the Nutex Azure AD tenant.

What type of permission is required for the account to accept the transfer and set up payment?

Global reader

Account Administrator

Global Administrator

Billing Administrator

Explanation

The Billing Administrator permission provides the ability to accept the transfer of billing ownership to an account in

another Azure AD tenant. This role allows you to set up billing information for a subscription that is transferred from

another Azure AD tenant.

The Global Administrator credentials provide configuration access to all administrative features within Azure AD. This

role does not provide the ability to set up billing information for a subscription that is transferred from another Azure AD

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/samples/azure-samples/active-directory-dotnet-admin-restricted-scopes-v2/active-directory-dotnet-admin-restricted-scopes-v2/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/notifications-integration-app-registration
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

tenant.

The Global reader role can be viewed as a read-only counterpart to the Azure AD Global Administrator credential. This

role allows you to read settings and configurations within Microsoft 365 services. It does not provide the ability to set up

billing information for a subscription that is transferred from another Azure AD tenant.

The Account Administrator can assign others to access Azure billing information through roles such as Owner,

Contributor, and Global reader. This role does not provide the ability to set up billing information for a subscription that

is transferred from another Azure AD tenant.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage Azure Active Directory identities

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Cost Management and Billing > Manage accounts and subscriptions > Transfer billing

ownership of an Azure subscription to another account

You are a database administrator for the Metroil Corporation. You have been tasked with securely storing a

cryptographic key and secret within Azure. You need to create a software-protected key to use within the Azure Key

Vault service and then add a secret to the vault to store the SQL password for your custom application.

First, you decide to create a software-protected key within the Azure Key Vault service to meet the requirements.

What PowerShell command should you use?

$key = Add-AzureKeyVaultKey -VaultName 'MetroilKeyVault' -Name

'MetroilFirstKey' -Destination 'Software'

$key = Add-AzureKeyVaultCertificate -VaultName 'MetroilKeyVault' -

Name 'MetroilFirstKey' -KeyFilePath 'c:\softkey.pfx' -Destination

'HSM'

$key = Add-AzureKeyVaultCertificate -VaultName 'MetroilKeyVault' -

Name 'MetroilFirstKey' -Destination 'Software'

$key = Add-AzureKeyVaultKey -VaultName 'MetroilKeyVault' -Name

'MetroilFirstKey' -KeyFilePath 'c:\softkey.pfx' -Destination 'HSM'

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cost-management-billing/manage/billing-subscription-transfer
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Explanation

You should use the following PowerShell command:

$key = Add-AzureKeyVaultKey -VaultName 'MetroilKeyVault' -Name 'MetroilFirstKey' -Destination

'Software'

This command will create a key in the specified key vault within the Azure Key Vault service by using the Add-
AzureKeyVaultKey cmdlet. The parameter -Destination signifies the key will be added as a software-protected key

and not an HSM-protected key.

You should not use the following PowerShell command:

$key = Add-AzureKeyVaultKey -VaultName 'MetroilKeyVault' -Name 'MetroilFirstKey' -KeyFilePath

'c:\softkey.pfx' -Destination 'HSM'

This command will import a key named MetroilFirstKey from c:\softkey.pfx as an HSM-protected key. This cmdlet will

not create a software-protected key within the Azure Key Vault service.

You should not use either of the following:

$key = Add-AzureKeyVaultCertificate -VaultName 'MetroilKeyVault' -Name 'MetroilFirstKey' -

Destination 'Software'

$key = Add-AzureKeyVaultCertificate -VaultName 'MetroilKeyVault' -Name 'MetroilFirstKey' -

KeyFilePath 'c:\softkey.pfx' -Destination 'HSM'

Both of these commands use the Add-AzureKeyVaultCertificate cmdlet instead of the Add-AzureKeyVaultKey
cmdlet. The Add-AzureKeyVaultCertificate cmdlet adds a certificate to a key vault. It does not create a key vault.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Docs > Azure > Key Vault > Get started with Azure Key Vault

You are the Azure Security Administrator at Nutex Corporation. Nutex has recently moved to Azure. They currently host

a wide range of apps in their in-house datacenter.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-get-started


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✗ E)

You have set up an Azure AD DS-managed domain in a virtual network. You have applied an NSG for the virtual

network but have not added any rules as yet. You want to test if the implementation works before you add rules to the

NSG. You want to ensure that apps and services can leverage the AD DS-managed domain’s services.

After a few minutes, you see an alert related to the AD DS-managed domain’s health status. The following is a partial

screenshot of the alert:

Which of the following actions should you perform to fix this issue? (Select all that apply.)

Maintain unrestricted outbound access from the virtual network.

Add outbound rules to allow the AD DS-managed domain to communicate with

apps and services.

Add some inbound rules. NSGs take effect only when they contain rules.

Add inbound rules that allow apps and services to communicate with the AD DS-

managed domain.

Maintain unrestricted inbound access from apps and services.

Explanation

You would do the following:

Add inbound rules that allow apps and services to communicate with the AD DS-managed domain.

Maintain unrestricted outbound access from the virtual network.

For an Azure AD DS-managed domain to communicate with apps and services, the NSG must allow access to some

ports and protocols. If these are added as rules to NSG, Azure AD cannot monitor or update the managed domain. The

synchronization between the Azure AD directory and the Azure AD DS-managed domain is also impacted. You must

allow inbound TCP traffic on ports 443 (sync with Azure AD), 3389 (RDP), and 5986 (PowerShell remoting) to ensure

that the alert is fixed and your apps and services can communicate with the domain.

Azure AD DS needs unrestricted outbound access from the virtual network. Microsoft recommends that you do not

create any additional outbound rules that restrict outbound access for the virtual network. By default, NSGs contain

three outbound rules.

You should not add outbound rules to allow the AD DS-managed domain to communicate with apps and services. This

could be a large set of rules that Microsoft may change periodically and you will need to keep updating them unless you

can automate the NSG rule update.
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You do not need to add some inbound rules. NSGs contain six default rules (three inbound and three outbound), and

are operational without custom rules, a few minutes after you apply them.

You should not maintain unrestricted inbound access from apps and services. Unrestricted inbound access is a security

risk. This undermines the purpose of using NSGs to control access to VMs and of using NSGs to control access to

VMs.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Active Directory > Known issues: Network configuration alerts in Azure Active Directory Domain

Services

You configure an access review as shown in the screenshot below. The access review must ensure that users can

review their own access. Reviewers must be able to see system recommendations based on user activity. You want to

enable Azure to automatically remove all access for users who were denied. If reviewers do not respond to an access

review within the configured time period, user access should automatically be removed.

What configuration should you change based on the screenshot?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory-domain-services/alert-nsg


✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

If reviewers don’t respond

Show recommendations

Reviewers

Auto apply results to resource

Explanation
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The Show recommendations setting, when enabled, will show reviewers the system recommendation based on user

activity.

The If reviewers don’t respond option sets the action that will be taken when an access review is not completed

within the configured period. You can select to take no action and to maintain access, to remove access, to approve

access, or receive recommendations from Azure on whether to maintain or deny access. This setting will not allow

reviewers to see system recommendations based on user activity.

The Auto apply results to resource option will enable you to remove all users' access that were denied automatically.

This setting will not allow reviewers to see system recommendations based on user activity.

The Reviewers setting allows you to select a group of users who can perform the access review or enable users to

complete their own review. This setting will not let reviewers see system recommendations based on user activity.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Privileged Identity Management > Create an access review of Azure AD

roles in Privileged Identity Management

You plan to create a custom RBAC role. You assign a user to the Key Vault Contributor role. The Key Vault Contributor

role has the following Actions:

The Key Vault Contributor role has the following NotActions:

You plan to add a second role that grants access to Microsoft.KeyVault/locations/deletedVaults/purge/action. Will

the custom role be able to purge a soft-deleted Key Vault?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/privileged-identity-management/pim-how-to-start-security-review


✗ A)

✓ B)
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✗ E)

No

Yes

Explanation

Yes. If a user is added to a role that contains an operation in NotActions for that role, and is assigned a second role

that grants access to the same operation, the action will be allowed for the user. An operation in the NotActions
property is not a denied for the role. It is an action that is excluded, but not denied.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Create custom roles for Azure Role-Based Access Control

You are the Azure Security Administrator at Nutex Corporation. Nutex has recently moved to Azure. They currently host

a wide range of apps in their in-house datacenter.

You must move these apps to Azure with appropriate security measures. The apps have their tiers distributed over

multiple nodes for high availability. You must plan thoroughly to deploy these apps and protect access to the tiers and

nodes. You want to use network security groups (NSGs) as one of the Azure features to secure the nodes and apps.

Which of the following statements about NSGs are TRUE? (Select all that apply.)

Traffic from Azure services to VMs and subnets can be controlled by using

custom service tags.

Connections that are in progress are not interrupted if security rules that enabled

the connections are removed from an NSG.

Azure processes rules with higher priority values before it processes rules with

lower priority values.

By design, Azure hardcodes three inbound and three outbound rules to all NSGs.

NSG rules can be applied to the subnets but not the individual VMs in the subnet.

Explanation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/custom-roles


The following statements are true:

By design, Azure hardcodes three inbound and three outbound rules to all NSGs.

Connections that are in progress are not interrupted if security rules that enabled the connections are removed

from an NSG.

Azure hardcodes three inbound and three outbound NSG rules by default, for both inbound and outbound traffic. Even

if you deploy blank NSGs without adding any rules, the default rules will still work for the traffic in and out of the entities

on which you have deployed the NSGs. The default rules are numbered as low priority: 65000, 65001 and 65500.

The following are the default inbound rules:

AllowVNetInbound − allows traffic from any resources within the VNet

AllowAzureLoadBalancerInbound − allows traffic from an Azure load balancer to any of the virtual machines within

the network

DenyAllInbound − denies all inbound traffic but allows traffic between virtual machines in the virtual network, and

allows Azure Load Balancer to communicate with virtual machines within the virtual network.

The following are the default outbound rules:

AllowVNetOutBound − allows traffic through any resources within the VNet

AllowInternetOutBound − allows traffic originating from any resources in the VNet to the Internet

DenyAllOutBound − denies all outbound traffic, but virtual machines in a virtual network can communicate with

each other, and Azure Load Balancer can interact with the virtual machine within the virtual network.

Connections that are in progress are not interrupted if security rules that enabled the connections are removed from an

NSG. This is default Azure behavior.

Traffic from Azure services to VMs and subnets cannot be controlled by using custom service tags. You cannot create

your own service tags in Azure. A service tag is a group of IP address prefixes from a specific Azure service. Microsoft

manages the address prefixes encompassed by the service tag and automatically updates the service tag as

addresses change. You can use service tags as the Source and Destination for a rule if you are controlling traffic from

Azure services.

Azure does NOT process rules with higher priority values before it processes rules with lower priority values. The lower

the priority value, the higher the actual priority of the rule. Rules are processed in ascending order of the priority values.

Therefore, a rule with a priority value of 100 is processed before a rule with a priority value of 101 or 1000.

NSGs contain security rules that can be applied to a single VM or subnet or multiple VMs or subnets. When rules are

applied to subnets, all VMs in those subnets will use those rules to filter the type of network traffic that can flow in and

out of the subnets and network interfaces.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection
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Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

Kainos > Microsoft Azure: NSGs & ASGs Simplified

JavaTPoint > Azure Network Security

Microsoft Azure > Virtual Network > Security groups

Microsoft Azure > Virtual Network > Virtual network service tags

You are employed by the enterprise security team. You are responsible for key rotation for Storage account named

anutextestlab9843.

https://www.kainos.com/microsoft-azure-nsgs-asgs-simplified/
https://www.javatpoint.com/azure-network-security
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/security-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/service-tags-overview


To avoid the access keys from being compromised, you regenerate keys periodically.

At this moment all applications are using key1. What is the correct order that you should proceed with key rotation?

{UCMS id=6621548195610624 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should perform the following steps:

1. Make sure that key2 is not used by any application.

2. Regenerate access key2.

3. Make sure that key1 is not used by any application.

4. Regenerate access key1.
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All keys generated by Azure have at least two access keys to access resources. Both or one of them can be used.

Since the applications are using key1, key2 is not used, so the best idea is to start by regenerating key2, change the

application to use key2, and then regenerate access key1.

You should not stop and start applications that use the storage group. This action is not the best solution, because it

causes the application to stop while regenerating keys and there is no information that we change keys in the

application.

With an Azure Key Vault, an Azure Key Vault can be responsible for the management of the access keys. Applications

can request keys or secrets from the Azure Key Vault without having them persist with the applications. You can use a

key vault to allow updates of keys and secrets without affecting applications.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Create an Azure Storage account

Azure > Set up Azure Key Vault with key rotation and auditing

You are working on the enterprise security team for the Nutex Corporation. You have Azure ExpressRoute connection

up and working. You use almost every Azure resource connected with each other. You have a web app, and you need

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-account-create?tabs=azure-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-key-rotation-log-monitoring


✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

to perform the following tasks:

1. Implement SSL connection to the webapprg09 website

2. Implement a custom domain called internal.questioncorporation.local
3. Select the best method to allow a connection to the webapprg09 website only from your internal networks.

What is the best method to allow a connection to the webapprg09 only from your internal networks?

Configure an Azure Private Link for webapprg09

Configure the App Service Environment for webapprg09

Configure only the required IP addresses on the webapprg09 firewall.

Generate resource tokens with just enough privileges and IP scope.

Explanation

You should configure the app service environment for webapprg09. You can configure the Web App in a private Virtual

Network and achieve the goal. You can integrate a Web App with a private Virtual Network only when you deploy in the

App Service Environment.

You cannot generate resource tokens with just enough privileges and IP scope. There is no way to generate resource

tokens with just enough privileges and IP scope in a Web App.
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You cannot configure only the required IP addresses on the webapprg09 firewall. There is no firewall on the

webapprg09 web site because there is only (in Azure) Web Application Firewall.

You cannot configure Azure Private Link for webapprg09. An Azure Private Link provides private connectivity from a

virtual network to a customer-owned, Microsoft partner services, or an Azure platform as a service (PaaS) Azure

Private Link does not work with Web apps.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Azure > Integrate your app with an Azure Virtual Network

You are working as an Enterprise Cloud Architect for a company that only uses workloads in the Azure cloud. You have

databases that connect directly to the Azure SQL Database. You would like to detect any brute force SQL credentials

attack. The following graphic is an architecture view of this solution:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/web-sites-integrate-with-vnet


✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

What solution should you implement to achieve the goal?

Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 detection mode

Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 botnet detection

Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 prevention mode

Advanced Threat Protection for Azure SQL Database

Explanation

You should enable Advanced Threat Protection for Azure SQL Database. This solution has an alert that is triggered

when an application generates a brute force SQL credentials attack.

You should not implement an Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 detection mode. This solution can

detect OWSAP TOP 10 attacks, but only for Web applications. This solution will not work for SQL injection attacks that

use non-web traffic such as port 1433.

You should not implement an Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 prevention mode. This solution can

block OWSAP TOP 10 attacks, but only for Web applications. This solution will not work for attacks that use non-web

traffic, such as traffic over port 1433.
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You should not implement an Azure Application Gateway Standard v2 with WAF v2 botnet detection. This solution can

detect and block connections from compromised networks and computers, but does not specifically block a brute-force

attack.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > SQL Database > Advanced Threat Protection for Azure SQL Database

OWASP > Top 10 Web Application Security Risks

Azure > Web Application Firewall > Configure bot protection for Web Application Firewall (Preview)

You are creating a new web-based lead generation application called LeadGen for the Metroil Sales department. The

application should only be accessible for Metroil Sales members by accessing https://metroil.com/LeadGen. All

authentication traffic should use the Metroil namespace.

You are registering the LeadGen application within the single Metroil directory, as shown below.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-threat-detection-overview
https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/web-application-firewall/afds/waf-front-door-policy-configure-bot-protection


✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Before proceeding, what must be configured in order to meet the requirements?

Accounts in this organizational directory only (Single Tenant)

Redirect URI

Accounts in any organizational directory (Any Azure AD directory – Multitenant)

and personal Microsoft accounts (e.g. Skype, Xbox)

Accounts in any organizational directory (Any Azure AD directory – Multitenant)

Explanation

The Redirect URI option is used to configure the URI that an authentication response is returned to after authentication

by a Metroil user. To meet the requirements, the web option should be selected along with providing the return path for

authentication responses. This option will meet the requirement to configure all authentication traffic to use the Metroil

namespace.
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The Accounts in this organizational directory only (Single Tenant) option allows only Metroil users in the single

directory to use the application. This option does not meet the requirement to ensure the application is only accessible

for Metroil Sales members by accessing https://metroil.com/LeadGen.

The Accounts in any organizational directory (Any Azure AD directory – Multitenant) option allows Metroil and users

from other directories such as school accounts to use the application. This does not meet the requirement to ensure the

application is only accessible for Metroil Sales members by accessing https://metroil.com/LeadGen.

The Accounts in any organizational directory (Any Azure AD directory – Multitenant) and personal Microsoft accounts

(e.g. Skype, Xbox) option allows users with a work, school, or personal account to use the application. This option does

not meet the requirement to ensure the application is only accessible for Metroil Sales members by accessing

https://metroil.com/LeadGen.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage application access

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Microsoft Graph > Develop > Register Your App > Register an application with the Microsoft identity

platform

Azure > App Service > Web Apps > Configure your App Service or Azure Functions app to use Azure AD login

Verigon is a startup insurance company with a front-end web application hosted on Microsoft Azure, which operates on

sensitive data stored in Microsoft SQL Server running in an Azure Virtual Machine.

The application is a customer service application that must avoid downtime. Verizon ensures that the external crew

responsible for developing the application is always on-site to ensure a smooth process; the DevOps team requires

access to the front-end and back-end applications.

In order not to expose customers’ critical data, you are being asked to configure object-level encryption on the

customer’s bank account numbers.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/auth-register-app-v2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/configure-authentication-provider-aad


How can you achieve this task in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the

answer area and arrange them in the correct order.

{UCMS id=4859785410248704 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should perform the following actions:

1. Create a database master key

2. Create a self-signed certificate for SQL Server

3. Configure a symmetric key for encryption

4. Encrypt the column data

5. Query and verify the encryption

To configure column level encryption on the database, the following steps are required;

You first need to create a database master key. This action provides a password to protect the database. It uses the

symmetric or asymmetric encryption type to encrypt the target column.

You should then create a self-signed certificate for SQL Server. The self-signed certificate is used to verify that the

person signing in to the database is the actual person that has the right access.
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You will then configure a symmetric key for encryption. This is a type of encryption scheme in which the same key is

used to encrypt and decrypt messages.

You will then encrypt the column data: We need to encrypt the column data using VARBINARY. The VARBINARY type

is similar to the VARCHAR type but stores binary byte strings rather than non-binary character strings.

Once this has been completed, you should query and verify the encryption: Verify the encryption in Verigon Customer

info.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

SqlShack > An overview of the column level SQL Server encryption

https://www.sqlshack.com/an-overview-of-the-column-level-sql-server-encryption/


Question ID: 1380976

✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)
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You are working on your company's enterprise security team. The company that you are working for has Enterprise

Agreement Azure Subscription with 240 subscriptions and has 200 Azure administrators in the US Region, in the US,

Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and Asia. You need to store Azure Activity logs for 365 days.

The solution must be as inexpensive as possible. What do you suggest using?

Use Azure Shared File System

Use Event Hub

Use Storage Account

Use Log Analytics Workspace

Explanation

You should use a storage account. You can export Activity Log to Log Analytics workspace, Event Hub, and a storage

account. Using a storage account to archiving the Activity Log would be the least expensive if you plan to retain your

log data longer than 90 days (with full control over the retention policy) for audit, static analysis, or backup. If you need

to store Activity Log events for 90 days or less, you could stream the Activity Log to Event Hub. You could also copy

Activity Log events to a Log Analytics workspace where it can be analyzed by Azure Monitor.

Log Analytics workspaces in the Standalone or Per Node pricing tiers have user-configurable retention of up to 2 years

so you can store an Activity Log for 365 days. However, the cost of storing data in a Log Analytics workspace is more

expensive than storing that data in a storage account.

You cannot export Activity Logs to Azure Shared File System.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Monitor

References: 

Azure > Archive Azure resource logs to storage account

Azure > Collect Azure platform logs in Log Analytics workspace in Azure Monitor

Azure > Export Azure Activity log to storage or Azure Event Hubs

Azure > Manage usage and costs with Azure Monitor Logs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/resource-logs-collect-storage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/resource-logs-collect-workspace
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/activity-log-export
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/manage-cost-storage
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✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #119 of 144 Question ID: 1380961

You are working on the Enterprise Security team for your company. A junior administrator created 263 Windows Server

virtual machines (VMs) across five regions with the default configuration. The auditor team detected that your company

underwent a brute-force password attack and other cyber-criminal attacks from all over the world.

Where can you find this information?

Security Center - Identity & Access

Security Center - Security alerts map

Security Center - Adaptive application controls

NSG flow logs

Explanation

You should use the security alerts map in Security Center. The security alerts map helps you identify threats against

your environment. For example, you can identify if a threat is part of a botnet and where that threat is coming from.

Security Center uses data from multiple sources within Microsoft to build this map. To see current threats, open

Security Center. In the left pane of the dashboard, under Threat Protection select Security alerts map.

You should not use NSG flow logs. This option can allow investigating of network logs, but the investigation must be

performed manually.

You should not use Security Center - Adaptive application controls. Adaptive application controls help you deal with

malicious and/or unauthorized software, by allowing only specific applications to run on your VMs/servers. This option

in Security Center will not map out threats against your environment.

You should not use Security Center - Identity & Access. This option in Security Center identifies security vulnerabilities

in your environment. It provides recommendations that can harden and protect your resources. This option in Security

Center will not map out threats against your environment.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Security Center

References: 

Azure > Security Center > Security alerts map and threat intelligence

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-threat-intel


✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Question #120 of 144 Question ID: 1380950

You are working as an Azure administrator for the Nutex Corporation that is doing a merger with the Verigon

Corporation. The Verigon Corporation has an Enterprise Agreement Azure subscription. At this moment, all resources

are not on different subscriptions, but are on the same Azure Active Directory tenant.

You have several Linux based virtual machines with encrypted disks enabled in your Pay As You Go subscription that

you need to move them to an Enterprise Agreement subscription.

What is the first task that you should perform?

Migrate the Key Vault certificate

Disable encryption

Run the Suspend-BitLocker cmdlet

Disable Key Vault

Explanation

You should first disable encryption. You cannot move an encrypted disk between subscriptions. Encrypted virtual disks

are encrypted by using keys that are secured in an Azure Key Vault. You will not be able to access the Azure Key Vault

from another subscription. The first task is to disable encryption.

You should not run the Suspend-BitLocker cmdlet. The Suspend-BitLocker cmdlet will suspend BitLocker on Windows-

based virtual machines, but this scenario is about Linux virtual machines.

You cannot disable Key Vault because there is no option to disable Key Vault. If you delete Key Vault or remove access

to Key Vault, a VM loses access to keys so the VMs cannot decrypt the disk.

You should not migrate the Key Vault certificate because if you migrate to another subscription, a VM loses access to it,

so the VM cannot decrypt the disk and cannot start.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Azure > Azure Disk Encryption for Linux VMs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/disk-encryption-overview


✓ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✓ E)

During a routine security audit at the Nutex Corporation, you have discovered that some of the critical VMs have not

been updated with the latest OS patches. You are the Azure Security Advisor who performed the audit, and now you

must implement Azure’s Update Management module, to avoid such security vulnerabilities.

Which of the following MUST you do on the Azure portal to effectively implement the Update Management module?

(Select all that apply.)

Check the Missing updates tab to see which updates are missing for VMs.

Specify the Update classification option when creating the update schedule and

select the type of updates that must be updated on the VMs.

Specify the Update classification option when creating the update schedule and

select the groups of VMs that must be updated when the schedule runs.

Specify a longer value in the Maintenance window field when creating the

update schedule to avoid Azure terminating in-progress updates.

Create alerts to get an update about the update deployment schedules.

Explanation

You must do the following to implement the Update Management module:

Specify the Update classification option when creating the update schedule and select the type of updates that

must be updated on the VMs when the schedule runs.

Check the Missing updates tab to see which updates are missing for VMs.

Create alerts to get an update about the update deployment schedules.

Update classification is an option in the Schedule Update Deployment workflow. This option lists the class of OS

(Windows/Linux) and the types of updates from the OS vendors. Some examples of types of updates include critical

updates, security updates, update rollups, and feature packs.

After you enable Update Management, the Update Management pane opens. All missing updates are identified and

shown on the Missing updates tab. Select the update link under INFORMATION LINK to open the support article for

the update. This can have important information about the update.

To create alerts, select your Automation Account, and then select Done. Click Add condition, and select the signal that

is appropriate for the update deployment. The signals available are

Total Update Deployment Runs and Total Update Deployment Machine Runs. Configure the signal logic to specify the

condition, period, and frequency.

You would not specify the Update classification option when creating the update schedule and select the groups of

VMs that must be updated when the schedule runs to implement the Update Management module. The option to select

VMs for the schedule is Machines to update.
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You would not specify a longer value in the Maintenance window field when creating the update schedule to avoid

Azure terminating in-progress updates. The maintenance window (minutes) field controls the amount of time allowed

for updates to install. Update Management does not stop installing new updates as the maintenance window nears to a

close. Also, Update Management does not terminate in-progress updates, even if the maintenance window is

exceeded.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Automation > Manage updates and patches for your Azure VMs

You are employed by the enterprise security team. Most administrators usually deploy new virtual machines (VMs) in

the following way:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/automation/automation-tutorial-update-management


The auditors noticed that administrators and supervisors after deploying resources are looking for credentials in

deployments logs. You must prevent credentials from appearing in the deployment logs.

Which of the following strategies should you deploy?



✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

Question #122 of 144 Question ID: 1381032

Implement a Key Vault strategy to store secrets.

Implement a Key Rotation strategy.

Implement a certificate-based strategy for deploying new VMs.

Implement RSA public-private key strategy for deploying new VMs.

Instruct an administrator to change the password after deploying VMs.

Explanation

You should implement a Key Vault to store secrets. Key Vault is an Azure Service to store secrets securely. Using

Azure Key Vault secrets are stored in hardware security modules (HSMs).

You should not instruct an administrator to change the password after deploying VMs. – This strategy is not the best

because the old password will still be in deployments logs. It can be treated as a temporary solution, but not a strategy.

You should not implement a Key Rotation strategy. - Key Rotation strategy is for keys (e.g., Storage Keys), not for

passwords.

You should not implement RSA public-private key strategy for deploying new VMs. -This strategy could work only for

the Linux operating system, not for a Microsoft operating system.

You should not implement a certificate-based strategy for deploying new VMs. – It is not a technical possibility to deploy

this kind of solution. There is no technical possibility to log on to VMs using the certificate-based strategy for

implementing new VMs.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault

References: 

Azure > Key Vault > What is Azure Key Vault?

The Nutex Corporation has had problems in the past where customer’s data has been exposed. Database security

issues such as SQL injection and XSS must be avoided. Customer data must not be exposed if application source

code or deployment artifacts are exposed. Developers need to manage credentials. These credentials need to be in the

code of your custom applications. The credentials will authenticate to cloud services.

Match the technology to the business requirement. Not every technology may be used.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/key-vault/key-vault-overview


{UCMS id=6542311678803968 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

You should use Azure Key Vault as the location of the stored credentials. Key Vault encrypts authentication keys,

storage account keys, data encryption keys, .PFX files, and passwords by using keys protected by hardware security

modules (HSMs).

You should use Managed Service Identity (MSI) because it allows your code to retrieve stored credentials and other

keys or secrets from the Azure Key Vault. MSI gives Azure services a managed identity in Azure AD that can

authenticate to Azure Key Vault, or any other service that supports Azure AD authentication, without having credentials

in your code. MSI prevents credentials from being exposed if the source code or deployment artifacts are exposed.

All other answers are incorrect because they are not used to retrieve credentials or store them.

An Azure AD tenant allows you to create users and resources that are isolated from other Azure AD directories.

A certification authority (CA) Server creates, issues, and revokes certificates that are destined for users, devices, or

other objects. A certificate is not a user credential, thus a CA will not retrieve user credentials or be a location for user

credentials.

Always Encrypted is designed to encrypt sensitive data that is at rest and make the encryption transparent to the

applications. Always Encrypted is available in SQL Server 2016 and higher.

Transparent Data Encryption performs real time encryption for SQL Server database data and log files.

Azure SQL is a cloud database service that can be used to store data from cloud apps.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure and manage Key Vault
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References: 

Azure > What is Managed Service Identity (MSI) for Azure resources?

You deployed a test to a SQL server in an Azure virtual machine. You need to configure disk encryption to utilize the

BitLocker feature.

Which actions in the Azure portal should you perform in sequence to achieve this goal?

{UCMS id=5708937018998784 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should perform the following actions:

1. From the VM page, click on Disk.

2. On the Disks screen, select Encryption.

3. On the 'Select key from the Azure Key Vault' screen, select Create New.

4. On the Access Policies tab, check the Azure Disk Encryption for volume encryption box.

5. Select Review + Create.

In the Azure portal, navigate to the VM that needs its volume encrypted. Click on Disk from the VM screen. From the

Disks screen, choose Encryption. From the Encryption screen, choose the Disk to encrypt.

On the “Select key from Azure Key Vault” screen, select Create New to create the key.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/managed-service-identity/overview


On the Access Policies tab of the Create Key Vault screen, check the Azure Disk Encryption for volume encryption
box.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Azure > Virtual Machines > Windows> Quickstart: Create and encrypt a Windows virtual machine with the Azure portal

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/windows/disk-encryption-portal-quickstart
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

You are working in Enterprise Security Team, and you are advised that there are too many administrators. The following

shows an overview of your Azure Active Directory:

You would like to assign a security group to the roles in order to conveniently manage the roles. You receive an error

when you try to perform this action. How do you resolve the problem?

Upgrade to Azure AD Premium P2

Upgrade to Office 365 apps

Upgrade to Azure AD Basic Edition

Upgrade your Azure AD Agreement plan

Explanation

You should upgrade Azure AD Premium P2. If the customer has an Azure AD Premium license, the admin can assign a

security group to a role, and then members of that group will inherit the app role. This is a convenient way to manage

roles because the group owner does not need to be an AD admin.
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

You should not upgrade to Office 365 apps plan. This plan will not allow you to assign a security group to a role. You

will need to have Azure AD Premium to allow assigning a security group to a role.

The Azure AD Agreement plan is the Service Level Agreement (SLA) for Azure Active Directory Basic and Premium

services. The SLA guarantees at least 99.9% availability. The SLA will not give you the features of a Premium P1 or

Premium P2 license.

Azure AD Basic Edition does not offer the ability to add a security group to a role is not enough that because only Azure

AD Premium allows signing a security group to a role.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Azure > Manage Identity > Application roles

You have implemented a Web Application Firewall (WAF) on Azure Application Gateway. When you test the Application

Gateway WAF, you receive the following message: "403 unauthorized access"

What could be the reason that you received this message? (Choose all that apply.)

The WAF has been configured in Prevention Mode and a geographic filter is

enabled to block traffic from a specific country.

The WAF has been configured in Detection Mode and SQL-injection protection is

enabled.

The WAF has been configured in Prevention Mode and a bot protection rule is

enabled.

The WAF has been configured in Detection Mode and cross-site scripting

protection is enabled.

Explanation

The following are the reason you may receive the "403 unauthorized access" message:

The Application Gateway WAF has been configured in Prevention Mode and bot protection is enabled.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/multitenant-identity/app-roles
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

The Application Gateway WAF has been configured in Prevention Mode and a geographic filter is enabled to block

traffic from a specific country.

The Application Gateway WAF can be configured in either Detection Mode or Prevention mode. Prevention mode

blocks attacks and intrustions detected by the configured rules set. Detection Mode logs and monitors all threat alerts,

but does not block incoming requests.

Azure Web Application Firewall on Azure Application Gateway is a Layer 7 proxy, and it is working only for Web traffic.

It can provide SQL injection protection, cross-site scripting protection, and geo-filtering of traffic to allow or block certain

countries/regions from gaining access to your applications.

A Bot protection rule set allows WAF to block or log requests from known malicious IP addresses. The IP addresses

are matched with suspected IP addresses from the Microsoft Threat Intelligence feed. When the Bot Protection feature

is enabled, any incoming requests that match a malicious bot's client IPs are logged in the Firewall log.

Since the Detection Mode does not does not block incoming requests, you will not receive the "403 unauthorized

access" message when the Azure Web Application Firewall on Azure Application Gateway is in Detection Mode.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

What is Azure Web Application Firewall on Azure Application Gateway? - Azure Web Application Firewall | Microsoft

Docs

You are working on your company's enterprise security team. The Azure administrator configures the Static Sites

feature in Azure. The corporate policy says that minimum TLS 1.0 is required for all incoming connections.

What settings do you need in the configuration?

Use directive System.Net.ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol =

System.Net.SecurityProtocolType.Tls12; in C#

Use directive meta http-equiv="Refresh" content="1; URL=https://* in

webpage code

Make sure that Secure transfer required property is enabled

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/web-application-firewall/ag/ag-overview


✗ D)
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Use directive [System.Net.ServicePointManager]::SecurityProtocol =

[System.Net.SecurityProtocolType]::Tls12; in Powershell

Explanation

You should make sure that the Secure transfer required property is enabled. After this property is set, then any

incoming requests from insecure connections (such as HTTP instead of HTTPS) are rejected.

You should not use directive System.Net.ServicePointManager.SecurityProtocol =

System.Net.SecurityProtocolType.Tls12; in C# because it will use TLS 1.2 but only if you connect from

application that is written in C#. If the Secure transfer required property is not enabled, you can connect without

encryption. To make sure that all clients use encrypted traffic, you must set Secure transfer required property to

enabled.

You should not use directive [System.Net.ServicePointManager]::SecurityProtocol =

[System.Net.SecurityProtocolType]::Tls12; in Powershell because it will use TLS 1.2, but only if you connect

from a Powershell script. If Secure transfer required property is not enabled, you can connect without encryption. To

make sure that all clients use encrypted traffic, you must set Secure transfer required property to enabled.

You should not use directive meta http-equiv="Refresh" content="1; URL=https://* in webpage code because it

will only refresh your web browser to https connection. But if you write your own browser, you will be able to connect

without encryption.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Azure > Enable secure TLS for Azure Storage client

Azure > Require secure transfer to ensure secure connections

Azure > Static website hosting in Azure Storage

The management team at Nutex wants to know about all activity occurring in the NutexDB Azure SQL Database and

any new databases they might need to add in the future.

What tasks must be completed to ensure this level of auditing? (Choose all that apply.)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-security-tls
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-require-secure-transfer
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-blob-static-website
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✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

Question #128 of 144 Question ID: 1380987

Under Auditing & Threat detection, set the Auditing Type to Blob

Under Auditing & Threat detection, set the Auditing Type to Table

In the Azure Portal, access the Properties for the NutexDB database

In the Azure Portal, access the Properties of your SQL server

Explanation

You should do the following:

In the Azure Portal, access the Properties of your SQL server

Under Auditing & Threat detection, set the Auditing Type to Blob

Enabling the newer blob auditing type on the SQL Server properties will ensure that all databases added to that server

will be audited. Even if the default setting on a database is changed from Inherit settings from server, the server blob

will still collect activity from that database.

There are two auditing methods for auditing an Azure SQL database: blob auditing and table auditing: Blob auditing

provides higher performance because it has higher granularity for object-level auditing and is more cost-effective than

using table auditing.

There is no need to access the NutexDB database properties. The database properties would not protect any new

databases created in the future.

You should not use the table auditing type. This type of auditing will allow individual databases to opt out of auditing by

disabling the Inherit settings from server option.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > SQL Database > Auditing for Azure SQL Database and Azure Synapse Analytics

The company that you are working for has Enterprise Agreement Azure Subscription with 240 subscriptions and has

200 Azure administrators in the US, Europe, Middle East, Africa, and Asia. You need to store Azure Activity Logs for

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/auditing-overview


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

365 days. The solution must be easy to use for auditors to see detailed diagnostic and auditing information for Azure

resources. You must have the possibility to create alerts based on log search and integrate with Azure Sentinel.

What solution do you suggest?

Use Log Analytics Workspace

Use Storage Account

Use Azure Shared File System

Use Event Hub

Explanation

You should choose the Log Analytics workspace. You can export the Activity Log to Log Analytics workspace, Event

Hub, or a storage account. Log Analytics Workspace is the most powerful of those solutions. You can use it to collect

resource logs and analyze the logs with other monitoring data collected by queries in Azure Monitor Logs. The Log

Analytics platform allows you to search logs and integrate Log Analytics Workspace with Azure Sentinel SIEM. You can

create alerts based on searches. You can use the alerts to be notified of critical conditions or patterns identified in your

resource logs. Results of log queries can be pin to an Azure dashboard, included in a workbook, or stored in an

interactive report. These features would be helpful for auditors to see detailed diagnostic and auditing information from

Azure resources.

Log Analytics workspaces in the Standalone or Per Node pricing tiers have user-configurable retention of up to 2 years

so you can store an Activity Log for 365 days. However, the cost of storing data in a Log Analytics workspace is more

expensive than storing that data in a storage account.

You can use a storage account to archive the Activity Log if you plan to retain your log data longer than 90 days (with

full control over the retention policy) for audit, static analysis, or backup. Archiving the Activity Log is helpful, but you

would need to use the Log Analytics workspace in Azure Monitor to provide detailed auditing and diagnostic

information. You can use the Activity Log stored in the storage account in the Log Analytics workspace. Storing the

Activity Log in a storage account does not allow an auditor to search the logs in an easy way.

You should not use Azure Event Hub in this scenario. If you need to store Activity Log events for 90 days or less, you

could stream the Activity Log to Event Hub. Event Hub can receive and process millions of events per second. Event

Hub is ideal for logging to a third party system or a telemetry system. In this scenario, you would need to use the Log

Analytics workspace in Azure Monitor to provide detailed auditing and diagnostic information. Storing the Activity Log in

the Event Hub does not allow an auditor to search the logs in an easy way.

You cannot export Activity Logs to Azure Shared File System.

Objective: 
Manage security operations
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Sentinel

References: 

Azure > Archive Azure resource logs to storage account

Azure > Collect Azure platform logs in Log Analytics workspace in Azure Monitor

Azure > Export Azure Activity log to storage or Azure Event Hubs

The Security department has mandated that all users in the Sales department should be part of a dynamic group in

order to ensure that access to line of business applications is automated. When users are initially provisioned, all

relevant AD properties of the user account are configured based on which department they are part of.

You are configuring a new dynamic group within the Azure portal, as shown below.

What must be changed in order to meet the requirements?

Change Property to Department

Change Value to Marketing

Change Operator to Not In

Change the Operator to In

Explanation

The Property field must be changed from accountEnabled to department. This option will specify that any user that

has Sales contained within the department attribute on their user account will be automatically added to the new

group.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/resource-logs-collect-storage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/resource-logs-collect-workspace
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/activity-log-export
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Changing the Operator to Not In will not automatically specify that any user that has Sales contained within the

department attribute on their user account will be automatically added to the new group.

The option to change the Value to Marketing does not meet the requirement to add all members of the Sales

department.

You would change the Operator to In if you wanted to compare the user against a specific set of values, such as five

different groups, not just one group. This operator could be used if you wanted to specify members from multiple sales-

related groups.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage Azure Active Directory identities

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Users, groups, and roles > Dynamic membership rules for groups in Azure

Active Directory

You have created a security policy in Azure Security Center. You notice that your environment does not follow the policy

that you created. You want to add a custom initiative to your subscription.

Which of the following are true regarding custom initiatives?

Microsoft recommends that a custom initiative use the narrowest scope required

for the assignment

Recommendations for your custom initiative appear if your environment does not

follow your defined policies

Creating new initiatives requires subscription contributor credentials

A custom standards must be added at the subscription level (or higher) for them

to be evaluated and displayed in Security Center.

Explanation

Recommendations for your custom initiative appear if your environment does not follow your defined policies.

Microsoft recommends custom initiative use the widest scope, not narrowest scope, required for the assignment.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-dynamic-membership
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To create new initiatives requires subscription owner credentials, not contributor credentials.

Custom standards must be added at the subscription level (or higher) for them to be evaluated and displayed in

Security Center.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Security Center

References: 

Azure > Security Center > Using custom security policie

You work in your company’s enterprise security advisor team. The main Azure administrator informs you that this token

was generated and shared with third parties.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/custom-security-policies


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)
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You need to revoke it. What you do?

Change the time of the expiration in policy 1 to before the start time of the SAS

Regenerate Key 1 and Key 2 of str06 storage account

Refresh the str06 storage account

Refresh the str06rg06 storage account

Regenerate Key 1 and 2 in the str06rg06 storage account

Explanation

You should change the time of the expiration in policy 1 to before the start time of the SAS. A SAS has a start time and

an expiry time. If the policy expires before the start time of the SAS, then the SAS is invalid.

You cannot regenerate Key 1 and Key 2 of the str06 storage account. The name of the storage account is str06rg06,

not str06.

You should not refresh the storage account. Refreshing the storage account only refreshes the user interface (UI). It

does not change the storage account.

It would be best if you did not regenerate Key 1 and 2 of the str06rg06 storage account. When you regenerate storage

account keys, all generated SAS tokens stop working, so in this case, the best option is to set the expiration of policy in

the past. In this way, only SAS that was generated using this policy will be revoked.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for storage

References: 

Azure > Grant limited access to Azure Storage resources using shared access signatures (SAS)

The Metroil Corporation requires that administrators have more administrative control of all users and their laptops

within Los Angeles. The security department has stated that dynamic groups should be used whenever possible.

You are creating a new group for user laptops within Los Angeles in the Azure portal.

https://docs.microsoft.com/pl-pl/azure/storage/common/storage-sas-overview


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

What type of membership type should be used in order to meet the requirement?

Dynamic Device

Assigned

Dynamic User

Add dynamic query

Explanation

The Dynamic Device option allows you to specify rules to add devices to the group automatically. This option will meet

the requirement as it allows you to add a dynamic query to add all devices that belong to users within Los Angeles to

the group.

The Assigned option allows you to add users to a group manually. This option will not meet the requirement as it does

not allow you to add a dynamic query to add all devices that belong to users within Los Angeles to the group.

The Dynamic User option allows you to specify rules to add users to the group automatically. This option will not meet

the requirement as it does not allow you to add a dynamic query to add all devices that belong to users within Los

Angeles to the group.

The Add dynamic query option is used when the Dynamic User or Dynamic Device option is selected. This option is

where you would enter in the rule to specify automatic membership in the group. This option will not meet the
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requirement as you must first select the Dynamic Device membership type.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage Azure Active Directory identities

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Users, groups, and roles > Dynamic membership rules for groups in Azure

Active Directory

You are working as an Enterprise Azure Administrator. You just created a new Azure Subscription. The following

displays your Azure Active Directory blade:

You need to enable Just in Time (JIT) VM Administration for VM01 and VM03. What steps do you need to perform?

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/groups-dynamic-membership


✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

✗ E)
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Upgrade to Standard tier of Security Center.

Upgrade to Azure Active Directory P2 plan.

Upgrade to Azure Active Directory P1 plan.

Enable JIT for VM01 and VM03.

Add user group to the Contributors role of VM01 and VM03.

Explanation

You should upgrade to Standard tier of Security Center. The Just in Time (JIT) feature is available on the Standard tier

of the Security Center.

You should enable JIT for VM01 and VM03. In this way, we give access using JIT strategy to the selected VMs.

You should not upgrade to the Azure Active Directory P1 or P2 plan. Azure Active Directory P1 or P2 Plan is not

necessary to run JIT functionality.

You should not add user group to the Contributors role of VM01 and VM03. This privilege is too wide in this scenario. In

this way, we can give access without JIT functionality.

Objective: 
Manage security operations

Sub-Objective: 
Monitor security by using Azure Security Center

References: 

Azure > Security Center > Manage virtual machine access using just-in-time

Your company uses the Azure App Service so users can sign in and access data without you writing lots of code in your

application. The application signs users into the provider manually. The application code manages the sign-in process.

What are the steps of the authentication flow with a provider SDK?

Choose the correct steps of the authentication flow.

{UCMS id=6029500585345024 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security-center/security-center-just-in-time
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Since the application uses a provider SDK, the client code uses the provider SDK to sign in the user, and the user

receives an authenticated token.

After the user signs in and during post-authentication, the client code puts a token from the provider used for validation

to /.auth/login/<provider>.

To establish an authenticated session, the App Service sends its authentication token to client code.

The authentication token in the X-ZUMO-AUTH header is presented by the client code to ensure authenticated content

is served.

You should not choose “Provider redirects client to /.auth/login/<provider>/callback”. This action occurs during

post authentication after the user logs in when the application does not use a provider SDK.

You should not choose “App Service adds an authenticated cookie to response”. This action occurs when an

authenticated session is established with an application that does not use a provider SDK.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Azure > App Service > Web Apps > Authentication and authorization in Azure App Service and Azure Functions

You are the Azure SQL administrator. You have 195 databases in your Azure Subscription. Fifty of the databases

contain confidential data. You need to add a new administrator to these 50 databases and make sure that the login

process for that administrator is confidential and secure.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/overview-authentication-authorization


✓ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✗ E)

✓ F)

✗ G)

What should you do?

Make sure that Multifactor Authentication (MFA) is enabled to that user.

Create a script that CREATE LOGIN statement for the 50 databases.

Add a global masking rule in Dynamic Data Masking.

Create a script that uses the CREATE ADUSER statement for the 50 databases.

Enable Auditing.

Provision an Azure Active Directory administrator for your managed SQL

instance

Enable Advanced Data Security.

Explanation

The solution is to use Multifactor Authentication (MFA). To enable MFA, you need to provision an Azure Active Directory

administrator for your managed SQL instance, and then you need to create logins to each database.

To provision an Azure Active Directory administrator for your managed instance in the Azure portal, you need to find the

appropriate SQL managed instance. Select the banner on the top of the Active Directory admin page and grant

permission to the current user. You can also perform this action via PowerShell.

You cannot create a script that uses a CREATE ADUSER statement for the 50 databases. There is a T-SQL statement

named CREATE USER that can create a login for an Active Directory account, but there is not a T-SQL statement

named CREATE ADUSER.

You should not enable auditing. This action will allow you to track transactions, logins, and updates, but will not resolve

the issue of adding a SQL administrator to a database.

You should not enable Advanced Data Security. This action will detect unusual activities, but will not resolve the issue

of adding a SQL administrator to a database.

You should not add a global masking rule in Dynamic Data Masking. This action will protect data, but will not resolve

the issue of adding a SQL administrator to a database.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > SQL > Configure and manage Azure Active Directory authentication with SQL

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-aad-authentication-configure?tabs=azure-powershell
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

Azure > Using Multi-factor AAD authentication with Azure SQL Database and Azure SQL Data Warehouse (SSMS

support for MFA)

As an Azure architect, you notice that built-in roles do not meet the specific needs of your organization. You need to

create new custom roles.

Which of the following should you NOT choose?

Azure CLI

Azure portal

REST API

Azure PowerShell

Explanation

You cannot create new custom roles using the Azure portal.

If the built-in roles for Azure resources do not meet the specific needs of your organization, you can create your own

custom roles. Just like built-in roles, you can assign custom roles to users, groups, and service principals at

subscription, resource group, and resource scope levels.

You can create custom roles using Azure PowerShell, Azure CLI, or the REST API. To create a custom role, you would

have to create a JSON role definition file that defines the properties of your custom role similar to the following:

{ 

  "Name": "Nutex Report Support Tickets", 

  "IsCustom": true, 

  "Description": "View everything in the subscription and also open support tickets.", 

  "Actions": [ 

    "*/read", 

    "Microsoft.Support/*" 

  ], 

  "NotActions": [], 

  "DataActions": [], 

  "NotDataActions": [], 

  "AssignableScopes": [ 

    "/subscriptions/00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000" 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-ssms-mfa-authentication
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

  ] 

}

You can use the az role definition create command to create the custom role by specifying the JSON role

definition file.

az role definition create --role-definition "~/CustomRoles/NutexReaderSupportRole.json"

You can use the New-AzRoleDefinition cmdlet to create the custom role by specifying the JSON role definition file.

New-AzRoleDefinition -InputFile "C:\CustomRoles NutexReaderSupportRole.json"

Because the question asks which option you should not choose, you have to select Azure portal.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Role-based access control > Custom roles for Azure resources

Currently, users can consent to applications that read their data within the Nutex organization. You need to prevent the

ability of users to consent themselves.

Which cmdlet would you use to disable users from consenting to applications?

Set-MsolCompanySettings

Get-AzureADDirectorySettingTemplate

Connect-MsolService

Get-AzureADDirectorySetting

Explanation

The Set-MsolCompanySettings cmdlet is used to configure company-level settings within a tenant. The following

command is used to disable user consent:

Set-MsolCompanySettings -UsersPermissionToUserConsentToAppEnabled $false

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/role-based-access-control/custom-roles
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

The -UsersPermissionToUserConsentToAppEnabled $false parameter can be used to disable user consent. This

cmdlet will disable a user’s ability to consent to applications within the Nutex organization.

The Connect-MsolService cmdlet initiates a connection to Azure Active Directory. This cmdlet will not disable a user’s

ability to consent to applications within the Nutex organization.

The Get-AzureADDirectorySettingTemplate cmdlet provides a directory settings template from Azure Active

Directory. This cmdlet will not disable a user’s ability to consent to applications within the Nutex organization.

The Get-AzureADDirectorySetting cmdlet is used to retrieve directory settings from Azure Active Directory within the

tenant. This cmdlet will not disable a user’s ability to consent to applications within the Nutex organization.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage application access

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Application management > Configure how end-users consent to

applications

You need to plan the MFA authentication method for a group of users that often go days at a time without consistent

cellular or data access on their mobile phones.

Which verification option should be used in order to meet the requirements?

Verification code from mobile app or hardware token

Notification through mobile app

Call to phone

Text message to phone

Explanation

The verification code from a mobile app or hardware token option will use the Microsoft Authenticator app to generate a

new OATH verification code that can be used to enter into the login screen. The Microsoft Authenticator app can

generate a verification code without data or cellular signals. This option will work as the mobile device does not need to

have a data or cellular signal to generate a verification code through the Microsoft Authenticator app.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/manage-apps/configure-user-consent
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

✓ E)

The call to phone option will allow the user to receive an automated voice call to the configured phone number in order

to approve an authentication request. This option will not work as the mobile device does not always have a cellular

signal to receive a voice call.

The text message to phone option will send a text message with a pin to the configured phone number for the user.

This option will not work as the mobile device does not always have a data signal to receive a text message.

The notification through mobile app option will send a push notification to the Microsoft Authenticator app on the user's

mobile device. This option will not work as the mobile device does not always have a data signal to receive a push

notification.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Authentication > Plan an Azure Multi-Factor Authentication deployment

You are activating Privileged Identity Management within your organization. Currently, there are six administrators

tasked with managing Azure Active Directory within the Dream Suites Corporation.

User 1 Privileged Authentication Administrator

User 2 Password Administrator

User 3 Security Administrator

User 4 Global Administrator

User 5 Privileged Authentication Administrator

User 6 Password Administrator

You want to make sure that User 6 can activate Privileged Identity Management within your organization. What role

change should you make for User 6?

Password Administrator

Compliance Administrator

Privileged Authentication Administrator

Security Administrator

Global Administrator

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/howto-mfa-getstarted?redirectedfrom=MSDN
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Explanation

The Global Administrator role has full access to all features found within Azure Active Directory. This role is needed first

to enable Privileged Identity Management within an organization. It will allow User 6 to activate and set up Privileged

Identity Management.

The Privileged Authentication Administrator role can view or set authentication methods for users and administrators.

This role will not allow User 6 to activate and set up Privileged Identity Management.

The Security Administrator role can read and manage security-related services found within Azure Active Directory.

This role will not allow User 6 to activate and set up Privileged Identity Management.

The Password Administrator role can manage passwords, view service health, and manage service requests. This role

will not allow User 6 to activate and set up Privileged Identity Management.

The Compliance Administrator role can review the information within the Office 365 Security & Compliance Center and

the Exchange Admin Center. This role will not allow User 6 to activate and set up Privileged Identity Management.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Configure secure access by using Azure AD

References: 

Microsoft Docs > Azure > Active Directory > Users, groups, and roles > Securing privileged access for hybrid and cloud

deployments in Azure AD

You are working as a security administrator. You want to detect anomalous activities indicating unusual and potentially

harmful attempts to access or exploit databases. You opened Advanced Security/ security alerts and saw the following:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/users-groups-roles/directory-admin-roles-secure?toc=%2fazure%2factive-directory%2fprivileged-identity-management%2ftoc.json


✗ A)

✗ B)

✓ C)

✗ D)

What would you do to make sure that you can detect harmful attempts to access or exploit the sql05 database?

Configure Security Center.

Change the pricing tier for sql05 database.

Open Advanced data security and configure Advanced Threat Protection.

Configure Azure Sentinel.

Explanation

You would need to enable Advanced Threat Protection. Advanced Threat Protection is disabled by default. Advanced

Threat Protection for Azure SQL Database and SQL Data Warehouse is used to find anomalous activities, such as

attempts to access or exploit databases. Advanced Threat Protection provides extra security so you can detect and

respond to potential threats as they happen via security alerts. Advanced Threat Protection allows you to receive an

alert upon the following vulnerabilities or suspicious activity:

Potential SQL injection

Access from an unusual location

Access from unusual Azure data center

Access from unfamiliar principal
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Access from a potentially harmful application

You should not configure Azure Sentinel. Azure Sentinel is a SIEM solution that can consume data from Log Analytics

and database, but Advanced Threat Protection must be enabled first.

You should not configure Security Center. Configuring Security Center can provide configuration advisory only. It would

not allow you to detect harmful attempts to access or exploit a database.

You should not change the pricing tier for the sql05 database. The pricing tier reflects only to size and performance

database.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > Advanced Threat Protection for Azure SQL Database

You manage a frontend and backend inhouse application hosted on Azure for Verigon Inc.

You need to configure the SQL Server admin to authenticate using an Azure Active Directory admin account on an

Azure SQL Managed Instance.

How can you achieve this task in sequence in the Azure portal? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list

of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order?

{UCMS id=5736715558846464 type=Activity}

Explanation

You should choose the following:

1. Choose Azure Active Directory
2. Navigate to the SQL Server instance

3. Select Active Directory admin in the SQL Server page,

4. In the Active Directory admin page, select Set admin.

5. In the Add admin page, select the user that you want as administrator.

You should select Active Directory admin in the SQL Server page. You will grant permission for the Managed

Instance to access Azure Active Directory. You will need to be a "Company Administrator" or a "Global Administrator" to

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/sql-database/sql-database-threat-detection-overview


grant read permissions to the Azure Active Directory for the Managed Instance.

You will then choose the Azure AD admin for your SQL Managed Instance. You will select Set admin on the Active

Directory admin page.

You should then choose the user or group you want to be an administrator by selecting the user or group in the Add
admin page.

You should not choose SQL Database from the Azure Portal. An SQL Managed Instance is not on a SQL database.

You can also use the Set-AzSqlServerActiveDirectoryAdministrator cmdlet to an Azure Active Directory

administrator for the server hosting SQL Database or Azure Synapse.

Objective: 
Secure data and applications

Sub-Objective: 
Configure security for databases

References: 

Azure > Azure SQL > SQL Database >Configure and manage Azure AD authentication with Azure SQL

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-sql/database/authentication-aad-configure?tabs=azure-powershell
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✗ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✓ D)

You are the Azure security administrator for the APAC region at Nutex Corporation. Nutex has hired a security architect

to analyze the shortcomings related to the security of its subscriptions, management groups, and resource groups.

The security architect has recently used Azure Policy to enforce a specific set of network security groups (NSGs) to a

management group in the APAC region. You have been informed that this policy assignment will hinder the deployment

of a resource group as the resource group will not be fully functional. You must inform the security architect to make

changes to the assignment and allow the new resource group to use a specific set of NSGs for security purposes, but

exclude some resource groups from a mandatory enforcement.

What of the following is the quickest and most effective way to solve this issue?

Construct a new NSG with higher priority rules to negate the impact of the policy

assignment.

Add the new resource group to a new or different management group.

Manually unassign the policy assignment and add a new NSG.

Ask the security architect to add the new resource group as an exclusion.

Explanation

You must ask the security architect to flag the new resource group as an exclusion in the policy assignment.

Azure Policy uses built-in and custom policy definitions to enforce specific conditions when Azure administrators

provision resources. A policy definition specifies conditions under which it is enforced and what happens when the

conditions are met. In this case, the policy definition and hence the policy assignment specifies that all resource groups

(resources, subnets, and VMs) must mandatorily use a specific set of NSGs for security purposes. However, policy

assignments also let you exclude specific resources or resource groups from imposed enforcement. Letting the security

architect know that a specific resource group must be excluded is the quickest and most effective way in terms of

scalability and security. In case you want the NSGs to be applied, the resource group must be removed from the

Exclusions list.

All other options are not logical and scalable approaches.

You would not construct a new NSG with higher priority rules to negate the impact of the policy assignment. This may

work, but you now have a custom NSG that you must manage. You may miss certain critical rules at a later stage. It is

always beneficial to apply, monitor, and erase configurations in groups.

You would not manually unassign the policy assignment and add a new NSG. This may work, but you now have a

custom NSG that you must manage. You may miss certain critical rules at a later stage. It is always beneficial to apply,

monitor, and erase configurations in groups.

You would not add the new resource group to a new or different management group. This may not be feasible and will

be non-compliant to measures that govern security and management of resources. Management groups are governed
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✓ A)

✗ B)

✗ C)

✗ D)

not only by NSGs but also many other Azure features, such as Firewall, Monitoring, and Logging.

Objective: 
Manage identity and access

Sub-Objective: 
Manage access control

References: 

Techtrainingpoint > Azure Policy – Tutorial

Testprep > Azure Policy – Infrastructure Standards

You are a security engineer for a large Corporation that has an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant named

nutex.com. You want to increase identity security by using multi-factor authentication (MFA). You want to enable two-

step verification for Azure users but are not sure what verification methods are available.

Which of the following authentication methods is available for MFA?

Notification through a mobile app

Security questions

Certificate

Captcha

Explanation

Notification through a mobile app sends a push notification to a user’s phone. The user needs to select Verify to

complete the verification. Other possible verification methods are calls to a mobile phone, text messages to a mobile

phone, verification codes from a mobile app, or a hardware token.

Captcha is a challenge response test to determine if the user attempting to log in is a human and not a bot. Captcha is

not used with Azure.

You would not choose a private certificate because they are not options in MFA.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

https://www.techtrainingpoint.com/azure-policy/
https://www.testpreptraining.com/tutorial/azure-policy-infrastructure-standards/
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✗ A)

✓ B)

✗ C)
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Sub-Objective: 
Configure advanced security for compute

References: 

Microsoft Azure > Active Directory > Authentication > Configure Azure Multi-Factor Authentication settings > Verification

methods

You need to access the security of your network traffic. You must implement Azure Firewall Manager to provide central

security policy and route management for security perimeters in your Azure cloud.

Which of the following statements are true? (Choose all that apply.)

You can use Branch to Internet (B2I) traffic filtering with a hub virtual network

deployment

You can integrate third-party security as a service (SECaaS) providers

You can centrally deploy and configure multiple Azure Firewall instances that

span multipe Azure regions, but only in one subscription

You can use VNet to Internet (V2I) traffic filtering with a secured virtual hub

deployment

Explanation

Azure Firewall Manager allows you to integrate third-party security-as-a-service (SECaaS) providers, and to use VNet

to Internet (V2I) traffic filtering with a secured virtual hub deployment.

Firewall Manager provides central security policy and route management for security perimeters in your cloud. It has

two architecture types:

Secured virtual hub – This architecture works in a hub and spoke architecture where the security and routing

policies are associated with a hub.

Hub virtual network. – This type is used with a standard Azure virtual network that you manage. If a hub exists in

the Azure virtual network, the security policies are associated with the hub.

Firewall Manager integrates third-party security as a service (SECaaS) providers.

You can integrate VNet to Internet (V2I) traffic filtering and Branch to Internet (B2I) traffic filtering with Azure Firewall

Manager, but both features are only can be used with a secured virtual hub deployment, not a a hub virtual network

deployment.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/authentication/howto-mfa-mfasettings


You can centrally deploy and configure multiple Azure Firewall instances that span multiple Azure regions, as well as

multiple subscriptions.

Objective: 
Implement platform protection

Sub-Objective: 
Implement advanced network security

References: 

What is Azure Firewall Manager? | Microsoft Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/firewall-manager/overview

